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ABSTRACT
SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

IN NEPAL.

VOICES FROM THE BOTTOM-UP

SEPTEMBER 2006

TOTRAMAN GURUNG, DIPLOMA. TRIBHUVAN UNIVERSITY. KATHMANDU
M.A.,
Ed.D.,

SCHOOL FOR INTERNATIONAL TRAINING

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor David R. Evans

I

ol

his qualitative study explored

development, Bikas,

how

people

at the local level. In

in rural

Nepal understand and make meaning

Nepal, the terms “development,” Bikas, and

“modernization," Adhunikaran are often used interchangeably. At the community
,

experience of change

Open ended

is

how most

people describe their perception of development.

in-depth interviews and participant observations were the primary methods used.

The research questions engaged
experiences with development

their quality

level, the

of

life

the participants in reflecting about past and present

in their

community, especially

change. Additionally, the

in

how

they have observed

members of the Mothers Group,

were also interviewed. The members were interviewed
understand the role of women and their experiences

for

two reasons,

Ama

Toli,

(1) to better

w ith development and

(2) to

develop a

case study to understand how' community based organizations can be agents of change.

The findings showed

mean good changes

that local people

for everyone.

The

have recognized

that

development does not necessarily

rich narratives provided a glimpse into

how

different

generations and gender experience development. These findings have major implications for

vi

sustainable development in rural communities.

Mow

experience development will have an impact on
initiatives. Additionally,

individuals or groups of individual

how they

participate, support or resist future

what each group believes the gains and losses

to be

is

important for

those working as change agents.

I

he study raises to the surface the experiences and views of those

w hose views and

opinions are generally not included even though they are the supposed
recipients of

development. The development discourse focuses on the
study affirms that for development to be sustainable

have a voice and role

in

all

critical

need

for sustainability. This

members of the community must

determining the community’s course of change/development.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
am

not trying to suggest that whatever

was old was good and desirable and
ot oui lost heritage should be reclaimed. Nor am I implying
that the old social structure should be revived in its entirety
and that we should
adopt an exclusionary position and advocate “nativism.” Such a
I

that

even aspect

fundamentalist position
callous about the

is

neither desirable nor acceptable.

Nobody should be

many

tyrannical characteristics of our feudal-religious
heritage.
contention, however, is that the indigenous economic system and
values were generally self-reliant, self-sufficient, sustainable and far less

My

destructive to both humanity and nature.

deprivation. But

now under

It

served as a hedge against

total

the banner of development, the dignity and

humanity of the poor were being questioned, whereas poverty

itself appeared
be deepening.... Yet, these issues seem to matter little. We had already
developed a blind faith in Bikus and its objects. We accepted development as a
fait d’ accompli. We seemed to have convinced ourselves that more Bikus

to

means

less poverty.

What

a historical fallacy! (Shrestha, 1998. p.61

Overview

The debate over development
that period

Nepal

is

in

Nepal has been more than five decades long. During

development experts have suggested different types of models and approaches.

an example of the battleground between theory and practice, resulting

in

both

victories and casualties.

When Nepal

first started its

development planning, funding was provided predominantly

by donors from the West. At the time the country did not have enough

move from

manpower

to

planning to carrying out, evaluating and revising the development vision.

Therefore, not only did Nepal

become dependent on

dependent on foreign expertise (Whelpton, 2005).

in

skilled

development followed the course

set

foreign aid. but

Many would

it

also

became

argue that Nepal's direction

by aid agencies. As a Nepali saying goes, “Jasojaso

bcihun

bcije

usai usai

swaha

which means, whatever the

priest says goes. In other

words,

the experts set the course of development.

Though

the goals or intent of aid agencies

is

to help less fortunate countries or

communities develop infrastructures for creating and sustaining
voices or experiences of the people

considered the most important

activities.

It is

now

who

in the

are

most impacted by such

projects (Burkey, 1993; Narayan,

Thompson, 1995; Ukaga

planning, implementation or evaluation of development

&

community members

in the

Chambers, Shah

end

&

that will be the

&

it

is

of development through the

mountains of Nepal. The village of Sikles

initiatives play

it

failure

(Hutanuwatr

themselves out

in a rural

is

a

stories

&

of a group of

good example of how

different

community and how they impact

who

how communities responded

to their

not

are part of such

additional significance to chronicling the experiences of this

provides insight into

&

the experiences of the

measure of success or

only the community but also the personal experiences of those

that

Regmee. 2003; Slim

Petesch, 2000;

Soedjatmoko, 1994; Shrestha, 1998).

T his study looks at the experience

An

development

Aloaku, 2005; World Bank, 2003). Though the majority of

Manivanna, 2005; Newland

communities.

in

and ownership of those who are the target of such

development visions are crafted internationally and nationally,

development

initiatives are not

recognized that crucial to success or sustainability

initiatives requires the participation

villagers in the

stable societies, often, the

needs prior

community

is

to the

introduction of “development,” Bikas, into their culture and lives (Escobar. 1995; Pigg, 1996;

Shrestha, 1998).

The

different approaches to

development

in

Nepal

will

be examined briefly

in this

chapter in order to provide a national context to initiatives that were introduced to or

impacted the local community. The major development models
or approaches
applied in Nepal are

Ramphal, 1992;

I

known

as the

“Top-down”

or “Trickle

have been

that

down” approach (Sharma,

1998:

odaro, 1985. Stokes, 1981) and development from the “Bottom-Up”

approach or “Development from below" (Girvan, 1949; Tisch

government of Nepal has generally followed
for

development (Bhattachan

the

power and

&

a centralized

&

Wallace. 1994). The

approach of a

trickle

down model

Mishra. 1997; Panday, 1999). The central government has

authority to negotiate with other governments or donor agencies to request,

accept or reject outside assistance. The focus

is

centralized national planning for the nation

and centralized mobilization of resources heavily dependent on donor contributions. Even
though Nepal has moved

to a plan

of decentralization, the center of power

and resources and decision-making

still

trickle

down from

the center of

the capital

is still

power (Bongartz

&

Dahal, 1996).

The second approach termed bottom-up approach
governmental organizations
focuses on working

Though

this

the

generally adopted by non-

national and international, in Nepal. This approach

community

level

and with communities on development projects.

approach recognizes the importance of communities and individuals

communities,

left to

at the

NGOs,

is

it,

like the

in

“trickle-down" approach assumes that agendas and plans are best

development experts nationally or

internationally.

Community

participation

is

often seen as communities contributing labor, land or other resources (Stone, 1989).

As

stated

development

emerged

among

above both approaches have been the dominant models

in

in the

for national

Nepal depending on the players as described above. Yet. a
discourse on development. This approach

those working

at the

is

not as well

third

known

approach has

but popular

grassroots level, those critical of the sustainability ot the two

prior approaches, and those interested in

1996). This approach

is

in the forefront

CBA

of development

NGOs have

areas where the central government or

The

&

Dahal.

termed “Community Based Approach” (CBA). Community Based

Organizations (CBOs) have been

services.

community empowerment (Bongartz

has not received as

much

in

Nepalese communities

in

not been able to reach to provide needed

attention as the other

models have, although

this

has generally been the sole approach for local communities without or prior to outside
intervention. Currently, both the

CBOs

to

1989).

NGOs when

opposed

advance

their

exist in such

development agenda

setting

to affirming,

government and

up

in

NGOs have focused on

Nepal (Bongartz

in

&

connecting with

Dahal. 1996; Stone,

communities often overshadow the

roles of

CBOs

as

strengthening and helping to replicate the indigenous initiatives that

communities.

Comparatively, non-governmental organizations are better equipped with funding and
resources than generally community based organizations which depend on local resources

which

are often limited and dependent on the

good

will

and mobilization power of its

members. Members of CBOs may not have the complex understanding,

training,

and

resources to deal with the problems of “today’s world,” but recognition must be given to

community based organizations have provided

for

community development

how

for so long

without outside development intervention.

The community based approach through community based organizations can be another
vehicle for sustainable development on the local level. In comparison to the other two

approaches, “top
out performs

down” and “bottom

them when using

and sustainability, because

it

up.” with

the criteria of

comes from

its

indirect goals for sustainability, the

community generated

ideas and involvement

the experiences of local people

4

CBA

who have been

practicing

community development

for centuries. This

eliminating poverty, diseases, illiteracy and

in

many

is

not to say that

other social

current development projects seek to include, infusing a

ills,

it

yet

has been successful

it

does what most

community concept and engagement

of development and building on local resources and expertise.
In recent years the central

government,

NGOs. and

bi-lateral

and multilateral donor

agencies appear to have begun understanding the significant role community based
organizations can play on the local levels. Thus these organizations have begun to form
partnerships with such local organizations. For example, the Mothers’ Group,

Ama Samuha,

Ama

Toli or

of the village of Sikles has formed a partnership with the Annapurna

Conservation Area Project ( ACAP).

ACAP

has been the major

NGO

in

Kaski District and

other neighboring districts to provide technical and other forms of development and

conservation assistance to local communities in the Annapurna conservation areas.

Development Challenges

The
in

history of development in the

Nepal began

Ishii,

after the

1950s (Blaikie, Cameron,

&

Seddon, 1980; Hutt. 1994; Karan

&

1996; Shrestha, 1998). Prior to the 1950s, the country was ruled by an oligarchy called

the Ranas. Janga

for

Western sense or modernization, Bikas/Adhunikaran,

Bahadur Rana was the

first

prime minister

who

instituted a hereditary rule

and by the Rana family. The regime adopted a policy of isolationism keeping the country

closed off from the rest of the world.

No

significant

development programs were

initiated

the Ranas.

1

The word bikas

is

the

most

common

term used for development and modernization. Adhunikaran

mainly by people with high levels of education.
5

is

used

by

Some

liberal

minded prime ministers

tried to provide

some

basic services but faced

strong opposition from within. Their efforts often ended with them
being forced out of

power. The Rana regime had
1994).

over the nation’s revenues and resources (Hutt.

total control

They appropriated much of the arable land and

nation’s treasures and resources. With this

economic development (Karan

&

Ishii,

people’s revolution which resulted

Nepal's

first

came

1996).

in the

the

country opening

completed nine five-year development plans. Nepal
this

life

and determine

to influence

its

in

1950 by the

doors to the outside world.

until 1956. Since then, the

is

country has

currently over halfway through

time period, the country has

improving the welfare of its people. The Nepal
indicated that

power

The Rana regime ended

development plan was from 1951

Tenth Plan (2002-2007). During

lush forests that were part of the

made

Human Development

its

significant strides in

Report

(NHDR.

2001

expectancy, literacy, primary school enrollment, access to safe drinking

water and sanitation have shown marked improvements. Additionally, the development of an
infrastructure in the areas of transportation, communication, and the delivery of basic health

care services has also improved. Mortality and morbidity rates have decreased. Immunization

has been

made

available to a large

number of children and women

However, the major gains made have generally been limited
the Nepali people

still

reside in rural areas. In

some remote

to

to prevent

many

diseases.

urban areas. The majority of

areas there

is

services, such as a transportation system, basic health care, or education.

no access

to basic

Some of the

rural

areas have increased access to such services, but the services are often inadequate or of poor

quality (Tenth Plan, 2002-2007;

NHDR,

2004). Economic development and poverty

eradication have been the primary goals of the government, especially in the tenth

development

plan.

6

The Tenth Plan (2002-2007) has made poverty

alleviation

one of its overriding goals

recognizing that the unequal distribution of development benefits with
regard to the poor and

marginalized groups undermines progress made, especially

By

the end of the plan, the

down

percent

As

to

government hopes

in the area

of political

stability.

to reduce the current poverty level of 38

30 percent (MDGs, 2002).

stated above, the majority of Nepal's

development

initiatives

has been and

is

being

supported by foreign aid (Gurung, 2001; Panday, 1999). The governments of the United
States and India

itself

up

were the

to the outer

first to

provide economic and technical support

US

world (Whelpton, 2005). The

when Nepal opened

has been one of the largest bi-lateral

donors supporting development projects throughout various regions of Nepal since
(Macfarlane, 1994). Later other countries joined
endeavors. Even though

of poverty,

illiteracy,

many

help Nepal in

gains have been made, Nepal

still

opened

considered one of the poorest countries

itself

in the

up

to

its

to other countries in the

development assistance;

it

is still

world.

review of Nepal’s 42 years of development planning reveals that the five-

year plans failed to

fulfill

four decades ago. (Karan

Poverty, diseases and

The lives of most of the Nepalese
wuys
they were worse off than they were
many

the purpose.

people remain unchanged;

in

&

Ishii,

unemployment

1996,

are

p.

1

4)

common among rural

people.

(1998) stated that 40 percent of the population lives under the poverty

Nepal’s

development

has one of the highest rates

and maternal and infant mortality compared

region. Five decades after Nepal

A

in to

that time

Human Development

and urban populations

is

line. Similarly,

Report (1998) indicated that poverty among

2.6 percent higher than in urban areas.

The

The Ninth Plan

rural population is

report further indicated that the gap

widening. The further from the centers of power,

7

i.e.,

between

rural

Kathmandu,

the capital, district centers, or large towns, the

more apparent

is

the unequal process of

development.

The

failure

of development planning can be attributed to

many

factors, including

donor

driven development, ineffective bureaucratic structures, centralized control
of power

(decision-making, resources and

human power), and continuous dependency on

outside aid,

redundancy of development aid and projects, and lack of accountability (Panday, 1999;
Whelpton, 2005). Furthermore,
unrealistic goals

political interference, corruption, lack

of transparency,

and misuse of resources are other major factors (Gurung, 2003).

Transparency, democracy and good governance are attractive slogans used by the

government, donor agencies and

politicians, yet the realization

be a major challenge. What does

this

of the process, a process

its

downward

as

mandates

that has

to the

mean

to

an ordinary citizen

roots in the center of

community

who

generally

power and power

government

that

is

not a part

moves

The mobilization of people

or individual level.

the grassroots levels as a genuine effort by the

levels in the process of

of such slogans continues to

to include individuals

on

at

all

development has been contradicted by the history of how-

development decisions have been made (Chene, 1996; Panday, 1999; Shrestha, 1998).
Decentralization,

community

participation initiatives, and efforts in

underserved communities have brought

many communities

plan but often with a rigid script of what role the

the

communication

infrastructure, transportation

working with

into the fold of the

community

will play.

and schools,

rural

development

With the increase

Nepalese or Nepalese

from marginalized communities cannot but wonder what the development discourse has

meant

to their lives.

This question

is at

the crux of this research.

8

in

For

many

years, the

government believed

that

development

initiatives

were best

undertaken by the government. The role that local people could play
was not a priority
process of the planners, implementers or evaluators.

On

the other hand, people at the

grassroots level have a history of taking care of local issues on their

government workers were launched
centuries,

either

and currently

in

into their

many remote

communities

areas, there has

in the

to

been

own

before and after

do development work. For
little

or no outside intervention

from the government or other aid agencies. Community members

prioritize their

problems and solve them without outside assistance. Some examples are environmental
conservation, building bridges, schools and health centers, and repairing roads. In

remote or

rural areas, these

This process

intervention.

is

were and continue

be done with local expertise and resources.

more sustainable than depending on outside

generally seen as

Such communities did not wait

government before undertaking the needed
did not expect outside intervention.

to

many

for resources or experts

repairs or construction.

Members of such communities

from the central

Many

such communities

learned from each other.

Elders shared their experience, knowledge and skills with the younger generation to be

passed

down

Often

to the next generation.

when

outside intervention takes place, the knowledge and experience of the local

people slowly disappears. Their communal tradition of identifying problems and solutions
are often supplanted by

to

government or

be self-sufficient, and, now,

NGO workers and plans.

many have grown dependent on

In

many

places people had

outside assistance.

The

process of development that most communities in Nepal are experiencing has taught them the

concept of “give” (what will be given
can take for

itself).

Development

for

to the

community) and

Nepal was

9

“take’"

(what the community

to bring its citizens into a

“modern”

state

with the assumption that

ha\e helped citizens

it

would increase

to better

sun

ive, the

the standard of living.

Though many

impact on community relationships

understood. Have the initiatives over the past decades also changed
together and

how

they perceive

members of the community
It

has been

currently, can

shown

who

or the

that the

is

responsible for the

less well

how communities work

community

as a whole,

i.e..

government?

government alone cannot solve

all

the

problems

most communities. Many communities have changed and

relationships and

is

initiatives

ways have been impacted by

in

Nepal nor.

traditional

the impact of modernization. Therefore, an

approach which includes the genuine partnering of the government, non-profit organizations

and local people seem necessary.
beneficial as

opposed

A

to the slogans

genuine collaborative approach could be

of the past

decentralization without there being a shift in

much more

that talk about participation or

power with regard

to

who makes

decisions,

controls resources, develops priorities and plans, and assess success.

An

alternative

model

to

what has been implemented

in the past

would emphasize

partnerships that acknowledged equal investment and engagement, though different

contribution of resources. Each group wins

when

they form true partnerships and not by

undermining each other’s role or treating each other as a subordinate. Such a model would
affirm that each has something to offer in the process and each can learn from the other.

Yet, what

the

community

would such a model look
level

and

like?

in the individual

A

history of development experience exists on

and collective memory of the people. This research

focuses on tapping into those experiences and that memory, the country’s history of what has

been

tried,

and a conceptual formulation of what an empowering, community based,

10

sustainable approach might look like, especially in a

such a model

may

community where the components of

already exist.

Statement of the Problem

Nepal

Human Development

Report

(NHDP) 2004

has

made poverty

eradication

through empowerment the center piece of development. Poverty reduction
has been the focal
point of national policy and planning

however poverty remains

development. The reason for failure was

that that

the obstacle for national

policy-makers and planners

the conventional approach focused almost exclusively on

still

following

income and basic needs, have

generally failed to reduce powerlessness and the negative attributes usually associated with

(NHDR,

2004,

p.2).

Though national

indicators in the areas of education, health, and infrastructures have

improved, a large number of Nepalese are living

remote areas and those

who

who

development

initiatives,

actually has control over the

most relevant

for their

in a state

of poveity, especially those

in

are marginalized by socio-ethnic-religious-political mores.

national planning to decentralization and

the target of

it

community

From

mobilization, communities have been

though they have not been the focus when determining

whole process, including

prioritizing

which projects are

community. Even when communities are involved,

little is

understood

about the impact of this process on the indigenous ways and traditions of addressing

community problems.
It is

important to understand

development. By exploring

how

how communities and

their individuals

have experienced

they understand development, their view of their roles in the

decision making process and their feelings about the impact

it

has had on their lives, can help

us better understand the impact and effect of these approaches on individuals and

communities (Eade, 2002). Also understanding the impact of gender
about

women

not explored.

women,

s ability

Much

to partieipate or about their understanding of

can be learned by understanding

perceive development, Bikas. Additionally, examining

community development
°f the

how women

women

in the

or household participation and

community can help

encouraging or supporting women’s

women's

ability to participate,

to identify

efforts.

how

where

in

is critical.

Assumptions

development are often
Nepal, especially rural

who makes

decisions about

these decisions affect the lives

efforts should be directed to in

This will also help identify what barriers exist

how some have overcome

in

these barriers and, again, what

resources need to be directed to help them overcome such barriers. Assumptions about

women's

ability to participate or

explored.

Much

women,

can be learned by understanding

how women

in

perceive development, Bikas. Additionally, examining

community development
of the

about their understanding of development are often not

women

in the

or household participation and

community can help

encouraging or supporting women's

women's

ability to participate,

to identify

efforts.

how

where

Nepal, especially rural

who makes

decisions about

these decisions affect the lives

efforts should be directed to in

This will also help identify what barriers exist

how some have overcome

in

these barriers and, again, what

resources need to be directed to help them overcome such barriers. Organizations created and

led

by

women

and led by

can provide many answers

women

Participation

can provide

is

many answers

seen as important

in the

incorporated by the national government,

agencies.

What happens

if

people want

process or refuse to participate

to the

in the

questions above. Looking

at

CBOs

created

to these questions.

development community and has been

many

non-profit organizations and

to participate

through the whole process, revise the

process and want to create their
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many donor

own? What

actually

happens

in the

perspectives of the participants can help us understand
what approaches might

be more effective or can help with the conceptualization of an
alternative model.
Sustainability has been a great concern and

ownership increase the

What

is

known

sustainability

have been

seems

tried

is

possibilities

that a

to be

it

is

assumed

engagement, and

of sustainability.

development model

more successful

by the government

that investment,

in the

in the past

that affirms equal partnerships

and

long run as compared to the approaches that

(Dahal

&

Mund, 1996;

Stone, 1989). Yet,

without knowing what individuals feel about their experiences and their views of

development, introducing one more model
understand

how members of one

village

may be just

as ineffectual. This study seeks to

have experienced, understood, and believe about

development.

Purpose of the Study
This

is

a qualitative study that focuses on the

mountainous community of Nepal,

experiences of

life

Sikles, specifically

development, Bikas. The purpose of this study was

1 )

how

members of a

they experienced the process of

to explore how'

members of the

of Sikles articulated their experience about the impact development has had on
to reflect

small,

village

their lives, 2)

on the positive and negative impact development has had on the community’s

experience, and 3) drawing from those experiences, to conceptualize possibly a more
sustainable approach to development as opposed to the traditional two models mentioned

earlier.

in the

The study explored how

local people

made meaning of “development"

context of before and after outside intervention

was introduced and how they

understood the term “sustainable community development,” Digo Bikas

cultural context.

in their lives

,

in the local

and

This research study was conducted in the village of Sikles,
a rural mountainous

community,

in the district ot Kaski.

It is

considered a Gurung village, even though other

ethnic groups also live there. Three distinctive generations of
village

understand the experiences of those

government

s

who

lived in the

community

members were sought

prior to the

to

Nepal

introduction to development in such communities as well as to
understand the

experience of those

who have

only

known

the current approaches to

community and

national

development. Representation of three generations was sought by interviewing ten individuals

from the following age groups: < 24, >25-69 and >70 and

older.

was interviewing individuals from each group. Observing

the activities in the

talking to

government and non-government

staff

The main focus of the study

community and

were other components of this study. The

study included two extended visits over a two year period.

The main guiding questions asked each
experienced development; (2)

remember

in their

communities; (3)

prior to the introduction of

currently; (6)

when were

what

who

development

individual were:

the

first

( 1 )

development

how had each

initiatives they

person

could

introduced such initiatives; (4) what took place

initiatives; (5)

what can they describe

is

taking place

are the changes they have experienced: and (7) what do they think about

these changes. Questions were used to introduce the concept of development and to

elicit a

dialogue about the individual's experience of development.

Each individual participant was encouraged
observations of what and

socio-cultural context.

and

how development,

how

to explain his/her personal experiences

they defined development, Bikas,

Members were asked about when
Bikas,

programs impacted
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they

their lives

in their

first

and

own

words,

and

i.e.,

learned about development

lives

of the other people

in

the village.

when

They were

also asked

when

they

first

thought about their roles

in the

process and

they realized they needed help from outside of the
community and for what reasons.

The

role of outside intervention

role did the

government play

did the villagers react

when

was explored through

in local

the following questions: 1)

development, 2) what role did

NGOs

play,

what

and 3) how

outside intervention took place. In exploring the relationship

between the villagers and the government or outside agencies, the following questions
were
asked:

1

)

how

did local people resolve conflicts that

rules clashed with

government

policies or with

may have

NGOs’

arisen

goals and 2)

when

local

customary

when and how were

they

resolved.

A

goal of having participants from different generations and gender

differences in experiences from those identities.

became

clear that because the sample size

to give rise to the narratives

of how

was

women

As

was

to explore the

the in depth interviews took place,

small, an alternative approach

experienced development.

it

was necessary

Some of the women

who

participated in the individual interviews talked about being part of the Mothers Group,

Ama

Toli, or the

impact the Mothers Group had on the roles of women

leads to the decision to approach the

participate in this study.

in the village.

members of the Mothers Group and

They were interviewed together

provided for a clearer understanding of how the

women

to ask

them

This

to

similar to a focus group. This

of the community articulated

their

experiences with development and of how this community based organization evolved and

functioned.

Significance of the Study

This study provides a

window

into a

dynamic process,

a process of deep change, a

process that often challenges traditions and world views, a process that asks

15

members

ot

communities

to

own

it,

often without the

or revise the process according to their

Though

the term

meaning,

this

is

used

study explores

own

and

in literature

power

to

make

the decisions to either accept, reject,

needs, this process

in practice as if

how participants

about the process of development, including

define

in

it.

is

called “development.”

everyone understands the same

Much

literature has

been written

Nepal. In Nepal, some have seen

development as rescuing the country from many

ills

and others have seen

it

as bringing

many

ills.

The

stories

of those

when assessments
experience

is

are

who

made,

are supposed to benefit

if

made

at all.

through the eyes of urban

the stereotypes the urban elite and

writing about Nepal’s development

elites or foreigners.

Chambers (1983) writes about

government bureaucrats have with regard

the local people or their customs. Rural

and, therefore, decisions have to be

Though research

Much

from development are often not asked

community members

made

to

understanding

are often thought as uneducated

for them.

studies on rural communities help to provide insight into the

experiences and lives of rural people, they are often done through the eyes of outsiders

may

miss some of the deeper insights and experiences relevant

development. To
the

many

researchers, particularly outsiders, the

to the discourse

who

of

main source of information

is

government and, sometimes, non-governmental organizations. Government documents

may provide only one

perspective and

study adds to the literature on

change,

i.e.,

how

may

include the bias

a grassroots

community

Chambers

writes about. This

articulates their experience of

development. Understanding the local perspectives of community members can

help better develop appropriate approaches to development. This study brings another voice
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to the discussion, a

development
I

voice ot the people, the supposed target or beneficiaries
of rural

initiatives.

his stud) includes the voices ot

women

as well as

men and

a range of age groups

Additionally, both genders represent different age groups. This has
provided individual and
collective personal narratives about

development and about the

social relationships that are

also impacted by development. For example, different generations
provided different

perspectives about change, involvement, decision making, especially in a hierarchical
and
patriarchal society.

is

written about

their

It

how

is

a given that the

younger generation learns from

the older generation

changing cultural

roles.

and have worked outside

is

Many of the

ol the country.

responding

to the

their elders but little

changing social system and

youth have been educated outside of the village

They have brought back ideas and new ways that

can often seem challenging to the old structures or systems of power.

The

current slogans of international and national development workers

decentralization,

community
are truly

in

empowerment of the

is

marginalized, and sustainability. Understanding

Nepal understands and experiences change can provide insight

committed

to assisting

communities

in

empowering themselves. The

to those

how

:

a

who

life stories

of

the participants in this study provide critical information about the process of development,

the inclusion or exclusion of community

rejection of future

engagement

in their

The outcome of the research finding

village

reflect

development

the likelihood of acceptance or

in the process of “development.” Their stories set the future

of failure or success of development

communities

members, and

communities.

will help those

who

are interested in

working with

on these dynamics. Having a deeper understanding of micro-dynamics
will help to formulate

more
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effective, reliable

and doable policies

in

that in

the end will be

more relevant

to local people. Inclusion

of local views will have a positive

outcome on community development. Community development has been
practiced
developing countries for

many

in

centuries, regardless if there has been outside intervention
or

involvement. Local people around the world have been helping each other
to better their

own

conditions with or without outside intervention. The idea of self or collective
help comes

from

local traditions, especially in

Development trom

the

1

Gurung communities.

op-Down and Bottom-Up

tailed to recognize the

need

to

have

a deeper understanding and involvement of local communities that actually see the

community

as equally invested regardless of what resources they provided.

government was seen as the voice and representation of the

The

local

local people but those in local

government were not always representative of the people. Grassroots development through
grassroots democracy

is

the key to launching successful,

This study believes that local people can

knowledge,
to

skills

and experience

work together with

in the

make

i.e.,

a difference. There

community. People

NGOs or their government,

sustainable, programs.

if

at the

is

a vast reservoir of

grassroots level are ready

they are treated and seen as equals in

defining the development agenda. The process of joint partnerships and actions will provide

for

maximization of resources, engagement

in solutions identified

by the community and

therefore seen as relevant, increased trust in outside development workers, especially the

government, and

skill

development and empowerment

that will last

beyond the

projects.

Limitations of the Study

This study has multiple limitations. The number of participants
and, therefore, do not represent the views of

in

a

somewhat homogenous community,

i.e.,

all

local villagers.

in this

was

small,

The research was conducted

similar socio-cultural and
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study

economic

backgrounds. The outcome of the research

may have been

more diverse community wherein

place in a

and cultural communities or

if

The study was conducted

it

there

had been done

in a village that

different had this inquiry taken

were notable differences

in social, ethnic,

in multiple sites.

was economically

better off than other

surrounding villages. Villagers follow their traditions. In a traditional society
decisions are
generally

still

other cultures.

made by
1

he outcome ol the research

did not belong to the local community.

study

Some

the village elders.

was done by an

outsider.

may

Some

With regard

of

them may have

little

also have been different,

participants

to those

who

may

no exposure

or

it

to

the researcher

not have participated if the

cooperated,

some may have had

personal interests in being part of the study.

Some

participants

may have sought

the opinions of others prior to

and, therefore, the views that they expressed

economic and
to

not have

interviewing them

come from themselves. The

socio-

village status of the researcher could have influenced the participants' decision

be part of the research and could have had an effect of what they disclosed. The researcher

may have had unseen

influence on the participants.

have been as representative as hoped
contribute

As

more were not

the researcher,

participants.

I

I

much

There

is

selection of the participants

a possibility that participants

who

may

could

may have over emphasized
less

the role of one gender over another.

I

also

may

from the participants. This study focuses on processes

as the outcomes. Maintaining relationships in an appropriate cultural context

reiteration

not

have certain biases about the wisdom and know ledge of the

significant. Findings for this study

my

for.

The

included.

have underestimated and expected
as

may

my

come from

was

the personal observations of local people and

of their understanding of these observations. Use of technology (small tape
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recorder)

when

may have

Some

hindered the process.

participants

may

not have

felt

comfortable

they were being recorded.

Language or
vocabulary

in the

ability to express

one self may also have been a challenge. There

Gurung language when

it

comes

to terms

may

because there

who spoke

limited

such as sustainable development

or other Western concepts. Translating Western concepts from Nepali to

challenge. Participants

is

Gurung was

a

only Gurung might have had difficulties in responding

not have been an equivalent

word

in their

language. Yet,

my

ability to

speak both Gurung and Nepali was helpful but might have also intimidated those

who might

not have been fluent in both languages.

Yet, the research protocol used as described in Chapter 3 assisted

analyzing, reflecting on and challenging

much

my

me

in

documenting,

observations and interpretations in order to as

as possible reflect the experiences of the participants of this study as they

articulated to

me

by them. The following chapters

experiences along with

my

experience as the researcher

Dissertation

The

dissertation

Chapter

1

is

set out the context

w ho

is

were

and content of these

part of this narrative.

Overview

organized in following manner:

provides an introduction to the context and overview of the study, especially

regarding development in Nepal.

Chapter 2 reviews the

literature

on development, including Nepal's experience,

sustainable development, gender and development, and

community based

organizations.

Chapter 3 discusses the rationale and significance of the study, the methods used, and
the research process.
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Chapter 4 describes the specific research setting and provides a historical
and cultural
context to better understand the data.
C'hapter 5 presents the results of interviews with the ten participants

generations organized within four themes

-

who

span three

maintaining local traditions, leadership,

education, and economic migration - that dominated the participants’ narratives

when

queried about their experiences with development.

Chapter 6 describes a case study of the Mothers Group, a
collective efforts

participants in

women

CBA.

to illustrate

how through

have challenged traditional roles and how they have become active

community development.

Chapter 7 summarizes the study, reviews what has been learned,

recommendations about development

in

reflects

on

Nepal, and explores considerations for future

research initiatives.
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CHAPTER

2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

This chapter examines the literature relevant to the history of development

This literature review will examine the different approaches or models used

in

in

Nepal.

Nepal

in the

hopes of increasing the quality of life for the people. The experience of Nepal mirrors the

on development. As the discourse changes with experience, which

international discourse

then leads to the creation of

site

where

the concepts

In the early

(Skerry et

abstract;

it

al.

is

new

become

initiatives,

models or approaches, Nepal becomes the micro-

operational.

days of development history, Nepal became a development laboratory

1992,

p.

1

22) where

new

ideas or concepts were tested. Yet, the impact

a physical experience that

becomes

part of the collective

and

is

not

historical

experience of the Nepali people. Their experiences shape present and future understanding,

involvement, support, and resistance. This study examines a group of villagers' experience

and

how

they

made meaning of such

experiences. This literature review helps to set the
1

foundation for understanding their past collective experiences and their future possibilities.

As

introduced in the previous chapter, the current development discourse focuses on

sustainable development. Sustainable development will be examined for

meaning, applicability, and achievements

models of development

examined more

that

in

community based organizations

One

conceptual

Nepal. The literature on the two other major

were antecedents

fully in this chapter.

its

to sustainable

additional

model

development

will be

be

examined, the role of

as a vehicle to sustainable development.

??

will also

This lesearch study tocuses on

how these

recipients of development initiatives,

will also

examine

role vis-a-vis

literature

on

how

i.e.,

among supposed

individual villagers and communities. Therefore.

people

make meaning of development,

development workers representing different development

concept and experience of development
levels as

concepts are actualized

opposed

to those

on

may

I

including their

institutions.

The

be very different for individuals on the local

the national and international levels.

speaks to these experiences will also be discussed. Gender

is

Examining

literature that

another factor of how

individuals experience and articulate their experiences. Therefore, this chapter
will include a

review of literature that

The

qualitative.

Two

is

pertinent to gender and development in Nepal. This research

literature that

approaches.

was examined

to

Top-down development

shape

this study is discussed in

Chapter

is

3.

or Trickle-down theory and Bottom-up

development, dominate the discourse on development. The community based approach

(CBA)

has received far less attention, even though community based organizations have

provided important and necessary services initiated by community members and needs.

Community

initiated projects tend to be

integrated principle of sustainability or

more

sustainable.

how they have

How all

three approaches have

contributed to sustainability will be

examined.

As development
Nepal also

shifts.

discourse shifts from the two main approaches, the national dialogue

The importance of the

realized as the discourse focuses

had mixed results with regard

on

roles, participation,

sustainability in Nepal.

to achieving

and voices of recipients

The

development goals

in

is

in

being

prevailing approaches have

Nepal, which has fueled the

need for alternative models. Over five decades of development experience which has not

matched expectations have indicated

that both

major approaches
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failed to eliminate poverty.

disease and hunger from Nepal. For example by the end
of Ninth Plan (1997-2002). 38

percent of the total population remained under the poverty

on economic development

in

development

among

health

of a population

is

past programs focused

the population and incorporating that understanding

initiatives.

The study conducted by Acharya
status

The

order to reduce poverty without actually understanding
the root

causes and complexity ot poverty
into

line.

&

Ranson (2005.

p.41 41) indicated that the health

an important indicator of development. The study further stated

is

a basic need along with food, shelter and education and

is

that

a precondition for

productivity and growth. Health services have a major influence on the well-being of
individuals and societies, and are an important part of a nation's politics and economy.
report from

WHO (2001

reduce inequity

in

)

stated that, health interventions can lead to

developing countries.

Ill

The

economic growth and

health and poor access to health services are

increasingly seen as major dimensions of poverty. Wagstaff (2002) stated that the association

between poverty and

ill-health reflects causality

The World Bank Report (2002)
poverty which breeds

ill

health and

running

in

both directions.

stated that poor people are caught in a vicious circle of

ill

health results in impoverishment and indebtedness.

Therefore efforts to combat poverty ought to consider the role different factors contribute to

that

impoverishment and not only on one

factor,

such as raising the national GNP.

A

study

conducted by The Rural Self-Reliance Development Center (RSDC) reported:

Nepal cannot be explained by pure economic reasoning; it is the
social and cultural conditioning that determines the nature and extent of
poverty. The adverse factors inherent in indigenous relationships have been
aggravated by some exogenous influences that have made the rural poor and
Poverty

in

potential entrepreneurs

Development
thanks to

is

more dependent on

rarely understood as

too much propaganda and

about development

forces

something

to

little

beyond

their control.

that is delivered

from

outside,

understanding or accomplishment

in a traditional rural setting

with several handicaps.

RSDC

attempts to demonstrate with the support of field workers that the
most
important missing link in rural development geared towards poverty
alleviation

work with

is

inadequate moral sensitivity in the development agents
(RSDC, 1992, p.1-2)

In a tiaditional society like

society. Individuals or

traditions

Nepal, local traditions and values have great influence

communities face pressure

luxuries often not produced in the

birth,

to

community

is

enticed by material wealth and

or country. Different communities celebrate

marriage, death, and religious events differently from one another, yet what

common

is

the expense that affirms status in the

community of Sikles believes
ceremony otherwise

in the

maintain traditions. Maintaining

often expensive, especially as Nepali society

is

who

the poor.

often

is

community. For example, the Gurung

that a death in the family

must

result in a proper funeral

the spirit of the deceased can cause problems for the family and the

community.
In

order to satisfy the

spirit a

post death ritual. Pai, must be conducted. There

tremendous pressure on the family members

to

resources. If the family does not spend large

sums of money, they

spend lavishly even

economic impact especially on poor people. They have

become indebted
it

to

will be criticized

by others

borrow from others and some

for generations since the next generation inherits the debt of the prior

is

paid back. Interest

is

often very high.

from outside of the community and the “moral sensitivity”
well understood by outsiders. Communities often have a

each other, the

they do not have the

and much worse, not honoring ones’ family member. This has a severe

for being stingy,

generation until

if

is

past, present

and

future,

Development workers
that

Garvin speaks of is often not

web of ecological

and the environment. Touching

this

bad has a larger impact than most development workers understand or take
consideration. This research study tries to look

at
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are often

relationships with

web

for

good or

into

the impact of development on this web.

T rickle-Down

or Top- Down

The Top-Down approach assumes

Development within

a Nepali Context

the promotion of economic development, industrial

development, increasing the role of the private sector, and investing

in the infrastructure that

can support economic expansion, will increase the countries overall wealth.
Even

means increasing
invest

less

the wealth of the resourced classes, because

it

is

assumed

wealth in the country and create jobs which means a trickle

its

resourced classes.

1

his

approach

is

if this

this class will

down of wealth

to the

based on the premise that economic development

is

the primary solution to alleviating poverty.

This approach

regard to aid

distributed

is

is

based on a Western economic model and history. The assumption with

that as the central

among

projects that will

government receives or accepts development

aid,

it

is

then

the different ministries which oversee infrastructure-building and capital

promote a positive trickle-down

to the local people.

Economic development

has most otten helped the resourced class become more resourced, though in some cases
has also broadened the base to include

down development
that are

most

structure as

new members

into the resourced class. Overall, top

has not had the major impact of trickling the wealth

destitute. Unfortunately, the

knowing what

is

it

downward

to those

approach has also reaffirmed the centralized

best for the country and hierarchical relationships that are

rooted in the social structure.

It is

no coincidence

that Nepal, historically has

adopted

its

development model from the

West. Since the beginning, development programs were funded by foreign

comes

in the

the funds

aid.

Funding

form of loans, grants and ex-patriot development experts/advisors. Along with

come Western

perspectives and values. According to the Ninth Plan (1997-2002),

65.5 percent of development programs were covered by donor countries and international
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development agencies, such
Nation Development Fund.

as the

World Bank,

the Asian

Development Bank,

the United

etc.

Since the country supposedly had no experience with development
prior to the

became heavily dependent on Western

expertise.

l

c

)50s.

it

The experts brought modernization theory

with them (Bhattachan, 1997) to promote economic growth that they
believed would
eventually trickle-down to the local masses (Arndt. 1989;

& Minogue, 2002;

&

Peet

Chew & Denemark,

1996; Kothari

Hardwick, 1999; Ramphal, 1992; Shepherd, 1998; Todaro, 1985).

Grants or loans are negotiated by the central government which they can choose
reject.

Once funding

relevant ministries.

districts

and

finally

is

negotiated with the donor, the government releases the funds to the

The
it

to accept or

ministries release the funds to the different departments, regions,

goes

to the local level.

The process is costly and time consuming. It is riddled with bureaucracy. The
top-down approach is highly centralized, hierarchical, bureaucratic and
dictatorial. Under “top-down” management the head of the organization does
practically

him

all

the thinking,

i.e.

planning and issuing of orders to those under

or her. Orders issued by the top level of management are generally never

challenged or questioned. Additionally, ideas or suggestions are generally

never solicited from the bottom. (Girvan, 1949. p.3)

Even though

some

this

approach

may

not have delivered the results expected, there have been

successes. For example, infant mortality has decreased over the decades. In 1972,

infant mortality

live births

was 200

(MDGN,

per 1000 live births and

in

2000, the mortality rate was 91 per 1000

2002). The report also indicated that in 1990, the maternal mortality ratio

per 100,000 live births

was 850. The number decreased

the enrollment rate in primary education

to

539

in

2000. Similarly,

was 64 percent which increased

in 1990,

to 72.1 percent in

2000. The improvements are not shared equally throughout the country. The major
beneficiaries of the growth are the urban areas. Generally, urban areas have well connected
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transportation and communication systems,

good health care

services, and a variety of public

and private school systems. Other parts of the country, mainly
to basic services

It is

which are

critical to

critical to the local people.

understand the intended beneficiaries of development

implement necessary programs, however many central government
visited the

do not have access

rural areas,

remote areas of Nepal and have

little

in

officials

order to plan and

may have

never

understanding of the needs of these

communities. Government bureaucrats are predominantly dominated by urban
not necessarily interested in traveling to remote areas. If they do.

it

is

elite

who

are

often to places closest

to roads.

Some may

be more familiar with Western society through studies abroad and

very different ideas about development for rural communities than those living

may have

in these

communities. The central government staff members do not necessarily understand the needs
of these communities and

may

also not understand the needs of the

more

politically

organized urban dwellers, but the staff does understand the political clout of the urban
dwellers. Rural communities often do not understand macro-level planning, and, therefore,

may

lack the ability to position their needs as priorities.

Within a framework of a top-down development approach,

remain

in the

political

power and resources

hands of elite politicians and government bureaucrats. Nepalese

have coined slogans such as “ Vikas ko mul phutau, Vikas

Gan Aphai banau
different parties

"2

etc

.

lai dailodailo

After the restoration of democracy

made more popular slogans and promised

more development funds

to the regions.

As

elections
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came

in

politicians

ma puryau, Aphno

the country, politicians from

that if elected they

would bring

closer, each candidate

promised

his/her constituents a better future. Poor and disfranchised
people have

each election might bring some help

to their

communities see evidence of the promises

had high hopes

that

communities. Once elections are over few

fulfilled.

Those who have connections with power brokers

are

more successful

in

bringing

benefits to their regions, often as pay back for their support. People without
connections

may

not be able to bring the community’s needs to the planning table, even though these needs

may

far

outweigh the needs of other areas. Similarly, policy makers and planners may not

necessarily develop policies that address the needs of the poor and powerless.

government bureaucracy may also

feel pressure to satisfy

donor agencies

The

at the

expense of

the disenfranchised.

Development must be woven around people, not people around development
it should empower individuals and groups rather than dis-empower them.

and

(UNDP,

A top-down

1993, p.l)

model makes government bureaucrats more powerful. Most of the

bureaucrats are urban elites with strong connections with authority. Poor people especially
ordinary villagers have

little

political clout, especially individually.

pressure on the government to force the bureaucracy to

manner. Nepal has not been able

make

to

move

Thus they cannot apply
and

faster

develop a mechanism where

in

in a

more equitable

ordinary citizens can

their cases to the authorities. Political stability is important for national

In a

democracy the

role

of the opposition

is

important.

The

role

development.

of the opposition

is

to

maintain checks and balances. The opposition can demand accountability and transparency

from the government (Slim

&

Thompson, 1995). Unfortunately,

this

has not been evident

Nepal. There have been twelve prime-ministers from different parties

2

"Break the fountain of development, bring development door
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to door, build

your

in eight

own

years

village."

“

Vikas"

is

in

(Hachhethu, 2000). None

ol the parties

other illegal activities have flourished

completed

among

their terms. Corruption,

nepotism and

bureaucrats and politicians. Little can be done

without bribery or without connections with authority. With regard to bribery,
the

Prithwinarayan Shah (1773-1775) stated
Justice

There

They

is

is

no

This statement

Dibya Upadesh: 3

sin in taking their life

is

enemies of the king.
evidence that bribery

government must be

in

is

not a

place at

new phenomenon. To

levels of government.

all

good governance cannot be achieved.

accountability, strong and

accountability cannot enforce laws or maintain order. Those

and

Such

fate.

among

to

fatalistic (Bista.

government without

violate the people’s trust

do not get recognition for

their

is

their

They blame themselves

left

for their misery

and

unpunished. Honest and hard working officials

hard work.

Historically, in Nepal, political

power has been enjoyed by

specific ethnic groups

who

the majority of the people of nation (Bhattachan, 2000). These groups apply various

tactics to maintain the status

the country.

The

past

more equitable

quo even with increased modernization and democratization of

development

initiatives

have increased the standard of living

distribution of resources and political

power has been slow

“
way of writing Bikas when

using the English form.
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for

in

with the traditional development model. Currently, there has been such instability

another

it

1992) notions have been with them from birth to death especially

helplessness and corrupted officials are

but a

who

With the lack of

rock the boat. Instead they blame themselves or accept the fact that

the poor and disfranchised groups.

make up

A

control such illegal

must be prosecuted. Nepalese are a peace loving people. They

their civic responsibilities

do not want

King

distorted by bribe-giver and bribe taker.

are great

action a strong

in his

late

many

coming

in

formulating a long-term government that long term planning has
been quite

problem

is

compounded by

and Gorkha

2000). The insurgency

were

to

that

1996 from

13,

six districts-

western part of Nepal and Sindhuli

in the

known

February

as “the people's war.”

would provide equity and

to eliminate all

ten thousand lives.

destroy

started in

Rukum, Rolpa.

in the east

(Maharjan.

The primary goals of the insurgents

overthrow the traditional monarchy, change the feudal society and establish a new

government
want

is

The

the Maoist insurgency.

The Maoist insurgency
Jajarkot, Salyan

difficult.

citizens.

its

The Maoists

also

forms of discriminations. By the year 2005, the war has taken more than

The insurgency has disrupted development

much of the

Policies

social justice to all

activities

and has helped

to

infrastructure.

and laws,

historically,

have generally favored the

Many policymakers and government

elite

and powerful groups.

development planning may not

officials involved in

necessarily have the capability and skills for planning and implementing national programs,

however they have strong connections with such groups (Pradhan, 2057 - Nepali

Kumar, 2000). Acquiring a position of power
your competency. Those

may

who

not have the power or be
Policies set up to help the

still

has more to do

w ith who you

are capable of solving national, regional and

in the right

year;

are than with

community

issues

place to access public positions of power.

most vulnerable often

fail

because of the lack of recognition

or understanding of the power/economic dynamics in rural areas. For example, the 1964

Land Reform Acts were supposed
lands acquired by the government.

(tenants)

'

would

Divine message.

to help tenants

It

and poor families by distributing excess

was expected

that

through land reform poor farmers

benefit the most. Prior to the land reform,

many

farmers were sharecroppers

or tenants of the often large and absentee landholders.

The landlords charged high

rates

of

from the farmers for loans. To reduce the exploitation and increase the
power of poor

interest

farmers, cooperatives and agricultural development banks were set
up to provide credits to

poor farmers.
Poor farmers could not qualify for loans from the bank, because they did not have

enough land

for a

mortgage or

the

bank

to

the

bank

officials in the

end

result

buy

was

reforms and

On

fertilizer

that large

to

credit

from

pay a certain percentage to

butter,” ghiukhane, (Gurung, 2003),

i.e.

bribery.

The

landowning farmers profited the most from these development

initiatives.

many

the central level

people will support

all

that villagers

planning

Without a mortgage, they could not get

and seeds. Even qualified people had

form of “eating

with the assumption that

assume

collateral.

all

policy makers approach the development of a national plan

Nepalese people’s needs are the same.

assumed

the plans that are put forwarded by the government.

do not know what “development”

skills or vision to identify

The mistaken assumption
villagers,

because they are

children.

Hence

tends to talk

It is

the

down

needs and

is

that local

They often

or that they do not have the

initiatives for themselves.

that underlies
illiterate, are

many top-down programs
unintelligent and

that

is

must be treated

like

“message” devised from experts at higher echelons often
them what is "good” for them

to the rural people, telling

(without really explaining why) and urging them to abandon various
traditional practices in favor of innovative

But

in reality

considerable

most

rural people, far

wisdom through

ones the experts consider

better.

from being stupid, have acquired

years of struggling for survival. (Coombs. 1980,

P-24)

Government

servants, educated urban elites and even

some educated

negative and biased attitudes towards villagers. Generally, the urban

elite

preconceived notions that the majority of villagers lack knowledge and
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villagers

have

come with

skills,

and therefore.

they should be treated like children. Professional training
and experience which

disengaged Itom the

lealities of the rural

A

expert legal dless ot sectoi.

may

people

is

is

often

often contused with being a development

mere technical solution does not solve complex problems,

yet

cause more problems with regard to relationships between villagers and
development

“agents.”

Another factor

is

poor and rural people are not necessarily united. They are a

that

diverse group of communities and, therefore, are often unable to voice their
fair

demands

very-

for a

share of the development dividends. Lack of accountability and misuse of power by local

leaders as well as national leaders

infrastructures in rural areas,

programs
youth

in

for children

i.e.

beyond

is

common. There

is

a greater need for building

affordable and adequate health care services, educational

fifth

grade, and creating viable economic opportunities for

order to bring rural communities into the fold of modern Nepal. Rural areas, even

though the majority of the populations

live there, often

come

last in the

development

list

of

priorities.

Development

is

politics

community labor and

mandatory

for all

1

is

used as a political slogan

government

994). This

officials

was people’s

were

garner

to participate in the nation-building

participation

known

government workers regardless of his/her

as Jana Sahabhagita.
.

community development programs,
otherwise

it

this

was

ideal

approach

in

approach must be organized by those affected by the

becomes a coercive

follow central development plans.

It

status to contribute free labor

towards community development. While people's participation can be an

initiatives or

to

resources. For example, in the 1970s, the government issued a directive

that every Nepali including

efforts (Paudyal,

and participation

tool

of the government

to

manipulate people

to

W hi le

participation can be a

means ot moving the rural poor from a state of
one of greater self reliance, there is always the danger that
participation imposed from the outside or from the top will only lead
to other
forms of dependency. (Jazairy, 1988. p.57)
dependency

to

During the Panchayat era

were torced

local people

of participation. People’s participation was used
irrigation systems.

Who was

benefiting and

politicians or bureaucrats. Participation

was asked

for his or her opinion

participation does not produce

why

to contribute free labor in the

to build local health posts, schools,

who

and

should benefit was not the concern of the

was not a new concept

for

many

local people.

No

one

they should participate in certain activities. Forced

good outcomes. Participation

successful

is

understand the reasons for their participation. Soedjatmoko puts

Change from above

name

it

when people

succinctly.

change from below helps to sustain
the development process. The importance of ever-broadening popular
participation and the organizational revolution that is required to achieve this
end

is

is

insufficient, unless

an essential element

overlooked. (Newland

&

in the

developmental process that

Development from

The Bottom-up approach
disappointment

w ith

their quality

of

life,

was

but

it

was suppose

passed on their knowledge. Aid agencies,

on development

949) was introduced as a result of the
or

model of development.

In

i.e.,

not only referred to the investment and

down

was how

to the

approach

left

and international non-

the poor out of benefiting

seemed

to

without mass infusion of aid.
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to increase

international and national experts

prior approach also

initiatives

poor helping them

multi-lateral, bilateral

that the prior

from the successes of development. The
ability to carry

down

to trickle

also symbolically

governmental organizations observed

1

economic approach critiqued but how development

the

also re-examined. Trickle

that

too often

Bottom-Up

Top-down approach

the Trickle-down or

development dividends

the

(Tisch, 1994; Girvan,

the decade of the 1970s, not only

was undertaken was

is

Soedjatmoko, 1994, p.39)

do

little

for Nepal's

The community became

the focus of the discourse.

involvement, decision making, and accountability

them was raised

as the new'

what needs

would partner with
had links with

the

INGOs

conduits of this

new

to

strife.

is

good

initiatives to

of parent

for the child. This

work with

to child in

new approach

or were formed by the communities, were seen as being the natural

approach.

in

provide humanitarian

or political

problems and addressing

traditional relationship

be done and what

to

community

community. Non-governmental organizations, many which already

Many Western INGOs
was

in identifying

increase

development paradigm. Most government

communities resembled the hierarchical and
telling the child

How to

Some

Nepal functioned as charitable organizations whose main goal

reliel to the

who were

displaced by natural disasters, war

also had religious goals, such as missionaries

humanitarian aid but also hoped
that the local or national

poor

to

woo Nepalese

government was unable

to their religion.

who

NGOs

provided

provided assistance

to provide or uninterested. Historically,

missionary hospitals throughout Nepal have provided services such as health care and
education. Whatever the motivation,

communities and

better connections with local people than

The Bottom up approach
development. The premise

initiatives.

It

many of the NGOs had

is

is

sometimes referred

that people in the

to as

longer histories

government workers.

an “indigenous” model of

community

are the generators of

includes the principles of engaging the genuine participation of

levels of decision

in the local

all

development
citizens in

all

making. The discourse included the concept of inclusiveness and

democratic decision making. The concept of sustainability began to be discussed.

Recognition that development could only succeed on the community level
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if the

community

was involved and
appeared

that

community involvement would make

more

sustainability

successful

in the discourse.

Fundamental
people

bottom-up management

to

down

all

A

the line.

is the practice of listening to the
habit of treating every suggestion, every idea,

every reasonable criticism, with respect, gives each
important. (Girvan, 1949, p.6)

These ideas and approaches are not new

to those

man

the feeling of being

who work

development as can be

in

noted by the date the author wrote these comments. The author further
states that

approach, leaders

who

are either local or outside experts, encourage participants at the
local

level to voice their opinions,

rest

of the group with regard

and

in turn, to

solicit their ideas

to local

states that a leader is a captain

below him and.

of his team, expected

pass them on up

what others have

may

top-down approach, the

reporting that

comes from

if

all

they

the

to stimulate

seem

way

be different but

central

initiatives.

to be

to the

still

it

is

The author

further

bottom and vice-versa and
i.e.,

each person

valuable.

often ignored

goals that have been set prior. Field staff also learn that bad news

if

to lead the

of value (Girvan, 1949).

government plans from the

the field to the center,

how

and release ideas from those

environment of partnership,

to say creates an

brings valuable expertise which

In a

about approaches or on

development projects and

Treating every one as equals from the top

listening to

in this

is

top.

if

it

Even

if

there

is

does not support

often bad for them,

i.e.,

goals weren't achieved they were not doing their job. Therefore, the central planning

offices generally

how programs
filters

down

do not have a good understanding of what

impact the local

to the regional, district

mandates. If something

level. In a

level.

is

changed

Once information

and

is

happening

at the local level or

at the central level is released

it

finally to the local levels often as non-negotiable

at the central level,

bottom-up approach the assumption

is
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that

it

takes longer to reach the

community

communication (lows both ways. There

is

an open dialogue between upper level managers or
authorities and the

Eaeh group knows what

is

rest

of the

staff.

happening on the other levels (Girvan, 1949).

Before Western models of development were introduced
to Nepal, local development

was

carried out by local technology, materials and expertise.

may

It

not have been

sophisticated, yet villagers did not have to wait for outside help
to solve problems.

knowledge they had and the
sufficient. This

Gadgil, Berkes,

local

It is

they learned

made them more independent and

knowledge may be termed “indigenous knowledge”

Brokensha, Warren,

how

skills

&

&

Warner, 1980; Dei, 1995; Sellers, 1995; Slim

Folke (1993)

people relate

(

stated,

“Indigenous knowledge

environments”

to their

unique to a culture and

it

is

self-

Fals-Borda, 1985;

&

Thompson,

1995).

a worldview that shapes

(p.l).

down from

passed

is

The

generation to generation.

It is

also

based upon personal and collective experience. This knowledge has been tested and proven

through experience and a community’s history and, therefore,

members.

It is

widely available

in

is

accepted by community

every society. Elders in the tribe teach younger generations

about their history, their culture, power, social responsibilities and
resolve disputes

among each

and social system

The

other. In

many

societies this

is still

how

to negotiate

and

the prevailing educational

that exists.

history of indigenous

stories. In the village

knowledge

is

of Sikles, the Gurungs

often shared or passed

call this

down

in the

knowledge Peta/Lhnta

4
.

form of

Elders pass

these educational learning experiences through stories to the younger generation. These

stories are

1

Mythical

an education

in history, politics,

economics, health and culture. They are

stories'.
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significant sources ot

knowledge

that

document

orally, trial

and error practices and principles

for success.

As noted

above, the process of indigenous or bottom-up development

is

more

democratic and less hierarchical more “people centered" (Korten and
Clause, 1984) and
focuses on

all

levels

of participation. “Participatory development"

is

it

development from

within the community rather than from outside or above. Muller-Glodde
(1991) stated. “Top-

down

planning leads to coercion, which

resistance to the

in

development envisaged"

turn results either in local passivity or active

(p. 31). In

Nepal, government initiated

development programs have generally been imposed on the

local people without their

consent and input.

When governments
development programs
the plans,

which lead

force

its

citizens to

that are not in the interest

to a lack

traditional

this

level

its

policies

and carry on

of the public, people often do not support

of engagement and often

promotes dialogue on the community
development. Again

comply with

which

is

to failure.

The indigenous approach

an important factor for sustainable

approach encourages dialogical communication as opposed

to the

top-down one way flow of communication. Even though community members do

not necessarily agree

all

the time they accept that there

is

room

for disagreement

and

that

it

can be resolved through dialogue, cooperation and compromise.

The main players

in the

Bottom-up model are

local people

and concerns of their fellow villagers and seek remedies
their

community members. For Nepal,

this

model

is

to

who

problems

much more

understand the feelings

that are acceptable to

in tune with the indigenous

practices of community development and therefore, builds on people’s
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known

experiences

and expertise. In Chamber’s discussion of Indigenous Knowledge
Techniques or (IKT). he
states:

IK

strong on knowledge of local diversity and complexity, precisely
where
outsider's knowledge is weak. In rapid change, its advantages
over outsider’s
knowledge are even greater. (Chambers, 1994, p.l 1)

Nepal
of

is

I

is

a traditional society. Prior to the Western influence in the country,
the concept

development was based upon

prioritized needs,

members were

self-reliant

elders

who may

council

1

The

and traditional values. Local communities

developed plans and implemented them

village of Sikles, there

represented.

cultural

and knowledgeable about

were nine

elders, Gros.

village had a council, sabha.

their local affairs.

They were responsible

at the

center of the village. This

coming year and evaluate

For example, in the

to the precincts they

The council was made up of other

called

is

he council would meet twice a year (winter and
for the

most cases, community

not be the village heads but represent other villagers.

was located

programs

jointly. In

village

The center of the

sabha cho.

summer

sessions) to discuss

the progress of past initiatives.

The

new

local

customary rules were the basis of the decision making process and the process was observed
by

all.

If a villager disobeyed or violated the rules, the council punished the individual. In

some cases

the violator

was ostracized by

passed a series of development

later carried out these

bridges, digging of

initiatives,

the local

they were divided

among

village

assembly

nine elders, Gros,

who

assignments. These included the maintenance of trails, repair of

new

irrigation channels or repair

popular participation, Jhara or Gola. This system

In the

community. When the

of old ones. This was done through

still

Western worldview, indigenous knowledge

irrational and, therefore, unreliable.

continues today to some extent.

is

considered unscientific and

Indigenous knowledge
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is

often relegated to the level of

iairy tales or

therefore,

is

myths

that

do not have

credibility in the so called civilized/modern

world and.

dismissed as unimportant. In the Bottom-up model, local
knowledge

important, and sometimes

more important than

knowledge because

experts’

it

is

seen as

comes from

the experience of the local people.

The Bottom-up approach
principles of partnering with

works through

often

communities but

constraints, including their missions

NGOs

at the

which encompass more equitable

same time work under multiple

and limited resources. Additionally, multiple

NGOs

in

one community can overwhelm the communities, create redundant services sometimes

competing with government services, or create fragmented services when not working with

government planners and policy makers.

more

A

final

caveat

is

that

though

are

inclusive in working with communities, they might unintentionally affirm traditional

relationships that continue to marginalize certain classes, castes, and

The Bottom-up approach
including

NGOs

also has

some

maybe

projects.

funding sources, and

may

match

the needs

These organizations may also have limited resources

Working with communities

allow' for a process that

also requires

much

flexibility

and

not match goal timelines that organizations have for their

reporting cycles or fiscal years. These organization

legislative bodies to

to their

limited to a particular sector that does not

identified by the local communities.

beyond designated

women.

limitations. First, international aid agencies,

have missions, which include accountability

time constraints. Aid

must

NGOs generally

may have

limited or no influence on

develop comprehensive programs such as poverty eradication, the

reduction of infant mortality and morbidity, the reduction of illiteracy,

etc.

Poverty, illiteracy

and disease cannot be eliminated within a short period of time and may require longer

engagement

in the

community than

NGOs

have funding
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for.

All of this has an impact on their

ability to

have an equal partnership with a community or

participation in

all

to actualize the principles of

aspects of planning, implementation and evaluation.

Nepal's Tradition with Community Based Oruanizations and
Development.

The discourse of development

in

Nepal’s experience was dominated by the two

imported approaches described above and

communities
knowledge;

it

prior.

Even with

the

little

care

was given

Bottom-up approached

did so as a venue for connecting with the

that

to

what might have existed

recognized indigenous

community

organizations' or agencies’ mission and not necessarily as a

in

way

to further the

to affirm the

CBOs that

already existed in the community.

Community based

organizations existed in different forms and with different variances

of community inclusion depending on the area, culture, and traditions of the people.

However, community based development organizations have a long history of serving
people (Bhattachan, 1996). For generations local communities devised their

on

their local

customs known as

among communities and

Riti-Thiti.

individual.

It

Customary

rules

were applied

own

local

rules based

to resolve disputes

protected local resources, mobilize people

power and

protected the interests of the community.

With Nepal opening
development concepts,
not seen as relevant.

offices

local

up

to the outside

forests

world and the infusion of Western

development traditions were overshadowed, not recognized or

What many

local

and workers usurped believing

community
the

itself

communities took responsibility
that they

were taken over by the

community and were overseen by

the

for,

government

could do a better job. For example,

forestry department.

community

When

the forests belonged to

council, they flourished and anyone

caught violating the rules was held accountable immediately. Once the government took over
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the

community

forests,

many communities

the forests long term and

many

abdicated their responsibility for the well-being
of

violated the government’s

were no longer seen as a community

asset. In

many

imposed

cases, the

back to many communities the responsibility of overseeing
building of schools, but the

tie to

the traditions of

rules because the forests

government has

tried to give

local forests, road repair or the

community

responsibility for

many of

these services has been broken.

1

he

that the

move from

top

down

bottom up development was the

to

government could not reach

and even

if

parts of Nepal.

government workers can reach these

alternative possibilities.

1

little

areas,

of the recognition

Many

parts of Nepal are very

many

refuse to stay there if they have

remote

he diverse cultures and communities of Nepal are a challenge for

many government workers who
They have

all

result

are often trained in the cultures of the major

towns and

understanding of these cultures and their training often helps them

cities.

little in

connecting, motivating, or inspiring the community in participating in government initiatives
that the local people did not

major

barrier.

deem

This sentiment

is

relevant to their needs. In

echoed by Skerry,

et al

some

cases, language

is

also a

(1991):

Nepal’s rugged topography emphasized regional and cultural differences and
hampered the development of a sense of national identity. Finally,

comprehensive data with which
practically non-existent.

was

ill

equipped

rural majority,

development

The
harder.

to identify

The highly

to realistically consider the

making

it

at

demographics and needs of it's
comprehensive

virtually impossible to plan

efforts, (p.6)

constraints and difficulties have

Looking

and asses Nepal’s actual needs was

centralized government administration

how

local people

made

the achievement of many

development goals

view the support from the government, how they view

the role of government in their lives and communities, and

what

roles existing

community

based organizations play in these communities can help to maximize development efforts
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in a

more concerted way.

In rural

communities where neither the government nor

existed, people at the grassroots fended for themselves.
People had

means

NGOs

have

to identify

problems and resolve these problems.
Since there were no other options, they were forced to

come

together as a group to tackle

problems. This also forced them to be innovative in utilizing
resources available to them.
1

hese methods

may

government and

not have been perfect, but they were often sustainable

NGO efforts have not been since they have been

which many of the

highly dependent on

outside aid.

As government workers and

NGOs penetrated

development, local people were attracted

“modern” dividends, a promise of a
role in village

development

community became

the spectators as

communities
result

was

it

felt

their notions

new concepts because they

better or easier

initiatives

initiatives did not benefit those that

to these

communities with

life.

CBOs

often

which once played

own

knew

opposed

were the

to being the

targets

of the

main

players. In

some

initiatives or for

many

approach. This

is

cases, the

it.

In

some communities,

way of life of

a connection to the outside world

self-sufficiency and creativity.

later policy

local participation

a central

as if the promise continued to always be on the horizon. In others the end

the local people as they

Decade’s

came with

took the place of being on the back burner. The

the dismantling of traditional organizations and the disruption of the

decreased their

of

makers and donor agencies realized the importance of genuine

and thus the revival of community participation became an important

after the experience

of paying

lip

service to participation as a

means of

acquiring resources and people power from communities to implement government generated

initiatives.

Decentralization

was

to focus

on decentralizing decision making, control of
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resources, expertise and accountability. Yet,
decentralization has not necessarily built on
the
traditional

CBOs

CBOs,

but in

some

1996). Traditional organizations are those that follow
local

and other customary

rules.

With the changing of times these customary

not always be relevant. In the second category, the
ot outside initiation

ol outsiders.

since

it

CBOs.

can be categorized into two categories: traditional and
induced from outside the

community (Bhattachan,
traditions

cases has helped develop

may

Though

also be dependent on

this organization is

CBO

community based,

states different ethnic

groups which address socio-economic needs or

been organized as a

may

result

existence on the motivation and inspiration

its

does not have a histoiical base or strong roots

As Bhattachan (1997)

that has

rules

it

may

not have the

in the traditions ot the

groups have

their

of

political issues

own

its

same support

community.

distinctive self-help

members

(p.

1

30).

For

example, Dhikuri voluntary rotating-credit associations, of the Thakalis, Guthi, communal
,

temple and land tenure associations, of the Newaris, Nogur or Nokur, group labor exchange,

among Gurungs

are

some of the community based organizations

specific to the diverse

communities of Nepal. The Dhikuri system provided much needed
interest rates to its

members. Without the

take loans from local

the

money

Newari community

much needed

to

lenders

credit system,

who charged

many

credit with affordable

families

high interest

rates.

would be forced

to

The Guthi system helps

continue their traditions and cultural practices. Nokur provides

labor for farming and other activities in the

Gurung community. Some of the

organizations have remained while others have been displaced with the creation of new

systems such as a credit union or the banking system.

Messerschmidt (1981

)

notes that

in the

Gurung community some of these

local

organizations appear to be formal but in reality are structurally less formal; some are caste
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/ethnic based but others are pan-Nepalese
(pp.42-44). Additionally, he later states, “the idea

of small groups of users banding together as neighborhood
families, productive

common
Nepal

property

management

(Messerschmidt,

and experience of their
traditions focused

Like

in

1

or public

982b.

p.8).

People

social, cultural

on the

interest

works development
at the

is

a well established tradition in

grassroots level have had vast knowledge

and economic environments. Their

of the community rather than individual

other developing countries,

interests.

al.

2000). Generally, community based

organizations were self supportive, innovative, and sustainable. For example,

future.

The

and

cultural values

community based organizations were important and

effective institutions in Nepal (Narayan. et

community

activities,

members of the

participated to preserve and protect natural resources as an investment for the
rules defined individual and

community

rights

and responsibilities and were

understood by the community since they were developed by the community. Violators were
subjected to public punishment.

It

would be unwise

to state that the

community based organizations approach

development has eliminated poverty, hunger, disease and inequality
fact there is little research

more

mandate with defined membership,

rigid.

realities the

Members must
members

communities.

In

on the effectiveness of such organizations as a whole, especially

since they are very diverse. Additionally, in

specific

in the

to

some cases
this

may

since the organizations

result in

follow specific rules which

may

may have

a

being even less flexible and

not be possible in the current

face today.

Development induced from outside

the

community and mostly by

outsiders

who have

access to resources prized by the community have greater influence upon local people.

Although the goal generally

is

to assist the local
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community, the

real players are those

who

come from

the outside and

community based

traditional

resources and support and

members.

Human

capital,

the decisions for the local people. Often

organizations, the induced

may

evolve rapidly

skilled

i.e.,

in the

manpower and

programs can bridge suspicion about the

future

I

make

CBOs

raditional

CBO

compared

to

comes with more

generally

hopes of benefiting community
technical

know how, and funds

for

true beneficiaries of these initiatives.

otten lack such resources

however they have

the experience of

maximizing resources, can often mobilize community members quickly, and have
an
ecological understanding of the

sell sufficiency.

1

he

later

may

community and

the environment.

rooted in self- help and

It is

send a wrong message or local people

may

think that outside

assistance will be limitless. Realizing that there are limits can cause tension and mistrust or
lack of confidence

An

among

the

community and those

initiating the

CBO.

assumption otten made about community based organizations

community

is

is

that

in the

seen as equal and that everyone has the same values and beliefs. In fact that

not the case with most communities and, therefore, not the case with most

organizations.

everyone

A

local

community maybe composed of various

is

community based

ethnic, gender, class

and caste

groups with very specific values and practices. Therefore development approaches need

to

incorporate this understanding which can be challenging. Approaching the community with
respect and affirmation of indigenous

knowledge and ways,

yet not affirming unjust and

unequal practices requires deep understanding of community and traditional dynamics and

enough
In

trust to

help initiate dialogue and action for equitable and sustainable change.

comparison

result but a

to the

Western approaches

to

development, development

is

not an end

continuous process of engaging with the community, the environment, traditions,

and the outside world. As opposed

to the

Western concepts of projects
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that

end either with

completion or with the ending of funding, the community
does not end and, therefore, needs

of

its

members

or the larger

community do not

ability to

problem solve as opposed

is critical

for the

to create a

end.

To

affirm and enhance the communities

dependency on outsiders, including resources.

communities’ and development’s sustainability.

Community -based

sustainable development, has been defined as a process by
groups or communities organize themselves with varying degrees
of outside support so as to apply their skills and knowledge to the
care of
natural resources and environment while satisfying livelihood
needs. (Pretty
and Guijt, 1992, p.22)

which

local

Sustainable development

at least

provide a snapshot to

in the village

understanding of community
Additionally, what

in different times.

in a village

all

I

may

I

may

later

local villager told

intention with

how community

in Nepal.

in the

mountains of Nepal,

may be

different than those born and raised

my

working as a development worker. Now'

my

I

experience growing

live in a different

educational training, which

understanding of community development. During

my

field

work, a

me:

Brother, today everything

is

called development, Bikas.

When

people talk

about development, they talk about school, health post, piped water, road
construction, newly styled building and dress like a foreigner, Bideshi. In

childhood days,

we

my

be different than then understanding of academicians.

country and have a different experience, especially through

my

My

verbalize their experience and

view of community development comes from

and then

has also affected

take part.

not able to draw concrete

how people

of Sikles, a small village

considered to be community

My

members

based development has evolved and

meaning of these experiences with development
Born and raised

up

when

their roles in this process. In this effort

conclusions but can

the

possible only

how community

this research is to see

members view

is

did not have schools and health posts in the village.

forefathers, later our grandparents

and our parents

my

Our

built roads, constructed

resting places, Chautara, and planted trees to shade travelers by the roadside.
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I

hey dug waterholes near by roadsides. Our parents taught
us farming
The road and resting places they built, trees they planted, the

techniques.

technique of seed collection or use ol local pesticides etc
were never
considered Bikas. Our elders reminded us about good deeds,
Dharma, and sin,
PaP- Young people were taught to be nice to elders, help elder parents and

and support local people. As have experienced it, our community
has changed in many ways. Younger people seem less afraid
of sin and less

relatives,

I

focused on our community needs. For example, our tradition prohibits
us from
consuming certain types of foods, including meat products. We considered it
taboo but today's youth seems not to care. This confuses me because I
believed that Bikas

today

As
adopted

s

above story

the

means every thing nice and better. On the other hand
moving against our own traditions and values.

generation seems to be

tell

us that people in the past were

less individualistic behaviors.

of the people. Everyone participated

Community

more community oriented and

interests

in local activities

were an important responsibility

such as building infrastructures,

protecting the environment, and protecting local resources which are

some examples of

people centered development. Korten (1984) states that people centered development places
substantial value

on

themselves what

is

local initiatives

and diversity (p.300). Community members decide

good and bad. Members understand

members. Each member has an important
experience and each

is

role based

the strengths

for

and weaknesses of their

on his/her knowledge,

skills

and

valued as contributing to their community and thus maximize local

resources.

Community
They were

leaders were aware of the kinds of resources that were available to them.

careful not to over exploit resources. If and

resources they would consult as a group about

was already

its

use.

when

the

community

The concept and

felt

the need for

practice of recycling

realized and practiced by villagers before the Western world

saw a need

for

it.

Villagers were aware of the negative impact of over exploitation of resources, especially the

land and the forest.

such as

wood

They recognized

that the natural vegetation provides important resources

for fuel, fodder for cattle, plants for medicines,
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and wild

fruits

and roots for

nutrition.

The

f he forest

forest also provided a habitat for wild animals
that

and the

trees

were considered the abode of

were also

local deities

and

a source of food,

their habitat should

not be disturbed.

The Gurung elders of Sikles reminded

management
.Ja

kwain

of these resouices.

thilabcx

development.

.

I

young people

the

Saving the forest for future generations

though the concept

in the

Western sense

violated the rules developed by the

is.

maintain sustainable development,

is

Tocal people

community

of lore and the concept of harmony were used

is

the concept of sustainable

not

to protect the

to help

many of these

to

communities even
if

they

environment. Wherein the use

community members understand and

practices

were interrupted not by the

Now outside experts have come

communities about sustainable development.

Sustainable Development.

Redclift (1994) states,

meaning

new

knew what would happen

people themselves but by outside development interventions.
to teach these

of the

he future generations depend on their care and protection.

he practice of sustainable development

I

of the importance

“The word

to holdup, support or

endure"

A

Familiar Practice.

"sustainable’*

(p.l 7).

is

A

Foreign Term

derived from the Latin, sus-tenere,

Ukaga and Afoaku (2005)

reports,

“The

roots

of the concept of sustainable development can be traced, possibly, to a report put out by the

Club ofRome

in

1972, entitled Limits to Development

” (p.l 2).

Studies and conferences

followed that raised concerns about industrialization, development, and the impact on the

environment. In July 1970, an international research team

Technology (MIT) began a study on the

5

To save

for sons

effect

at

the Massachusetts Institute of

and limits of continued worldwide growth.

and grandson.
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In

their report, they raised the issue

of the observed negative impact of economic
development

on many environmental conditions.
In 1972, the

United Nations organized a world conference

the environment. In 1979, there

was

a report

Stockholm on humans and

a conference in Helsinki on the state of the environment,

development and industrialization and future concerns.

was established and issued

in

known

as

“Our

In 1983, the

Common

Brundtland Commission

Future.”

The

report included the

concept ot and need for sustainable development. In 1989, the United Nations Assembly
discussed the important conclusion ot the reports and prepared for the next conference
on the

environment

in

Rio de Janeiro. The Rio conference put forth a 38 page

list

on the need

to

integrate environmental concerns in development, modernization, and industrialization called

Agenda

21.

In the 1980s, the use of the

term sustainable development become common, especially

in

the international environmental and development communities with the publication of the

“World Conservation Strategy”
Sustainable development

“Our

Common

(WCED,

(Moffatt, 1996; Redclift

became

Sage, 1994; Singh

&

Titi,

Future” which helped to define what was meant by sustainable development

1987).

The most widely quoted

the Brundtland Report,

named

definition of sustainable development

is

from

this

Commission on Environment and Development which

after the

commission’s chairwoman, the former Prime

Minister of Norway, Gro Harlem Brundtland (Conca, Alberty,

&

Dabelko, 1995; Moffat.

1996; Pearce, 1993). The reported defined the concept and meaning of sustainable

development

1995).

a viable development strategy with the Brundtland Report,

highly influential report of The World

is

&

as:
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Sustainable development is development that
meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own
need. (Conca, Alberty, & Dabelko, 1995, p.21
1)

Critics

of sustainable development, “SD,” have complained

importance have been grossly misused and exaggerated without
sustainable development and

Hausler

&

how and whether SD can

Wieringa, 1994; Conca, Alberty,

2005). Lele (1991

)

writes,

“SD

has

become

&

that the

clarity

term and

of what

is

its

meant by

be achieved (Braidotti, Charkiewicz.

Dabelko, 1995; Lele, 1991; Ukaga

&

Afoaku.

a watch-word for international agencies, the

jargon of development planners, the theme of conferences and learned papers,
and the slogan

of developmental and environmental

activists’' (p.607). Redclift

(1994) states that

Sustainable development remains a confused topic. Like motherhood, and
it is difficult not to approve it. At the same time, sustainable

God,

development

The

critique

is

fraught with contradictions, (p.l 7)

of feminists with regard

to

women,

the environment and

complex, yet parallels the overall critique ol the exclusion oi
in the

development discourse, agenda

setting,

become a

to the lack

&

genuine participation

Wieringa, 1994; Shiva, 1997).

of a clear definition of sustainable development

rallying cry

in

is

decision-making, planning, management and

evaluation of the process (Braidotti, Charkiewicz, Hausler,

Due

women

development

in

and jargon as a critique of what has not worked,

many

to

cases

it

has

mask opportunism,

or repackage existing endeavors. For example, in Nepal, politicians embrace the idea of

sustainable development to advance their political agendas. Similarly, government workers,

and national and international agencies

more

effective approach than the old

different.

in

Nepal embrace sustainable development

as a

much

development models without actually defining what

is

Agencies such as the World Bank (Conable, 1986), the Asian Development Bank

(Runnalls, 1986), and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
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(Environment Committee, 1985) have been quick

to

adopt the

new

rhetoric.

Powerful

agencies such as the World Bank, the International Development
Fund and large
multinational companies have co-opted and sometimes distorted
the meaning of sustainable

development (Buttel and Gillespie, 1988).
Supporteis ot sustainable development (SD) however argue that the
conventional

development models

lailed to uplilt the living standards of the

poor

in

many

societies.

Yet

even with sustainable development, there are conventional viewpoints, which
Korten (2005)
terms wisdom and alternative wisdom (p.65).

He (2005)

states.

While the views on sustainable development cover a broad spectrum, the
iollowing contrast ot the conventional wisdom and the emergent alternative
wisdom on this subject helps to define the range. Most of the economists,
governments and official agencies (including the World Bank, IMF and

GA

that define national and global policies profess the conventional
wisdom. A growing number of alternative economists, independent thinkers,
and citizen organizations concerned with economic justice and environmental
1

1

)

issues are

engaged

and elaborating the alternative wisdom as
the foundation for policies they hope will prove to be more people and
in articulating

environment friendly, (p.65)

As described above,
growth as essential

the

first

model or approach

to increasing the quality

of

life

to

of developing nations’ people. Without

understanding the impact on the environment or seeing

that this

approach had

some cases

it

less

development viewed economic

it

as a concern, experience provided

of a successful impact on the most needy of the population and

in

had a negative impact on communities because of environmental degradation.

In 1973. the president of the

World Bank. Robert McNamara, reported

unprecedented economic growth worldwide, yet

was reaching

had been

the neediest of people.

human development ...highlights the fact that while
has been made in some social development spheres for some people,

The balance
progress

little

that there

sheet of

for others there has

been increased deprivation and inequality

distribution of benefits... What the figures clearly demonstrate

in the
is

that while

development has occurred in terms of absolute growth, the disparities between
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countries and between the people within them have
widened. At the very least
this should cause us to question the particular
notion of development with
which we are working and the criteria used to assess success.
(Kothari

&

Minogue, 2002, p.3)
It is

recognized

development discourse

in

economic growth does not necessarily

that

eliminate poverty (Lummis, 1992). “Such poverty results from the
distributional problems

from a nation's lack of wealth” (Beder, 1993). Categorical approaches

rather than

development, such as economic development, are recognized as being limited
the complexity of

development or

many members of the

the

new jargon

in

are

that

He

calls conventional

wisdom about

points out the echoes of the

wisdom

expert approach running through the conventional

as opposed to the

democratic alternative approach. For example, with regard

Top-down

more

to the definition

social

of

sustainable development, Korten (2005) states,

Conventional: Sustainable development

economic growth needed

to

is

about achieving the sustained

meet human needs, improve

provide the financial resources that

make environmental

living standards,

and

protection possible.

Alternative: Little of the growth in the past 20 years has improved the quality

of human

life.

Most of the

benefit has

gone

to the very

wealthy and the

remainder has been offset by the costs of resource depletion, social

stress,

and

environmental health and other problems caused by growth. Sustainable
about creating: (1) sustainable economies that equitably meet
needs without extracting resource inputs or expelling wastes in excess

development

is

of the environment’s regenerative capacity; and (2) sustainable human
institutions that assure both security and opportunity for social, intellectual,

and

add

yet maintain the status quo.

sustainable development and alternative wisdom.

human

for

researchers and workers

sometimes repackaged old approaches or approaches

Korten (2005) lays out a comparison between what he

justice,

life

both developing and developed countries. Yet.

many poor communities and development

new approaches

dealing with

dealing with the goal of increasing the quality of

poorest communities

as often experienced by

over time,

in

in

to

spiritual growth. (Pp.65-66)
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He goes on

to define the different

helping developing countries

become

wisdoms within

the context of sustainable lifestyles,

sustainable, accountability for environmental problems,

population growth, economic growth, employment, trade, and theoretical
paradigm (pp.6669).

He

stressed that to actualize sustainability, clear definitions of what

otherwise

it

is

the old

past experiences.

foundation

wisdom

models redesigned with jargon added which

With regard

to the theoretical

will

is

do

paradigm or what he terms

meant
little

to

is critical,

change the

“scientific

he points to what he sees as possibly the major barrier to change as conventional

itself:

Conventional: The conventional

wisdom is grounded in accepted theory that
has stood the test of time and been validated by extensive historical
observation and measurement.
The conventional wisdom represents an ideology, not a science,
and largely contradicts both the theoretical foundations of market economies
and empirical experience - which contrary to the claims of the conventional
wisdom strongly favors alternative wisdom. Indeed, the conventional wisdom
may itself be the single greatest barrier we face to progress toward

Alternative:

sustainability. (2005. pp. 68-69)

While nations' leaders argue over responsibility and

action,

more communities

at the

grassroots levels are taking action and defining the course they want to take towards

development, for example, there are many

activists

and development workers who do not

see a separation between the environment, cultural identity, participation, democracy and

development and are critiquing not only Western models of development but also national

models of development
lifestyles (Braidotti.

that often

have

their roots in mirroring

Charkiewicz, Hausler.

&

Western experiences and

Weiringa, 1994; Crush. 1995; Hutanuw'atr

Manivannan, 2005; Kumar, 2000; Shiva, 1997; Ukaga

&

Afoaku. 2005). Soedjatmoko

Whatever solutions we turn to - whether in attempting to cope with hunger,
energy demand, environmental degradation, or rapid population growth - the
ultimate answers are not going to come from only the experts and the
technocrats. They will arise from our ability to relate their recommendations
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&

states.

to the hopes, interests,

and aspirations of those who, until now, have been
New patterns of food distribution and
consumption, new allocations of energy and other resources,
new
configurations of power, new concepts of work and leisure
time - all, in the
marginalized and powerless.

long run, will be fashioned out of countless millions of
decisions by
individuals around the globe, decisions made within the
perspective of their
own cultural values, societal customs, and moral guidelines. (Newland

&

Soedjatmoko, 1994. p.46)

Ukaga

& Afoaku (2005) write with

regard to sustainable development and Africa:

Language is the main pillar in the cultural edifice and it is in language that
thought and social practice engages the environment in the process of
production and reproduction. If Africa is to deal effectively with its
development problems,

can only do so on the basis of its rich cultures and
its own languages, instead of continued reliance on
foreign languages, cultures, and ideas. This is the lesson, which Africa must
learn from both the West and post-colonial Asia. Sustainable development
it

the effective utilization of

cannot be conceived of

in the abstract.

It is

only realizable

if

it

is

premised

in

the historically sustained cultures of the African peoples, (p.20)
In Nepal, traditional C

interest

BOs were

responsible tor addressing

of the community members. As described

community problems

in the section prior,

often were responsible for the upkeep of shared space,

i.e.,

temples, resting places, town squares, and roads, though

such organizations

community

forests,

some had very

such as organizing shared labor teams or funeral ceremonies.

Many

in the

water sources,

specific functions,

of these

CBOs

still

function today, even with the introduction of government programs that have displaced

of these functions.
in decision

Many have been

sustainable, because of the participation of

making and planning and of the understanding of community,

its

some

members

traditional

and

environmental dynamics.

A

better understanding of these

sustainability of

very evident

in

CBOs

community development

Nepal.

A

and

how new CBOs might

is critical.

increase the

Dissatisfaction with prior experiences

is

glaring example of reaction to the traditional models and

approaches of development and dissatisfaction with the government’s role
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in

increasing the

quality of

Kumar

life

2000).

for the majority of Nepalese

It is

the Maoist or People’s

is

not a coincidence that the Maoist

recruiting marginalized Nepalese, especially

often over represented

among

women

Movement

Movement

has been very successful

in

and the Dalit or untouchable castes are

the poor and landless. In a study conducted
by

Prasain, 2004), they found that a large

(Hutt, 2004;

(Sharma and

number of women who were victims of domestic

violence joined the Maoist movement. Additionally, the
Maoists have taken on an antialcohol campaign which has also found support

\

et

women

have also suffered from the consequences of the

Women

Nepali

1

he role of a

man and

a

woman

is

looked as being the providers and the

home.

I

among many

his tradition

and other

social

civil strife

women.

and violence.

and Development

culturally defined.

women

families, especially

Men were

and continue

to

be

care for the home, and, generally, stay in the

norms have kept most women from

participating in

major decision making processes.

The

patriarchal -based and extended family system restrict

women

to

make

independent decision and came out from the family compound without the
permission of the elder or guardians. In order to transform women’s

preoccupied household activities into outside world of market economy, the
attitude of the male population in Nepal should be changed and men must be

brought along in the process of integrating women’s issue
development of nation. (Mathema, 1998, p.224)

Women
receive

little

contribute

much

in

the overall

labor to the sustenance of the family and social activities;

recognition for their contributions.

Women

are not only responsible for bearing

and rearing children, they are also responsible for domestic work. They are the major source
of farm labor. The Central Bureau of

Statistics

are involved in agricultural work. Agriculture

(1991

is

)

indicated that 90.1 percent of women

labor intensive work. In order to acquire the

necessary labor, girls are required to help their parents by either helping them directly by
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working on the farm or becoming the babysitter

women

have

to

manage numerous

roles.

for their

younger brothers or

The hours they work

are extended because they are

required to help with the farming and to take care of
the family needs.
that

women work
Nepal

is

10.94 hours per day while

men work

Thus

sisters.

One

study indicated

only 7.84 hours (Shakti, 1995).

an agricultural country with approximately 75 percent of
the population

dependent on farming. Over the past decades the country experienced
a rapid increase

in

population. According to the Central Bureau of Statistics (2002a). the
current population has

reached 24 million.

Women constitute

women

at least

represented

nearly 50.1 percent of the population. Although

half of the national population, there have been few programs

over the decades that have specifically targeted increasing the status of women when

comparing overall development

Women’s Conference

initiatives

(NHDR.

called the Convention

2003.

far

work plans

to

in their respective countries particularly in the so called

developing” countries. Additionally,

which

As

is

in

1979 the

UN

improve the

bill

(1975-85)

status

of

"underdeveloped or

Generally Assembly adopted what

of rights for

women”

is

Women

(United Nations,

The Preamble (United Nations, 2003)

underlines that discrimination against
participation
cultural life

on equal terms with men

women

is

an obstacle to women’s

in the political, social,

economic and

of their countries, hampers the growth of the prosperity of society

and the family and stands

in the

way of the

full

and complete development of

a country, the welfare of the world and the cause of peace,

It

Women

on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against

“often described as the international

p.3).

back as the World

held in Mexico City in 1975 and the Decades for

national governments were encouraged to prepare

women

2004).

was recognized

that

without women's participation

development would not be successful. As a guide
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in local

(p.

1

2)

and national development,

to supporting nations, “this

Convention

defines the meaning of discrimination against

women, and

establishes legal obligations for

States parties to end such discrimination” (United
Nations, 2003, p.3). In response, the

government of Nepal prepared a work plan
1997). For the

first

specifically focusing

on women’s issues (Subedi.

time, the Sixth Year Plan (1980-85) clearly stated
that:

With a view to involving women in the country’s all round
development it is
most necessary to mobilize women’s participation today in the
development
process because there is a greater significance of women in
economic, social,
political, religious, cultural and all other fields,
(p.212)
In

2002, The National

Women's Commission was

established for the purpose of

advising the government on effective implementation of human rights,
including the equal
rights

of women. Flowever.

many

many commissions

since so

lack ol accountability

questioned the ability of this Commission to be effective,

in the past fizzled out

among

bureaucrats. The popular phrase in the bureaucracy

Mathihata Adesh Ayekochhaina, which
translates to “all decision are

In the past live

women

.9

made

literally

means “nothing

is

is

coming from above” and

at the central level.”

decades of development, some improvements regarding the status of

have been achieved. Increased numbers of women are pursuing careers and are

involved
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quickly due to political interference and

in politics.

Additionally, the

life

expectancy for

women

years of age (Tenth Plan, 2002). The maternal mortality rate

in

2002 rose from

is

decreasing. In 1990 the

56.1 to

maternal mortality rate was 850/100.000 live birth decreasing to 539/100.000 live birth
year 2000

per

(NFHS, 2000). Furthermore,

woman was
However

adult literacy

the fertility rate

is

6.33 by the end of 1996 the estimated rate

there are

some

was expected

areas

where achievements

to reach

2002-07). The literacy rate for

declining.

was

The

4.6 per

fertility rate in

in the

1976

woman (NFHS).

are less impressive. For example, the

70 percent but achieved only 49.2 percent (Tenth Plan,

women

is

much lower
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at

35.6 percent. The enrolment of

primary school age-children was expected to reach
90 percent but
Similarly access to drinking water

was expected

to reach

is

staying at 80.4 percent.

100 percent of the

total

but remained 71.6 percent (Tenth Plan, 2002-07).
Mortality and morbidity for
infants though has been reduced

The

women

tates are

even higher

are anemic.

is

tor rural

women

and

the total population had access to drinking water

1

women

and

higher than most of the countries in the region.
their infants.

Malnourishment among children

watei remains vei\ poor.

population

is

high.

(NHDR,

Large numbers of pregnant

By 2002, only

71.6 percent of

2004). But the quality of drinking

hus infections from water born diseases, such as diarrhea,

dysentery, jaundice and typhoid remains high.

Many

of the sources of water are

contaminated by animals and people from the community.

Nepal has a very
religion are

population

stratified social

some of the
is

system. Class, gender, ethnicity, caste, age. and

make up

characteristics that

Hindu which

is

and

men and women, young and

groups and

and elders play the dominant roles

family.

women

There are many

men and women.
at

defined the roles of men/boys and women/girls

in the

old.

and discriminatory beliefs about behaviors and relationships between high caste

low' caste

Men

The majority of the

based on a complex caste system. The religion defines the roles

ol the different castes as well as the roles of

restrictions

this stratification.

Men

almost

in

enjoy freedoms and privileges

all levels.

The

society has explicitly

which men make decisions
in the

for the

public and private sphere that most

do not have. In the Asian Development Bank report of 1999. women’s

characterized as not their own,

husband" (ADB, 1999,

p.7).

“A woman’s

A woman

household of her husband and

is

life is

men of those
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lives

were

strongly influenced by her father and

goes from the household of her father

ruled by the

women

households.

to the

Women

often must

ask for permission from their father, older
brother, or husband to leave the home.
This
tradition

the

and not considered discriminatory towards
women. To most families and

communities, they are just following the traditions
of their “forefathers” and believe
cultural

is

that

and social norms are more significant to the cohesion
of the family and society than

individual rights.

On

the contrary, a son

is

when

security for the parents

treated differently than a daughter, because the
son provides

they are old. Son continues the family lineage and
his role

cannot be leplaced by a daughter.

husband (Leone,
cultural role

ot a son

A

daughter on the other hand marry

2003, RIDA, 1991).

et. al.

and signiticance boys have:

paves the

way

to heaven.

1

C

I

move

with her

he following popular saying describes the

hhora Paye Swarga Jane, which means “the

raditional practice also dictates that a dowry'

birth

must be

given to the family of the bridegroom. Therefore, sons are seen as bringing wealth
into the
family and daughters cause the family to lose wealth.
the practice ot

many
still

dowry

giving,

it

is still

Though

the

government has outlawed

expected and common. Even though daughters

in

cases have cared for the parents or helped them economically in their old age, roles are

provided male. Additionally,

many women of Nepal

equal share of her parents’ property as her birth right, but
as another

way

that the

are fighting for a

many who argue

woman’s

right to

against

view

husband's family increasing their wealth with no guarantee

daughter receives access to

it.

it

that the

(Bhattachan, 2001, p.83) states:

norms and values are biased in favor of boys/men/sons. In most of the
communities, except some very traditional indigenous ethnic groups, sons are
Social

regarded as high values. Cash crops and daughters are regarded as junks.
Therefore, sons get preferential treatment from birth to death, especially

in

foods, clothing toys/games, schooling/education, parental property, health
care, last rites

of dead parent, personal respect, social status and freedom from

doing house hold chores. Daughters, on the contrary, are deprived from
those privileges.

They

are thought to be other’s property and liabilities.
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all

it

When

considering

how

girls are socialized, a

the needs of her older parents than a son.

material comforts to her older parents.

a girls/woman’s

life.

1

daughter

may

more

actually be

sensitive to

She can provide emotional support as well

hese cultural mores extend to

For example, families

may

many

as

different areas of

not invest in their daughter’s education,

because she will marry and, therefore, the investment will end up
in the husband’s household

(UNICEF,
I

1996).

he significance of sons puts

much

pressure on

son feels more secure for her future than a
fulfilled her

she

is

unable to produce a son. her husband

same

Hindu

to bare sons.

without a son.

light,

tradition,

first

may be considered

inept,

is

may

all

much

this since,

who

men

feel

take a second wife even if the

cannot even consider

considered polluted. There

remarry. Not

has not produced a son. but

some men may

women

may

,

a

so she has

will protect her. If

necessarily want to

pressured by the family.

first

bares him sons. In the

once she has been with a man, she

pressure to continue the lineage and a

Napungsak even though

A woman with

By doing

duty to continue the family lineage and she has someone

take a second wife if the

In the

woman

women

man

is

without a son

the culture denotes the cause to be the

woman.
The Nepali
though

it still

civil

code.

Nay a Muluki Ain,

actually prohibits the practice of polygamy,

continues, especially in rural communities.

The

the taking of a second wife, since the cultural consequences

possible legal ones. Generally, most girls have

Premarital or extra marital sex

had sexual contact prior

to

is

little

seem

freedom

a taboo in Nepali society.

lack of a son will often end in

to

to

be worse than the

choose

their partners.

The involvement of a

girls

having

being married, including rape, are often thought of as “damage
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goods- or being as impure/polluted and

will

general perception

and

Women

is

that every

woman

have

man

little

is

heterosexual.

generally do not have the rights to their

contraception, timing of a pregnancy, and the

husband and in-laws. She often

prospects for a “good” marriage. The

own

bodies. Decisions about

number of children

are

more often made by

seen as an extension of the family and rarely

is

personal or family decision making processes. Bennett
(1983) observed that
the status of a

woman

is

of servant

to the

is

the

involved in

in certain

groups

husband and family. Examples of this include the

custom practiced by some caste groups of the wife/daughter-in-law
being required

to

wash

her husband's and in-laws’ feet at the beginning of the day
and sprinkle the water in her

mouth and
their

custom of many groups of wives having

meal before being able

Men

their meal.

woman
these

the

trom

and receiving only what

their

traditions are age old

discrimination

urban and

is still

is left

wives plates and never

touches food to her mouth and then the plate,

Hindu

As

will not eat

to eat

to wait until their

it

is

husbands finish

on the husbands’ plate as

their leftovers, since

once the

considered polluted. Even though

and education has begun

to

change much

in

Nepal, gender

deeply rooted and institutionalized across Nepali culture, rich and poor,

rural.

stated above, girls are taught

age. This will have an impact

and begin

to internalize social restrictions

on how she sees herself and her

from an early

role in decision-making. In

order to be a good daughter, good wife, and good mother, girls must subjugate their needs to
those of their parents, siblings, husbands, in-laws, and children. Traditionally, she must also

never bring dishonor to the family. Even a minor mistake can bring a bad reputation
family.

The

characteristics of a

good daughter, a good w ife and
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a

good mother

is

to the

that she is

gentle, passive, self-sacrificing, hardworking,

subservient

often

is

much higher

for

than for men.

A

strong

certain

again the culture sees the

avoid contact with a widow,
an old

woman

treated differently than a

is

widow

When

a

have are also treated

woman

woman

s

in order to

in

her husband

shame. Society teaches

avoid bad luck. Additionally,

may

women

may be more

Women

some

one study

Very few

try to

parts of

Nepal

to

fifty

in the family.

or children

women

no guarantee

is

often will remain silent about the situation due to

accept their

fate,

not speak badly about their husbands, and

vulnerable to beatings

if

She may be

criticized for doing the

her husband finds out.

seven percent of sitting judges takes the view that a husband

of the opinion that

women

and sixty

should share the blame for violence

committed against them. (Sharma and Prasain, 2004,

is

in

fully entitled to administer a slap to his wife to correct her attitude

six percent are

there

For example, a

considered bad luck

is

The beating of one's wife

also ensue.

certainly not to take private matters out of the family.

In

differently.

husband gambles or abuses alcohol there can be much tension

considered to be a private issue.

is

having a loose

demise. People often

s

families.

be considered a witch.

Verbal and physical violence

opposite or

woman

with a living husband. She

hand

are not allowed

with certain appearances, for example, thick eye brows, protruding teeth
or

may

hairy face

be

male members of their

casual conversation with a stranger could be interpreted
as the

widow

to

minded and expressive

some communities, women

In

some communities with

character. Different life roles that

lot

women

becomes the subject of gossip.

contact with strangers and in

A

who

to.

Moral bar

woman

and knows her role including

p.l 57)

will seek legal protection against an abuser, because they

that the justice

key factor for empowerment.

When

system
a

will protect them.

woman

know

Economic development

that

is

one

has access to resources she can enhance her
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economic

status in the family

who have

and

in the society as well.

Evidence has shown

income generating

initiatives or small businesses gives

Nepal the small farmers program has a provision

In

women

contributed to their families' earnings have
gained a higher position of respect

from family members than those who do not have such
a capacity. Access
foi

that

farmers. Yet,

women

rarely

have access

to

women

to credit or capital

such opportunities.

for lending loans, especially to

poor

such loans or need their husbands’ permission to

access such loans. Another major drawback

is

the lending institutions,

i.e.,

banks which

tequire a mortgage or collateral for a loan. Additionally, the
paperwork for acquiring a loan
usually requires

some

liteiacy ability.

Many

bureaucracy or have no access to collateral.

rural

women

have no experience with such

When women

have gained access

have been cases where they have been taken advantage of because of
with the process. Since

women

also have had

little

access to

skill

to loans, there

their lack

of experience

development, support

regarding the running of a small business needs to go hand in hand with access to loans and
a

system of safeguards also needs

women do
Over
eradicate

not

become more

be put into place so

destitute than

when

if

there

is

all

they began the project.

forms of discrimination, especially discrimination of women. The

makes

it

A

high caste

stratified

important to understand local dynamics of discrimination. For

example, a high caste poor

woman

woman

will not face the

activist

may work

for

same experiences

women's

practice discrimination against

Dalit or untouchables. (Sob, 1997).

women w ho

low

caste poor

women. Unfortunately, she

are not of her caste or of

Women of high caste,
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as a

rights but not include the

elimination of discrimination against low caste, poor, or disabled

may

an unexpected disaster,

the years, national and international advocacy groups have been working to

society of Nepal

woman.

to

low

caste,

i.e.,

the

of means, educated and mostly

may become

urbanites

diversity ot

advocacy

Women

the spoke persons for other

women and

for

all

women. Many who

are aware of the

the levels of discrimination that go with that
include this in their

women

may

but

from the Dalit groups

not include these

may

women

not feel that these

in the

women

process of advocacy.

can represent their plight nor

understand their struggles.

The

plight of the Dalit

is

Discrimination based on caste

who

complicated because their struggles are often invisible.
is

outlawed but traditions are deeply rooted and the laws have

less hold

on those

regai d to

gender and caste aie learned early on and transgressions are punishable

maintain traditions, especially in rural communities. The roles with
socially,

psychologically and physically. Because of discrimination, the Dalit are often overrepresented

among

to resources that

the poor.

They

are socially separated and. therefore, have even less access

could help change their conditions.

It

you

are a Dalit

woman you

face

double the discrimination. Physical violence and sexual abuse among low caste or poor

women

is

bad luck

common. For example,

to

the

women may

people outside of their caste.

When

a

be accused of being witches and bringing

low caste male and high

caste female have a

relationship the punishment can be very severe, the least being that they are forced to leave

the village. Similarly the relationship

be the same

hierarchy,

if

not he

is

ostracize by the clan

which could be described

disenfranchised groups

between

a high caste

members.

male and a low caste female could

Among

the Dalit, there

as an internalized caste system. Divisions

make development

initiatives very

is

also a

among

complicated and require an

understanding of these complexities to actually have an impact.
Poverty, the lack of economic opportunity, the low value of

market for sex workers have been

at the root

women, and

the global

of the increased sexual exploitation, including
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the trafficking of girls (Acharya. 1998;

&

Poudel

Carrer, 2000).

Each year

ABC

large

Nepal. 1996; ILO/IPEC. 1998; O’ Dea. 1993-

numbers of youth migrate

to

urban areas

in search

of a better livelihood. Most of them are unskilled, and,
therefore, end up doing manual

The carpet industry has provided employment
and children. Some are brought

to the city

labor.

for unskilled rural workers, especially
girls

by relatives as an alternative

to languishing

with

the family that cannot support them. Without the
protection of the families, these workers are

olten exploited emotionally and physically.

recourse. In

young
I

some

girls or

here

situations, factory

women

is little

Some

little

and

sell

women

Nepali

and

girls are

women

and

girls

It is

being

women

estimated that in any

working

in the

sex industry in

Rights Watch, 1995. p.6). Unscrupulous relatives or agents lure innocent

where they become sex

slaves.

economically, the practice

girl in the

how many

sex work each year (Subedi, 1997).

with promises of well paid jobs

one

traffickers

figures suggest that between 5.000-7.000 Nepali

given year, there are about 200.000 Nepali

(Human

pay with

little

owners have connections with sex

accurate data available ol

girls are trafficked for

India

hey work long hours for

into the sex trade.

trafficked to Indian brothels.

and

I

is

in

urban areas and then

Where

sell

them off to brothels

in India

families, especially very poor families, have benefited

rationalized. There are areas in

Nepal known

for having at least

family working in an Indian brothel (Subedi, 1997). Poverty, the lack of

economic opportunity, and women's

girls

status, especially in rural areas, contribute to the

trafficking of females and the slow response in eliminating this

women.
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form of violence against

In the tar western region

expose

who

girls to sexual exploitation are

are given to the temple

male

of Nepal two traditional practices

way

visitors as a

god

to raise

Deuki and Badim*. Deuki

as an offering.

money

that are

The temple

for the temple

is

is

her

who

in existence that

name given

the

home and

to the girls

providing sex to

becomes her vocation. The second

practice has to do with the caste group that entertains
as a profession.

dances for the community and for those

still

The group

sings and

can pay for private entertainment, such as

wealthy landlords. Sexual favors as part ot the exchange, given
or coerced, from the

women

of this group are common. Western

younger generation. Adopting western

the

sometimes
attract

life style

in activities that

they

arrival in

may

requires resources.

Unemployed youth

and serious crimes. Urban centers

urban areas migrants workers are forced

not be interested. At the

same

other alternatives accept to be involved in criminal activities or

is

and

and technology have greatly influenced

resort to violent activities such as robbery

unemployed youth. Upon

involved

life style

girls

to

be

time, they do not have

sell their

body

for survival.

It

unfair to say that only rural youths are involved in such activities, people in urban areas
are

also involved. In

Kathmandu and

and college

have been involved as

girls

estimated 3,500 to 5000

other big cities, middle class

prostitute.

women working

By

women

office holders, school

the early 1990s, there were an

as full -or part-time prostitute in

Kathmandu

(Liechty, 2005, P.9).

Nepali law clearly prohibits the trafficking of human beings and has recognized
trafficking of girls

"

In

is

a major problem.

Western Nepal, the practice of Deuki

girls.

Some

is

offering.

These

the caste

who

girls

become

The psycho-social and physical devastation

very old and

families not wanting to give their

own

is

said to bring salvation to the families

viewed as no more than

other castes, especially the wealthy

men who

who

offer the

daughters buy girls from poor families to give as their

the property of the temple and are never allowed to marry.

entertain are often

that the

prostitutes as a

hire them.
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way

The

to justify their

girls

own

and

women

of

before by the

perpetrated on the girls

communities

that

would

social taboo. Girls,

increased by the

is

number of girls

returning with

HIV/AIDS

to

rather forget about them. Matters dealing
with sex are generally a

who have been

in the

sex industry, regardless if they were
sold, forced

and had no choice, are polluted.

As long
to

as

women do

not have equal access to resources that will
give them equal access

autonomy, such as access

capital,

and property

to education, equal rights

rights, they will

under the law, access

remain dependent on the good

family, paternal or husband’s. Lack of legal protection

and maintains

their status as

constitution

meaningless,

is

second class
if there is

citizens.

permission and money,

if

The provision

rights, a

of the

men

weakens women's position

no power behind these

implemented. Even to go out and demand her

will

to credit or

in society

for increased rights in the

rights to

woman must

transportation or the paying of a fee to

in the

make

sure they are

obtain her husband’s

file

papers

is

required.

Conclusion

Four different concepts have been

Down

Model, the Bottom

Development.

It

from dissatisfaction with the

have not overlooked

-

to extract

to

of the Top

-

the

Top Down

or Trickle

Organizations, and Sustainable

Bottom Up Model was developed

Down Model

and

that Sustainable

both models not recognizing the interconnectedness of

and the environment, though most cultures around the world

this relationship. In

these models of development.

avenue

the literature that the

results

Development was a response
life

chapter

Up Model, Community Based

would seem from

development - human

laid out in this

community

1

he Top

Nepal,

CBOs

Down Model

participation, labor
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existed prior to the introduction of

has often seen these organizations as an

and resources.

The Bottom
as entry

ways

Up Model

into the

recognized the worth of the

community and

interests,

members

and they identify needs,

but also often related to them

as partners for fulfilling pre-set
missions or agendas.

Within the context of sustainable development,
operate within the community,

CBOs

are

CBOs

best mirror a starting point: they

from the community, they represent community

set priorities,

develop responses, make decisions about

resource utilization, hold each other and the community
accountable, evaluate outcomes, and
recruit the next generation of

members. As

stated above, in the

end

it

is

individuals

whose

experiences will determine their support or resistance to change.
Yet communities are also
very complex, especially

in

stratified social structure.

C

change

Nepal which

BOs

that can balance the old

is

comprised of many ethnic groups and a complex,

can be a mediating agency for equitable and sustainable

and the new and create a space

with a voice and those traditionally

made

silent.

same community

to better

understand

how

CBO

the concepts

to play out in individual’s lives in Nepal.
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among

those

This research study explores individuals’

experiences with development as well as the role of a
the

tor dialogue

organized and run by

women

in

above have played and continue

CHAPTER

3

RESEARCH METHODS

This

is

a qualitative research study that

community development
recipients’'

in rural

examines the relationship between sustainable

Nepal and the meaning those who are the “supposed

of development make of such

This study will bring the voices and

initiatives.

experiences of individuals from a rural community into the
development dialogue.
This chapter will discuss the research design and methods
and the rationale for using
qualitative methods. Additionally, the chapter will discuss
other

including the selection of the research

and data analysis.
site,

including

my

1

the participant sample, data collection techniques,

he chapter following will provide a detailed description of the research

personal relationship with the

better understanding of the data that

I

site,

o understand

components of the study,

is

site

presented

in

how people make meaning

and a historical and cultural context for

Chapters Five and Six.

of concepts, relationships, processes, or

events, qualitative research has provided a long, rich and tested tradition (Clandinin

Connelly, 2000; Creswell. 1994; Denzin

&

&

Lincoln, 2000; Hammersley, 1992;

Atkinson, 1995; Handwerker. 2001; Holstein

&

Gubrium, 2003; Marshall

&

&

Hammersley
Rossman.

1995, 1999; Patton, 1997; Reason, 1988: Riessman, 1993;Thompson, 2000; Wengraf, 2001;

Wolcott, 2001).

As

discussed

in the prior chapter, the principles

behind the use of qualitative

research are consistent with the theory of sustainable development and the principles
to this research process

Recognizing
players

own

in

7

(Korten, 2005; Marshall

that the experiences

the process are

&

bring

Rossman, 1999). One of the principles of

of the participants are significant and

some of the

I

that participants are active not passive

principles shared by qualitative research, sustainable development and

beliefs.
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my

qualitative research

is

that

it

seeks to acquire a holistic view of a

phenomenon (Denzin

Lincoln, 2000). The process generally uses
inductive reasoning and approaches,

&

i.e..

observation, interviews, and document and artifact
review, to allow for emerging patterns
to

(Denzin

arise

&

Lincoln. 2000; Holstein

&

Gubrium, 2003; Marshall

Reason, 1988; Stringer, 1996). The research

is

undertaken

&

Rossman, 1999;

in the settings

where the

phenomenon

to

in its entirety

(Borg and Gall, 1989; Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Patton,
1980; Rudestram and

Newton,

1

be studied occurs naturally and

this

allows for an understanding of the events

992). Patton states that:

Researchers using qualitative methods strive to understand
phenomena and
situations as a

whole

.a

qualitative research strategy

is

inductive in situation

without imposing preexisting expectations of the research setting....
qualitative
designs aic naturalistic in that the researcher does not attempt to
manipulate
the research settings. The research setting is a naturally occurring
event,
program, relationship and for the researcher. (1980, pp.40-41)
1

hese methods allowed

me

to explore

and understand

see and experience change/development in their lives,

change/development, and

how

how

how

people

they

come

these events affected their lives in their

tradition ot teaching through an oral tradition

at the grassroots level

to

understand

own

voices

8
.

The

which tocuses on learning from past

experiences as a guide for the present and future makes using methods that affirm such a
tradition significant.

Using the research questions

listed

below, the participants provided rich narratives of

their life experiences. Qualitative research

methods also allow

for the flexibility of following

strands of narratives for deeper understanding as opposed to sticking to a rigid script,

questionnaire or survey. Patton states that

s

Of course,

I

recognize that their voices/narratives as presented

translations and transliteration of their stories.
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in this

document are mediated through

my

the interviewer

free to explore, probe

is

and ask questions

that will elucidate
the interviewer remains free to
build a conversation within a particular
subject area, to word questions

and illuminate

that particular subject.

Thus

spontaneously,

and to establish a conversational style-hut with
the focus
particular subject that has been predetermined.
(1980, p.200)

on a

This was very useful for three reasons. One, since,
as mentioned above, the concepts

one language did not always translate

into the

language familiar to the participants and.

therefore, questions often had to be reframed and clarified.
tradition, the participants

since

was

it

useful

9
.

for

many

Through

talked

me”

much about

Some of the

their role as

me

oral

about a range of topics,

eyes thought their opinions were

in their

their narrations they highlighted

topic about development.

Two, because of a strong

used the opportunity to engage with

rare that -people like

in

what they thought was important

to the

interviewees were part of the local mothers group and

women.

1

his has led to reason three,

which was the

ability to

follow the significance of certain narratives, such as the role of women and development
leading to exploring the role of the mothers group.

mothers group seemed
organization.

to

9

The mothers group could provide much
therefore,

I

insight into the role of

decided to return

to

The interviews were done

in
I

stereotype about such people

both Nepali and

had
is

left

Gurung depending on

the village to pursue

that they are the experts

my

I

in

Nepal and interview the group.

the participants'

education.

and have

all

I

and how

have about

their opinions could matter. This interaction

how

villagers experience development.
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own comfort

was deemed

with the

a learned person.

The

of the answers. Some have experienced

with government workers. Therefore, some villagers did not understand

their opinions

question

women

consists of 16-20 mothers represented by different age groups.

language being used. Since

this

the female interviewees, the local

exemplify a sustainable grassroots community based development

community development and.
The group

From

why someone

and understanding

is

like

myself wanted

also meaningful to the

Pilot Visit

In 1999,

1

tiaveled to Nepal determine

my

il

research

was doable.

I

wanted

to field

my

research questions and the use of a tape recorder
with villagers, find an appropriate research
site,

and

talk to

Nepali development workers to get their
recommendations.

With regard

to

development

sites,

I

was searching

government and non-government involvement.

I

for

one where there had been

visited three districts in

Western Nepal

where the United Nations Development Fund has implemented
sustainable development
piograms known as Agenda 21. During
leaders, leaders at the local level,

me

to

that time

government

I

had the opportunity
and

officials,

observe the approaches that are being taken

NGOs

in the field

to

staff.

meet

These

district

visits

of rural development.

I

helped

had the

opportunity to speak to local people and to learn about the concept and
meaning of Digo
Bikas, sustainable development.

I

also spent

Project

much

time talking with the staff of the

(ACAP), because

model ot conservation

its

that

Anna Puma Conservation Area

goals included sustainable development based on an ecological

worked with

the people and integrated the local people's need to

maintain their livelihood oil of the land with conservation goals.

-governmental organization working

I

with

visited

ACAP

ACAP's

officials

and

staff

in the village

Anna Puma

staff members about

on many

members were challenged

One of the
levels.

in

my

staff

The

staff

my

member

told

non

me

I

I

discussed

asked them about

that there

had been great

said that in the beginning

developing connections

w ith

though the majority of them came from the same ethnic group.
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a

visit to Sikles,

research objectives.

members

is

region.

offices in Pokhara and Sikles. During

their experience in the village.

changes

in the

ACAP

the local

ACAP

community, even

The

staff

member

stated that

when

ACAP

first

came

to Sikles,

some people were

suspicious

about their intentions.

The village was

split

among

supporters and opponents of ACAP’s efforts.

opponents of the project spread rumors that villagers would
not be able
for

cooking and fodder for their

Irom house

to

house

cattle.

The

to dispel these rumors.

heading these committees and

ACAP

staff launched a

to collect

firewood

massive campaign going

They formed committees with

ACAP provided the

The

necessary assistance

local people

when needed.

Dialogues about conservation were initiated with villagers. Tree
seedlings were distributed
by

ACAP

for free to give the people the tools to begin with efforts
of conservation.

Additionally for those

who were

interested, they

were trained on vegetable gardening,

building latrines and building bridges.

ACAP

helped to form the

mothers groups,
years or more,

first

mothers group of Sikles.

Amu Samuha or Amu

women

Tali,

and looked

I

visited with

at their projects.

During the past ten

groups have been heavily involved in local development. With the

success of these groups,

women

from more wards have formed such groups. Each group

decides on their activities. Sometimes these groups

groups have changed the role of women

come

in the public

together for joint projects. These

space and

in

development and have

changed the perception of community members of women. This helped

my

some of the

me

to further define

research questions.

The

field test

endeavor, because

of my research questions were conducted

I

learned quickly that

them. For example, prior to field testing

going through the consent process,

I

I

needed

my

went

to adjust

in Sikles.

my

It

was a valuable

questions and

questions, after introducing

my

straight into asking the questions
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how

I

asked

research and

I

had developed.

i.e.,

“How do we know what development

is?."

The

they responded with -gnai toseba ” or “what
do

about

my own

life story,

relationship ot trust

the terminology

first

especially of what

and

know.”

I

saw change

safety before they

was using such as

I

I

I

problem

first

began

Bikas. Instead

I

to

changed

also

sure

how

ettective

it

interview ot myself and recorded

would be

my

the interviewee and the tape recorder.

open up.

a distance.

I

headed Stiinger

therefore, tested

s

I

how

me

that

approach by talking
had

I

to create a

also had to think about

and then talked

first

in Nepali.

villagers

to get the interviews

voice. This helped

1

my

asked about change

intended on taping the interviews but was not sure

was not

encountered was

I

in the village.

about development/modernization or what was termed
Bikas
I

that

on

to find

would

tape.

I

react to this.

tried a

mock

proper distance between

asked permission to use the tape recorder and put

warning about the disadvantages of using

it

The use of tape recorders can have a number of disadvantages, however, and
researchers should carefully weigh the merits of this technology. Technical
difficulties with equipment may damage rapport with respondents, and
people
sometimes find

it

difficult to talk freely in the

presence of a recording device,

A researcher may need to wait
reasonable degree of rapport has been established before introducing
the possibility ot using a tape recorder. When using a recorder, the researcher
where

especially

sensitive issues are discussed.

until a

should be prepared to stop the tape
record"

The

if

they

participants

some of the

tape.

I

1

999

visit

were

allow respondents to speak “off the
1

signs of discomfort.

fine

(19%. p.64)

and not distracted by the tape recorder. After playing back

learned to adjust the distance.

hearing their voices

My

show

to

I

also learned that

when played back some of the

helped

I

me

to identify

my

about the type and number of participants

I

many

site,

helped

me

to

would interview, helped me
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participants liked

interview to clarify information.

research

at

a tape recorder and.

usefulness:

its

I

make

a decision

to refine

my

questions, and helped

my

advisor and wrote

me

to

my

research proposal.

define

my

methods.

I

went back

to the

United States, met with

Research Questions
1

he primary research question

understand and

make meaning

to the participants

ot development, Bikas, in your

of the Nepali and Gurung languages,
that did not

it

was

have the same meaning or exist

What changes have you seen

of this study was:

in

your

community? Due

difficult translating

in these

How do you

languages.

to limitations

Western words or concepts
I

reframed the question

to:

time, what changes relate to development, Bikas,

life

and what do you make of development, Bikas ?
1

he following questions were posed to participants to get to the
questions defined above.

The questions above were enveloped
1

.

2.

In

your

life

in the

questions below.

time, in your opinion, what has been your experience with change?

What have been some of the

positive effects of this change?

What have been some of

the negative impacts of change?

j.

I

hink back to your

tell

me

first

experiences with development, Bikas,

How did you come to know about

5.

How was village
initiatives,

i.e.,

life

prior to

such initiatives?

you hearing about

or experiencing development

‘'Western Development" or “modernization” projects?

Describe what development initiatives are happening currently

and

your community and

about them?

4.

6.

in

who

is

initiating

them.

7.

What do you make of these changes?

8.

What does development mean

to

you?
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in

your community

How would

9.

No

you define sustainable development?

specific questions

were asked regarding

the

government’s role or non-governmental

organizations’ role in their experiences, in order to
allow the participants to either raise such
roles or not.

It

was important

and

institutions

from

would help determine

it

these institutions' role in

matter,

to hear

were a guide

their experience the significance

the effectiveness in the participants’
experience of

community development. These questions framed

for staying

on

subject,

and were a trajectory

participants to lead the interview in the direction they thought
their articulation

I

of these

the subject

for allowing the

was important with regard

to

of their experiences with Bikas.

hough these questions were developed

the mothers gioup

for the individual interviews, the

were also asked these questions but

alter asking

them

members of

to discuss

how

they

evolved as a group, the challenges they faced, and what they have learned from the
challenges and accomplishments. The interview with the mothers group was to get
a deeper
insight into the changing roles ol

women and

the role ol

women

in

community development.

Selection of Site

The research

site

was

the village of Sikles

the following reasons. First,

community.

1

1

was born and

10
.

Sikles

was chosen

raised in the village and

have a network of family and acquaintances

and

its

people. After visiting sites in 1999,

I

my

am

thought

it

politics

research

site for

an “insider’’ to the

in the village".

language and have a deep understanding of the social customs,
village

as

I

speak the local

and history of the

was important

to

have a

site

111

A detailed cultural and historical description of Sikles is provided in Chapter 4: Research Site.
My research was self financed, and, therefore, having a place to stay over long periods of time reduced
cost of the research. In Chapter 4 provide a personal narrative about my experience with change and
11

I

development

in

Sikles and

in

Nepal.
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the

that

was

I

familiar with regard to language, culture,
politics and development history.

Second, Slides

is

in the

Western mountainous

mountainous ethnic group, the Gurungs, and

many changes over

seen

villagers can

the

do

to

the years.

improve

I

part of Nepal,

is at

I

have read much

have been part of those changes.

their livelihood

without outside

with the experience of my village. Fourth,

interested in

Sikles

is

in

knowing how
a day

1

development and

in

,

in

my

away from

tailors,

who

the village of Sikles

through the Annapurna Sanctuary
Sikles

available,

12

A

road

is

is

are

community

community, and, therefore,

I

was

The

district center.

.

It is

village sits high

a large village comprised

a handful of

The Annapurna Mountains seem

district.

which have made

it

part

of the

tourist loop

like

’

trek

13
.

and has reached almost

The number of tourists

an arms

on the

is

to the

very

it

is

little

documented demographic information

remote (MacFarlane, 1997, 2002; McHugh.

bottom of the

ridge. This road

is still

temporary and

often dangerous during the monsoons.
1

that

from the low castes or termed untouchables,

minimal government services, and

built

compare

to

often live on the outskirts of the village. Sikles

a typical village in that there

being

wanted

500 people with the majority being Gurungs. There are only

borders the northeast boundaries of the
length

I

the villagers feel and have experienced development,
Bikas.

walk from the town of Pokhara, the

blacksmiths and

i.e.,

have also seen how

intend to continue working in

I

Nepal and preferably

non-Gurung families and these families
Dalit

I

into the village to initiate change.

up on a very steep ridge with no roads reaching the village 12
of approximately

myself have

have seen what

I

initiation.

I

on the pros and cons of development, development

literature

models/approaches and the roles of participants

development, hopefully

comprised mainly of a

a crossroad of many changes.

government and non-governmental workers have come

Third,

is

has diminished because of the Maoist insurgency, especially

78

in

the rural areas.

is

2001

).

Sikles

is

atypical of other villages because of

high school and a health post, and

it

had one of the

its

size, it's a tourist attraction,

ACAP

field offices

it

has a

14

Data Collection

The primary methods used

tor data collection

were open-ended semi-structured

individual and group interviews and participant
observation. Denzin and Lincoln (1994)
stated that:

both qualitative and quantitative researchers are
concerned about the
individual s point of view. However, qualitative
investigators think they
*

can

get closer to the actor’s perspective through detailed
interviewing and
observation, (p.5)

Additionally,

1

met with development workers

documents on Nepal while

participants weic too busy to

district

meet with

and other paits of Nepal,

my

me

Chambers (1983)

development

stated that in listening to the

the validity and

The data

own

visited

I

or harvesting time and the

development offices

in the

own

learning through his

community’s experience we may

work with

learn

more about

ethnocentrism and bias towards Western based knowledge as well as

power of community experience and indigenous knowledge.

are presented in

two

interview with the mothers’ group

ACAP

Though

.

in writing about his

parts: the data

representing three different generations

14

was planting

it

major focus of data collection was the interviews with

the villagers.

ourselves and our

when

there, especially

Nepal and reviewed development

in

built a large,

is

from the interviews of the 10 participants

presented

members

is

in

Chapter Five and the data from the

presented in Chapter Six. Observations are

spacious field office with conference rooms, well equipped offices, a library and a

canteen that was destroyed by the Maoists.
15
I

had the opportunity

to talk to

and for the Nepali government.

development

initiatives

I

development workers who were working with NGOs, United Nations
had the opportunity

by the agencies above were

to visit

in

progress.
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offices,

communities where community based
I

was able

to talk to the villagers

of those

woven

in

between the

narratives. All interviews

were tape recorded and then translated

English as transcripts. Throughout the data
collection process which was most
often

into

at the

end ot the day, audio-tapes and notes of the interviews
were reviewed, and notes were made
with regard to observations or follow-up questions.
In 2000.

1

stayed in the village of Sikles from June to

individual interviews.

he

1

initial

December of 2000

collecting

interviews were minimally two hours to
cover the research

questions listed above. 1 he interviews were done

at the

homes of the

participants.

thiee parts to the interview process: meeting
potential participants and talking to

my

research, setting up a research relationship with those

who

There were

them about

agreed to participate, and the

interview and follow-up for clarification.
After

making a decision about

them individually

to talk to

the participants and a

them about what

participation. These first meetings

were not

thev agreed altei the

that

I

first

meeting

I

to acquire their

was welcomed.

us.

I

of participants,

was doing and why

was very conscious of following research procedure

maintain an ethical position between

list

I

was

agreement

was an

that

I

went

to

meet

interested in their

to participate, but if

insider to the

would safeguard

discussed with them

I

how the

community, yet

their rights

and

information would be

used and that their identities would remain confidential unless permission beyond
interviewing them was sought.

reasons even though

status and/or gender.

meaningful

to

I

was

I

took time to develop a rapport with them for multiple

familiar with the

Many of the

community and environment:

participants did not understand

how

differences in age,

their experiences

were

an academic person.

communities about

their roles

area where the Maoists were

and

their

views on the role of support organizations.

in control.
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1

was

also able to visit an

discussed the major focus of my research
which was to

I

individual understood development, Bikas,
through their

emphasized

that

each of them had different experiences

might have different insights but there were not
conversation informal

at the first

participants and myself.

some of the changes

why

asked

my

them ask me questions.

had experienced, when they asked.

I

that

learned

now am
1

much from

older,

I

at

The second phase was

more

or

For those
invited

depth.

amount
same

I

I

they were

who

them

it

took.

discussed

I

.

“As an

raised

in,

personal experiences about

used a Gurung proverb when they

I

to

old ox

kil

chimu, mhi khirsiyhul chimu

me

I

was born and

who am now.

be

1

me

16
1

.

raised

told

in.

This inspired

In a village,

1

many

to establish a research relationship with those

agreed to participate.

my

house for

tea.

I

agreed to

continued visiting them either

took the time to explain

1

who

my

at their

research study in

I

explained

how was
I

discussed what

I

why

remembers

I

was using a tape recorder and taking notes

selecting the participants and

was required

I

to

w rote

his old habitat likewise

we

why

without mentioning

do as a researcher, such as keep the

the report, even

also

remember

when

the place

at the

everyone quickly knows the business of others but that
81

is

who

identities

they stated they were not

where we were born and were

often trying to return to that place.”

17

in

ease with me.

of the interviewees confidential when

16

my

described the process that would take place in detail so they understood the

of time

time.

keep the

tried to

connection between the

thought often about the village that

being in the village that helped

be reflective and more

homes

1

returned to the village and thought their experiences
would be useful to

I

participate.

1

I

and, therefore, they

wrong responses.

shared

1

experiences and words.

in their lives

in order to create a

academic work. The proverb was Kheto khirsi

them

to

let

I

meeting

right or

own

know and understand how each

valuable observational data as well.

concerned.

discussed

how

their collective stories

would help

me

to

answer the questions

had.

hach time

I

met with a participant

study and each participant's role
that

it

was

not

my

I

reminded each participant about the
purpose of the

in the study.

I

also explained to the individual
participants

intention to test his/her intelligence
rather

I

was

interested his/her

understanding of my research focus. This needed
to be said because
study

knew me

personally, since

I

was from

the

same

village.

all

the participants in this

This was especially important

with younger female participants. Additionally,
because of the respect for elders.

emphasize

that

wisdom

their

my

questions and follow-up questions should not be
taken as a challenge

or a sign of disrespect.

study at any time,

I

would remove

the process that their participation

I

assured them if they did not want to participate

1

their narratives

from

my

data.

my

I

to

in this

reminded them throughout

was voluntary.

also described to the participants that a numerical
system

identities in

had to

1

notes should anyone happen to look

at

my

would be used

notes.

1

to

cover their

my

paid attention to

obligations ot lespecting the rights, needs, values and desires of the
participants; these were

my

&

fellow villagers (Locke, Spirduso,

Merriam, 1988; and Spradley, 1980).
record the interview. Only those

permitted

me

to concentrate

on

who

my

third stage

was

asked each participant for his/her permission

when

to interviews

is

me

to

necessary (Marshall and Rossman. 1999).

and follow up. Carspecken (1996) suggested

ideal qualitative interview should be semi-structured to

expressing what they believe

to tape

agreed were interviewed. Taping the interviews

interactions with the interviewee. This allowed

gently probe for further clarification

The

I

Silverman, 2000; Marshall and Rossman, 1999:

that the

allow the participants the freedom of

important. Also the interviews should take place where
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participants feel comfortable.

(

Atkinson.

1

Once

I

asked a question.

I

]

e,

them speak and

998). Generally, the interviews were
conducted in a separate

where the participants could

feel

1

listened

room

used gentle probing and asked a question
again

I

if

the question

(Marshall and Rossman, 1999). If the stories
became repetitive.
ev ening and asked to return at their
convenience to continue.

thorough,

Some

I

asked

if

I

could return just in case

interviews lasted

more than 2-3

I

needed

hours.

in the fields.

alone,

which

is

tried as

1

much

a challenge in a

I

if

society.

not answered

the interview

in

for the

was

Nepal and people were

who were

as possible to interview the participants

communal

was

clarification.

was summer

It

was busy with

ended the interview

Even

busy with planting during the day. The exception
was the elders

work

home

comfortable telling their stories without
disruptions. Most

ot the interviews were done in the evening
because during day time every one

farm work.

in their

The

often too old to

when

they were

elder group participants tended to

dominate the interview process. The participants from the
younger generation, especially

women,

As

when

held hack

stated above, having

reviewed the responses,
each individual
shared

others, especially elders

my own

tell

changes

in the

go

in,

such as

my

was aware of my

family and

I

techniques of presenting

allowed the interviews

knew

my own

social

that

I

when

1998).

listening to

and economic

came from

a

when

recollection of

community (Atkinson,

while they told their stories and

I

in the

of my original questions and having

personal story with the participants

to

noted

field test

made changes

I

her/his story Ireely.

which direction

I

done some

were present.

I

my

questions.

I

let

to take their natural course.

I

they seemed reserved or not sure

my

childhood memories and the

observed the participants’ expressions
stories.

status in the

community. The participants knew

Yonba Myoba, high
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my

social status or affluent family.

I

was aware

that

my

academic background could make
some participants uncomfortable.

considered well educated or a learned
person. Rheba-Sheba, in the
community.

and age,

women

1

and younger participants.

I

felt that

I

I

listened carefully

desire to get the intormation.

I

how

far to

I

an environment

the

a female and

name

was

participant and

I

was

careful in

relationship with the

all

participants

would

recorded each session and used one pocket size
tape recorder for each

lor the birth order

1

labeled each cassette with a

of the participant. For example

the youngest daughter in the family, the label

Kanchi

which

in

were speaking.

approach.

my

the

stories.

interview to keep the interviews separated and
organized.

number and

my

probe and often balanced

tried to create

comfortable to share their personal
stated above,

the participants

might have been overly cautious with

asking personal questions and

As

when

was

gender

knew, could impact the relationship with
interviewees as well, especially
with

At times,

feel

My

I

tor the birth order.

I

did not use

names

was “1”

in

if the participant

was

for the first interview

order to maintain

anonymity.

flexibility

experience

in

was

built into the process

which allowed

depth interactions with the participants

(Marshall and Rossman, 1999).
to the interviewee

when

I

I

for

more of an opportunity

in the limited

time

1

to

had with them

reviewed the tape recording of the interviews and returned

needed further

clarification.

When

returning to the participants.

played the section of the interview that was not clear to the participant and then asked
the
participant to provide

more information about

the area that

was not

clear also taping the

response.

Living

in the

community

participants had time to

for six

months allowed me

meet with me. time

to

be available when the

to explore topics they raised yet return to the

84

I

research questions

I

had. time to get clarification on
areas that

tor observing the social relations

exposed

me

to

how

fast the roles

and events

in the

community. The

my

research questions,

the mothers group

which the

mothers group seemed

to

first visit

to collect data

of women were changing and a
realization that the

were also changing the culture/community. After
going back
refecting on

did not understand, and time

I

women

I

knew

to the

United States and further

needed a deeper understanding of the

I

in the individual interviews often
referred to.

have been a catalyst

to the

women

role of

The

changing roles of women and seemed

to

be an example of a community based sustainable
development organization.
In 2004,

group. 1 he

come
toi

went back

1

woman who

to visit at the

the gioup.

1

later acted as the

community

called the

center.

woman

necessary arrangement tor

my

to April

and made contact with the mothers

spokesperson for the group suggested

The same person was running an

the spokesperson, because she

meeting with the group. Prior

asked the spokesperson whether
to ha\ e

from February

to Sikles

it

was possible

to

an informal conversation with them which would give

the reason tor our meeting and also give

me

all

me

should

the

meeting with the croup

have two hours for the meeting.

to

I

adult literacy class

was making

my

that

an opportunity

I

I

wanted

to explain

an opportunity to address their concerns

regarding the meeting.

My
20

first

women

They were

me

about

were

all

meeting with the group was

in the

evening

ot different age groups at the meeting.

interested in hearing

my

my

my

life.

I

told

time they arranged. There were

hey began by sharing personal

story rather than their

personal and professional

surprised about

1

at a

my

own. Members

in the

stories.

group asked

story in native language, Gurung.

proficiency with the local language. They were happy that

85

I

They
had

my

not forgotten

mother tongue. After

I

my

finished

story.

I

explained

why wanted
I

to

interview them.

I

asked for two hours time

interviewed.

community
that they

I

The group decided

would inform me of their

to

women

I

work and talked

was possible

it

members would add

if they

to

would

to the narrative

to

my

met the group

I

each of these meetings. While

in

to others about the significance

the village,

at the

requests and told

to clarify

it

was

any follow up

There were between

observed the mothers’ group

of the mothers group. The participants

expressed their pride in being asked to be part of this inquiry. Other
villagers came to
during both the visits and told
future inquiry that

I

me

that they

me

a spokesperson

they thought

six times.

I

be

group would be part of the

when

work with me

like to

meet bi-weekly

to discuss

a spokesperson, the

had after the group meetings.

at

asked them

The mothers group had chosen

decision.

The spokesperson was also chosen

questions that

I

meet afterwards

Even though they decided on

interview process and

significant.

meeting.

also asked for their suggestions if

center.

for the group.

15-20

at a future

would also

like the opportunity to

me

be part of any

might conduct.

Selection of Participants for Individual Interviews:

Ten

participants

over the six months

I

were selected

was

in the village in the

participants thinking that this

Do-ability

was an

tor the individual interviews.

would allow

tor a

issue, especially since the

harvesting time. After consulting with

my

year 2000.

advisor.
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Initially.

I

intended to select thirty

good representation of the

time ot the

individually.

These interviews took place

I

visit

decided

was

at a

local population.

peak planting and

to interview ten participants

1

he ten participants were chosen

genders. 1 en participants would give

period while

The

1

was

participants

in the village

were broken

to represent three different
generations

me

and both

a good number to interview
over the six month

and reduce the chances

that

I

would

lose track of

into the following generational
groupings:

them

18
.

70 or older which

have been termed the elders; 26-69 years of
age have been termed the adults; and
25 and

younger have been termed the younger generation.
There were

were

Participants

Gurung

all

Female

<24

2

>25-69

>70

5

1

:

five

men.

Term Applied
Younger generation

1

1

Total

Among

Male

2

able

women and

but represented different socio-economic
backgrounds.

Age Groups

I

five

2

Adults

2

Elders

5

Participant Profile for Individual Interviews

the younger generation one had completed eighth grade and
the other two had a

high school diploma.
education, however

Among

the adult group

some were

members no one had completed

functionally literate.

The

a formal

participants in the elders group did

not have any form of education.

Participants

accessibility,

18

Choosing

and

were chosen according
lastly

to the

age group they

with agreeing to be interviewed.

ten participants allowed

me

to think

87

I

was

still

then according to

None of them were

about a follow-up plan

migrating or leaving the village tor a period of time while

fit in,

if

familiar with

my

any of them intended on out

conducting the interviews. The only factor

research nor had participated in the (ield
test
these different categories gave

how

different generations

me the

I

conducted

ability to

in

1

999. Having participants front

examine commonalities and differences

and genders experienced and articulated

in

their relationship with

change and development.

Group
2004,

In

1

was

the

Ama

To/i

returned to Nepal to examine the role of the
mothers group.

were multiple mother groups
that

Interview:

first

formed

in the different precincts

in Sikles

which

is

of Sikles

village,

Though

there

examined

1

the group

also the group that the female individual

interviewees talked about, and the one that became a
role model for the formation of others

community and

in the

In

area.

reviewing the data that was collected through the interviews

when considering
needed

to

rural areas

the change in

have more data
of Nepal.

to explore

2004,

1

me

selected

precinct.

was

leader

I

me and

they selected

active in

I

to the

mothers group took part

2000 and

knew'

understanding of gender and development

I

in the

in the individual

more.

fluently.

must have

the group. In

who would

community

She was the only

and Nepali

to learn

in

returned back to Sikles and contacted the group’s spokesperson. Later she

acted as a liaison between

why and how

my

undertook

roles in the society and development,

Some of the members

interviews and encouraged

In

women's

I

first

meeting with them

I

and was well respected by other

some

women

in the

had a seventh grade education. She spoke Gurung

She also understood some English. The group members

at least

asked the group

be their spokesperson. They said the person they

activities

woman who

my

education.

They

could not account for was death.
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stated that she could read

told

me

and write

that a

for

them

when

they had to write letter to their
sons and daughters

stated that she

Many

older

was very

women

friendly and articulate even

who were

currently abroad.

when dealing with complicated

group spoke highly of her even though
she was younger

in the

They
issues.

in

age yet

was deemed wiser than most of the members.
Three days

meet

me

present.

at the

later,

me and

she contacted

community

The group defined

When

center.

the process,

I

me

informed

that the

arrived at the center, there were 16

time.

had

I

when

relevant.

I

met with the mothers group

met with the spokesperson almost every day

that

were not

clarified at the larger

in

members would add

six times for

between

to

women

which consisted of the spokesperson narrating

evolution and highlights of their achievements
and the rest of the
narrative

group would be happy

the

to the

about two hours each

to help clarify questions that

group meetings.

Interview Language

The interviews were conducted
Gurungs. Language

is

in the

Tamu

x

kyui \ Tamil kyui

an important factor of communication. Since

participated in the individual interviews were trom the local

language was not a problem, since

in the

ward. Though Gurung

sometimes different

I

he

area.

Gurung language

in other parts

is

is

These

women

the language of the

all

of those

who

community and Gurunu.

spoke Gurung and Nepali.

I

mothers group had married into the

spoken

is

A

few of the women

in the

understood the type of Gurung

one language, the pronunciation of words

is

of the region.

the language of the

beginning to lose the language. This language

Gurung people, though Gurungs
is

separate from Nepali which

language of the high caste.
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is

in

eastern Nepal and

in cities

the national language and the

are

I

The major problem

faced

I

was

tha, the

Gurung language does

and also has a limited vocabulary. Local
elders
it

has been forgotten. They

knew of no one

me

told

that there

in the village

who

not have a written form

had been a written form but

could currently read or write

it.

Most of the older interviewees did not
understand Nepali. Some of the
younger
participants responded in Nepali even
though

began their response

in

Gurung and

asked them questions

1

finished in Nepali.

in

Gurung. Others

As mentioned above, another major

challenge was the use of a dialect from other
parts of the area and that the language
had
limited vocabulary, especially for

sustainable development.

had

to

1

more

recent concepts, such as research,
development, and

had to elaborate to make meaning of concepts
and sometimes

borrow vocabulary from the Nepali language.

My

understanding of the local language and Nepali helped

responses of the participants.

I

was

expressed

in

worldview.

opposed

to.

as

to understand the

Understanding that the culture

words was important. For example,

woids we/us/ours most often

me

familiar with the local traditions, beliefs and
practices and

could understand what respondents alluded

as

I

opposed

is

also

adult and elder participants responded using

to "I" or

"me” expressing

a collective

Gurung

On

the other hand, the younger generation responded most
often with “1” or

to

we,” "our or

"us.

Elder and adult participants paused often

"me”

when

responding to questions. They often used local proverbs and humor or jokes as
part of their
responses. Being able to

tell

their personal stories in their

and the way they wanted gave them much leeway

mother tongue,

to narrate

at their

own

pace,

what they thought was important

with regard to change and development.
In writing the dissertation.

verbatim

when

applicable.

I

have used

local proverbs,

The Gurung language changes
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metaphors and vocabulary

a bit

from region

to region

in

and

village to village, especially the
accent, so

Gurung of Sikles. Also since
transcription into English

way

Nepali translates

it. It

written in Devanagari, the Nepali
language, the

different depending on the
translator. For example, the

is

my

if

another Gurung or

intention to write terms as closely
as possible to the

way

the

people ot Sikles pronounced them.

The language
is

may appear

is

have written terms as they are
pronounced by the

have written the word. Tamu-kyui. may not
appear the same

I

local

the language

I

spoken,

culture as

1

it

is

an expression of the culture. By writing
as closely

am documenting change
is

presented to

me

that is taking place

by the participants.

assimilate into the national culture, fewer
national language and so

language

may

is

My

Gurungs

to

how

the language

with the verbal expression of the

research has

shown

that as

Gurungs

retain the language. Schooling is in the

most of the media. There

is

a fear that the spoken Gurung

disappear like the written language 20 (Macfarlane,
1997).

Participant Observation

As mentioned above,

I

used participant observation as another method to collect
data

and receive a better understanding of my research questions. Marshall
and Rossman
Participant observation
qualitative studies.

As

is

its

stated.

some degree an essential element of all
name suggests, participant observation demands
to

firsthand involvement in the social world chosen for study. Immersion
in the
setting allows the researcher to hear, see, and begin to experience reality
as
the participants do. (1999,

I

purposefully planned to stay

p.

1

06)

in the village for

extended periods of time

in

order to

observe the events, involvement and social relationships of the participants along with the
rest

"

of the village.

Gurung

Of course,

as part of observing the participants.

also had a written tradition

which seems

to

have already disappeared.
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I

took note of the

interactions

and the impact of the interview
process both for the individual
and group

interviews.

Alter every interview, after attending
particular events, or as an
observer in the daily

happenings of the village,
I

I

recorded

my

observations and reflections

in

my

field notes daily.

used a small pocket notebook during
the day, especially when walking
around.

evenings,

I

transferred

my memory,

what

recorded during the day to

I

my main

In the

notebook. In order to help

used the following guide lines suggested
by Bogdan and Biklen (1982,
pp. 9|.

1

92):
4.

1

•

Get right

to the task. Do not procrastinate.
The more time
between observing and recording the notes, the
poorer your
be and then less likely you will ever get to
record them.
Do not talk about your observation before you record it.
Talking

that passes

will
2.

defuses

its

importance. In addition,

is

it

recall

about
confusing because you begin to

it

question what you put

down on paper and what you said to your colleague.
Find a quiet place away from distractions and
with adequate equipment
record and get to work.
-v

Set aside an adequate

amount of time

practice to accurately judge

Especially for your

first

to

complete the notes.

It

to

takes

how

long completing a set of notes will take.
time out, give yourself at least three times as
lonu to

write as to observe.

down some notes. Sketch out an outline with key phrases
and events that happened. Some people draw a diagram of
the setting and use
it to walk through the day's
experience.
5.

Start

by jotting

Try to go through the course of the observation session
chronologically.
While some people do their notes topically, the natural flow of
chronology’
can be best for organizing an outline.
6.

7.

Let the conversations and events flow from your mind into the
paper.
people actually talk through the observations as they write.

Some
8.

If,

after

you have

finished a section of the notes,

forgotten something, add

remember something

that

it.

Similarly,

il

Understand

Vermont farmer

that note taking

said

suffering. It’s like

finish

was not included, add

concerned about getting everything the
time later to add.
9.

you

when

you paid

is

first

it

you

your

you have
of notes and then

realize that

set

to the end.

Don’t be

time through. There

is

always

laborious and burdensome, but as the

talking about winter on a
for Spring.”
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warm

day, "it's a sweet

These guidelines helped

movements and

my

me

to

facial expressions,

be aware of individual interactions,
such as body

which might give me information
about the response

questions or to others. For example, close
proximity

elders. Distancing oneself

would touch

my

is

to

noted as a sign of respect of the

from them would be considered an

shoulder during the interview process.
Yet

it

insult.

Often older participants

would be an

insult for

me

to

touch his shoulder. Fatterman stated.
Ideally, the ethnographer lives

and works in the community for six months
more, learning the language and seeing patterns
of behavior over

a year or

time.
fear,

Long-term residence helps the researcher internalize
the basic
hopes and expectations of the people under study.
The

to

beliefs,

simple, ritualistic

behaviors of going to the market or the well for
water teach
time and space, how they determine what is

their

how

people use

precious, sacred and

profane. (1989, p.45)

Fetterman

s

comments

are an important guideline for

they are studying. Being from the community gave

°f the community the participants were party
this for

granted (Handwerker, 2001; Holstein

Wolcott, 1999). After an
village

life.

festivities,

I

was

initial visit

&

my

role as both researcher

might have with regard

to

how would
I

I

was aware

that

Gubrium. 2003; May, 2002;
participants,

all

invited to paiticipate in local activities.

birth,

wedding or

and village

community

to the

great insight into the culture and

However.

and contact with

such as the celebiation ol a

and reflected on

of.

me

newcomers

I

in

I

death

member

ritual.

to be

I

ways

could not take

I

Stringer. 1996;

settled

participated in

that

myself into

community

stayed conscious of

aware of any biases

represent these events as they related to

my

I

research.

Data Analysis
Qualitative research studies provide a rich source of data to be analyzed which can be

very overwhelming and time consuming. The individual and group interviews,

be transcribed,

field notes,

i.e.,

tapes to

notes from documents from Nepali development workers, and
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notes from such meetings contributed
to the pile of data to be
reviewed, organized and
analyzed.

Prior to

my

their insights.

field

work,

This helped

asked colleagues

I

me

to organize

tapes and notes that had to be transcribed

who had completed

their data analysis for

myself while gathering the

was overwhelming.

I

data. Just the

remembered

volume of

a story about a

teacher and his disciple.

Years ago. Disciples [students] lived with their
Guru [teachers] in order to get
A young man had lived with his Guru for six months
thought he
was not learning anything, so decided to return
to his parents. He decided to
leave without telling his Guru. The Guru
already knew of the young

an education.

intentions.

On

disciple’s

the

way

to his parent’s

house he saw an old man was chopping
a tree with a small knife. The young man
asked the old man what he was
doing. he old man responded that he was
chopping the tree. The young man
1

said that

it

was

man

the old

Having said

not possible to cut a big tree with a

said, “if

I

continued cutting

that the old

man

this tree,

I

little

knife.

“Young man!,”

will finish in

one day.”

returned to his house.

The young man did not
know that this old man was his Guru. He thought if this old man
was right,
suiel} he could also learn slowly but surely.
1 he young man returned to his
Guru and continued with his studies and later became a very
successful
person.

The lesson
needed

ol the story

was not

to take to tackle the data.

on

lost

me and began
1

to think

Marshall and Rossman suggested

about the

that:

first

steps that

“data analysis

is

the

process ol bringing order, structure and meaning to the mass of the
collected data” (1989;
p.

1

1

1 ).

Patton stated that.

The data generated by

way of preparing
which they
Sitting

will find

down

to

qualitative

methods are voluminous.

I

have found no

students for the sheer massive volumes of information with

themselves confronted

make

when

data collection has ended.

sense out ot pages of interviews and whole

of field

files

notes can be overwhelming. (1990. p.379)

After each interview while in the village,

myself about interesting themes or topics.

it

when

I

returned to the United States.

I

I

I

listened to

noted

down

my

tape recorder.

the cassette

number

I

to

made

notes to

keep track of

reviewed notes regarding observations and reflected
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I

on

how they

connected to the interviews.

reoccurnng themes.

1

developed different categories

[

that

I

noted as

used Marshall and Rossman's six
phases for data analysis (1999.

p.l 52):

1)

organizing the data

2)

generating categories, themes and patterns

3)

coding the data

4)

testing the

5)

searching for alternative explanations for data,
and

6)

writing the reports.

I

emergent hypotheses against the data

began with the transcription of tapes. Each interview
was transcribed from

narratives in

Gurung

to English texts.

Merriam (1988) noted

oral

Each interview revealed categories and themes.

that the process

of analysis

is

inductive like playing detective. Patton

described qualitative data analysis as
patterns,

themes and categories ot analysis come from the data rather than

being superimposed on them prior to data collection and
analysis. This
analysis can use the categories developed and articulated in the
program
studied to organize presentation of particular themes.
(1980. p.306)

At the

initial

stage of the data analysis,

1

used different colors

themes and

patterns.

As

themes and

patterns.

Data was organized and reorganized.

reflected

on

it

was going along

and went back

finding patterns,

major themes

I

i.e.,

to

it

and

my

I

to highlight the

emerging

wrote and re-wrote schemas of categories,

1

stepped away from the data,

research questions.

I

used a numbering system for

themes mentioned most often had the highest numbers. There were four

that arose

from the data analysis ol the individual interviews about change and

development: local traditions and values, leadership and leaders, education, and youth
migration. In reviewing the interviews with the mothers group members,
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I

decided to

organize the data as a case study to
describe a sustainable
community based development
organization that

was

women-

also

led

and culturally based

Emerging Findings and A lternative Fvplanations
At

this stage.

1

had completed

all

the transcriptions, organized
the data into themes and
a

case study, and had written drafts about the
meaning of the data. Riesmann
(1993) stated that
it

hard to separate the transcribing from
data analysis and conceptualizing
findings. Re-

is

reading the transcriptions, field notes, and
notes to myself about findings and
conclusions

helped

me

to try to

be conscious about pre-conceived findings.

frequently with colleagues.

what

rationale for

I

saw

as

explained to them

I

why

1

1

discussed

my

had developed the themes and the

emerging findings.

checked the consistency of the information going back
and forth with the data -

1

interviews, field notes, and documents/interviews with
development workers.

back

to the literature.

had access

I

thoughts

to both

listen to their

Rossman

I

generated

memos

to

myself and thought about

Nepali and non-Nepali colleagues

comments and

reflected

on what

I

who have
I

researcher to identify, describe and demonstrate

my own

discussed

my

also

bias.

went

I

also

research with.

have determined as findings. Marshall and

999) stated that alternative explanations exist and

( 1

1

how

r

it

is

the responsibility of the

the explanation offered

is

the

most

plausible of all.

Writing the Report

As Wolcott (1994)

much

study takes

the field.

p.404).

He

As

I

notes, transforming qualitative data into a coherently written research

time, diligence, patience, and organization. Writing the study up begins in

actually states

stated above,

1

it

begins

at the

conceptual phase of the study (Wolcott, 1994,

thought about organizing data before even getting to Sikles. As
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soon as
this

I

arrived in the village.

1

began writing down

was an on-going process and

reviewing, and making notes.

on the mothers group

As

it

was,

to

my

to illuminate the role

community based development
In Writing

needed

1

my

observations and thoughts.

I

knew

be extremely disciplined about
taking,

research developed another aspect
to

of women and development and

it,

the focus

to explore
re a

organization.

up Qualitative Research Woleott (2001
) provides a thorough and
,

comprehensive guide

tor

content and style.

talks about connecting

He

completing the writing of the report with many
discussions about
all

of the aspects of the research - problem

statement, research questions, literature review,
research plan, data presentation, and

conclusions

- from beginning

problem statement as a frame
had on

“my changing

who had

narrated

it

to

to end.

Using

his guide,

for presenting the data.

culture and

me. Patton

how

I

to best present

I

used the research questions and the

struggled with the amount of data

it

I

without losing the voices of those

states:

Qualitative methods permit the evaluator to study selected
issues in depth and
detail, the laet that data collection is not constrained
by predetermined

categories of analysis contributes to the depth and detail of
qualitative data
(1980. p.97)

1

In

here are two major chapters where the narratives are presented. Chapter
Five and Six.

Chapter Five,

method

I

use four themes that emerged throughout the individual interviews as a

for organizing the presentation

the mothers group as told to

me

by the spokeswoman and the

interviews were oral histories and

my

events might be recorded. The reader

from

theirs.

researcher,

I

of the narratives. In Chapter Six,

may

be challenged

all

sticking to the research frame

of

I

what

I

in

retell the story

being able

last

time such

my

to delineate

heard and saw with

my

voice

role as

developed. This extended the time
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of

of the group members. The

observations of events might be the

struggled with documenting

i.e.,

rest

I

I

have

taken to finish the document and the
length of the document but

feel

I

have stayed true

to

my

research inquiry and to the principles
behind the inquiry.

Embedded Researcher
1

have

in ditierent

relationship to the

community and how my

much on my

reflected

places above stated

role vis-a-vis the

the research in the village

ol the

grew up

I

in

my

reasons for choosing this research

relationship could impact the interview
process.

community and

and the home of my ancestors.

advantages and disadvantages of choosing

member

ol the

role here, since

1

community

had

to

is

my community

I

have discussed some

as a research

this

influenced

my

site,

especially

in the culture. Yet.

not quite transparent yet and. therefore,

be conscious of how

I

as a researcher before choosing
to do

with regard to the impact ot roles and position of
power as rooted
as a

my

site,

I

my

role

will describe that

reflections, observations,

and

data analysis.

I

left

the village

when

village, and. therefore

leceive

my

was

in the

a very young. There

parents sent

formal education.

extended heritage

My

my

I

1

me

my

my

I

sensitivity

My

him very

community.

grandfather were village elders, Gro, and

precincts but also

was

a leader

in the

it

was two and

was not easy

half years old

to deal with so

of the whole

when

his

family had an

my

father

my

father

village. His vision,

a respected leader.

mother died. His father married many

many stepmothers

sensitive, especially to the plight

My

country (1960),

and understanding ot the traditions and history made him

father

times and

my

to the

inherited that heritage.

continued the tradition. Even after the political change
served not only

in the

brother to the capital of the district to

always stayed connected

community and

great grandfather and

with

was no educational opportunity

during his childhood. This

of the poor and widows. He understood the
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made

importance of learning and education from
his childhood experience.
He studied
local

customary laws. He learned the

learned healing and

My
He

father

introduced

was

was

local history

known

a well

receptive to

new

new and improved

from the

legal

and

elders, including astronomy.

He

herbalist

ideas and helped to introduce

some

into the

of crops by implanting

in his

own

varieties

community.

fields.

introduced potato farming to the community,
which later became a cash crop for

He

many

local

families.

My

mother was the

of births and deaths

first literate

woman

in the families in the

in the village.

She could also remember the date

community. Local

women

often sought her advice.

She was not afraid of speaking her mind, yet she also
understood her

role as a wife

and

mother.

Villagers believed that

and mother.

My

brother and

formal education.

My

have benefited the most from the influence of both

I

I

with two other villagers were the

younger

sister

was

the

first

woman

education. Contrary to the practice of most families,

my

to

first

were you highly respected, your family was guaranteed

a lifetime

I

continued with education, yet

advocated education for the local children.
school upon completing

girls

and boys

My

my

first

we
I

have received

parents discouraged us from joining

worked

brother

to

for the British.

Not only

of financial security. Thus

stayed involved with local activities.

become

father

have had a high school

the army, a highly coveted occupation, especially if you

my

group

my

We both

a teacher and headmaster in the village

segment of formalized education.

I

promoted education

to

in the village.

brother and

I

always focused on

how we

After he finished his university degree abroad

my
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could improve our community and country.
brother returned to Nepal.

He helped

to

develop a proposal to ereate a
non-governmental organization

model

ot promoting conservation

among

the villagers

Annapurna Sanctuary, which included the

was able

many

to bring

empowerment both

for

village of Sikles.

necessary resources to

Community involvement,

my

especially through

men and women,

who

that focused

on an ecological

lived in the conservation
area, the

He

later led the organization,
lie

village.

community development and

has been part of

my

family tradition.

used their resources and themselves as examples
of change, especially since
able to risk change. Yet, tradition as part of
one's family and
to us.

How did

one maintain tradition and

geographical environment of which
Yet. the geographical space

identity

when

many Gurungs,

was changing

too.

it

Gurung

My

family has

we were more

identity

was passed on

was so intertwined with

the

including myself, were no longer part

of.

Not only were education and employment

opportunities impacting traditions and traditional roles,
politics were also making a major

change

in the

community.

I

raditionally,

the Sixteen Group, though there

is

Gurungs

no clear

are categorized by

historical

two groups,

the Four or

documentation about the origin of this

categorization (Macfarlane, 1997). Roles and hierarchy signify the
differences. Differences
in

opinions of importance to the Gurung identity and community

elders and younger generation, but

understanding that

much

most Gurungs are reluctant

is

most noted among the

to discuss the issue

has and will change along with the rest of the changes they are

seeing around them.

My
that

of

I

my

family

is

of the Four

Group and

I

am

and was conscious of that as

had much status because of the many benefits.
family but also by being educated and having

sure if any of these things

would work

in

my

I

was seen

come from

to

I

was conscious

have not only as a member

the United States.

favor and actually feared they might
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1

was not

become

barriers to developing a rapport
with the villagers.

I

believe

returning to the village, maintaining and
showing respect for
cultural connection with

them through the use of the

celebrating events along side

was

it

actually

all villagers,

local language,

them over the years and sharing

my

my

years of

demonstrating

working

my

in the fields

and

experiences with them that

bridged the possible divide.

As
acquire

I

have said before,

my

part

was not only embedded

am

also

was not just an academic exercise necessary

degree, but an opportunity for

community and be

but

this research

me

to gain insight into

how

1

can return to

to

my

of a positive, constructive, and sustainable
process of development.
in the

community by spending much time

embedded by being

a

member

ot that
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community,

there during

past, present

and

my

research

future.

I

CHAPTER 4
THE RESEARCH SETTING: THE CONTEXTUAL FRAME

In this chapter,

is

the reseaich

people

site.

I

I

provide an

do

in

depth description of the village that

this tor multiple reasons, to

make

visible

my

I

was born and which

connection with the

interview, to demonstrate the deep rooted traditions of the village and the
connection

I

ot these traditions to

Gurung

identity,

and

to archive

knowledge

that

is

being

lost

through the

disconnection and the distancing of the elder generation with the youth generation. This
description

advantage

is

in

a

major part of the frame

I

use to see and understand the world. This

is

both an

undertaking this study and also provides challenges and limitations.

Yet, though each of us perceives our interaction and our place in our culture differently,

this

frame

also part of the frame the participants of this study are narrating their

is

experiences from. The context of our lives
Culture does not belong to the past.

is

culture. Verhelst

evolves

It

in

and Tyndale

response to outside

influences and to the fact that people innovate and create
In a given culture, there are, therefore,

definition

would therefore be

knowledge, wisdom, values,

community has
of

its

social

new

some elements which

We

others which are adopted and created.

state.

cultural traits.

are inherited,

and

suggest that a simple working

complex whole of
customs and multiple resources which a

that culture is "the

attitudes,

inherited, adopted or created in order to flourish in the context

and natural environment.” (2002, p.10)

They emphasize

that understanding the cultural context

is

a critical aspect of working

with communities in order for development to be successful for the community and for those
partnering with the community.

The
Geographically, Sikles

ranges.

It is

is

Setting: Sikles Village Chili-Nasa

located on the southern slope of the

the largest village in the area and country. Sikles
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is

Anna Purna mountain

located in the remote area ot

western part of Nepal. The village

is

2000 meters above sea

chairman the population of the village

hundred households. There are
and

in

level.

According

to the village

2000 was more than two thousand including

six precincts

Tho within

three

this village. Sikles is rich in cultural

tradition.

The

village

are blacksmiths,

caste

.

beliefs

People

is

predominantly settled by the Gurung ethnic group. The two other groups

Kami, and

in

tailors.

Damai, which are considered

is

low

Sikles follow local traditions, cultural and religious practice. Traditional

and practices along with the other changes visible

Sikles

Dalit, untouchables or

in the village.

surrounded by the Anna Purna and Lamjung Himals

village to the east, Parche village to the west,

five precincts, Tho, in the village.

the political changes in the 60s,

They

and Madi khola

to the north,

(river) to the south.

are Dauragyo, Harpu, Gairi,

two more neighboring

Tangting

villages

There are

Sabha and Kongi. After

were added. Parche and

Khilang and formed Parche village panchayat.

The economy

is

predominantly agricultural based. Military service

important source of income or supplementary income for

economy. Young men are encouraged

many

to join the British, Indian or

Gulf countries, another hopeful option

Agriculture

is

the

local people currently

livestock has

21

Even though

relegates tailors,

youth

is

have

to import

Gurungs have

their

own

Nepalese armies or the
to

work abroad,

especially

domestic work abroad.

main occupation of those who remain

in the village.

The majority of

food from outside the village. Farming and raising

become expensive because

the

for

considered an

families and for the village

Singapore or Nepalese police forces. With increased opportunities
in the

is

the

wages of farm

traditions, they

laborers have gone up

have incorporated the Hindu caste system, which
in the caste system

leather and metal handlers, butchers, and entertainers as the lowest group

and untouchables.
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Each year the number of farming families

significantly.

the village will have to import

all its

is

decreasing. If this trend continues,

food from other parts of the country. Families

who

afford to live in the large towns or cities have migrated to such
urban areas. Those

who

cannot afford to leave the village, struggle for a livelihood. The gap
between those

who

well off and others

who

are not

is

can

are

widening. With the changing economy and the changing

demographics, traditional roles are also changing

History of the Village

The Gurungs of Sikles considered themselves one of the indigenous people of that area
and

of

Nepal (Bista, 1967; Gurung, 1998; Regmi, 1990). The Gurungs are categorized as

being from Tibeto-Burmese but are actually thought to originate from the Mongolian

They have

their

own language known

as

Tamu

fond Gurung.
,

They

tribes.

currently do not have a

written script.

According

to local legend, the people

Manang. Later they crossed over
at

Kohl Sothar. This area

increased, the settlers

further south.

The

surrounding what

most people

is

to the south side

composed of three

moved

to

settled.

now

how

ridges with the lore being that as the

moved

the people settled to different areas

Sikles proper. Eventually, the current locality of Sikles

The reason given by

local legend

is

that

is

One
killings.

more auspicious

specific legend tells of a tiger killing cattle and

The

where

people were suffering from

diseases, faced natural calamities such as floods, mudslides, and wild animals and

the current locality of Sikles in hopes for a

to

of the Anna Purna Himal and settled down

another ridge, covering three ridges. Migration

local legend describes

is

of Sikles migrated from Mustang down

moved

to

place.

how no one was

able to stop the

village elders gathered together to find a solution. During the meeting an elder
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heard a bird singing above the village. This bird

assemble

the scattered settlements and

all

of elders that he had a dream and
sacrificing a sheep.

He

in his

move

it

to

was

was asking

said

what

is

is

He

Sikles proper.

dream he was advised

further stated that if the worship

the villagers to

to

told the council

worship the

done by a

local deities

local priest, siuri

lauri, all the

problems they were facing would be solved. The villagers followed

and soon

the problems disappeared.

all

Migration continued and people settled

down

to neighboring areas.

by

dhu

his advice

The number of

people surrounding Sikles proper and those in the center reached seven hundred. All of
them

counted as the residents of Sikles and the village was called Satsaye

Sikles.

The descendents

of the village maintain their connection with their ancestral homeland.

Even though

the

Gurung

culture

is

patriarchal,

participating in different aspects of decision

required to separate themselves from

groups. Generally, the oldest

man

in the

absence of an elder male, the oldest
male's son

is

men

women

making within

like

have a strong tradition
the family.

some of the Hindu

Women

household becomes the head of the family.

woman becomes

In the

the head of the family until the eldest

ready to take over the family responsibilities. Daughters are married out of the

and maintains strong kinship

Gurung

are not

practicing ethnic/caste

family and sons bring their wives into the family. Cross-cousin marriage

tradition

in

tradition

is

is

part of the

ties.

based on oral history. Elders pass

generation through the oral tradition. For

many

down

their

knowledge

to

younger

generations, villagers followed and

maintained local customary norms, called Chal Chalan or

Riti Thiti.

The modern educational

system, radio and television, and the draw away from the past to a modern world

challenging the traditional form of know ledge transference and practice.
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is

The Gurung language,

However,

Sikles.

it

is

Tamu

facing the

media and education which

is in

Gurungs who have grown up
often do not speak the

khyi,

same

the single major language spoken by the
people of

is

fate as

many of the Gurung

the national language, the

in the cities,

With modern

traditions.

Gurung language

is

towns and other regions of Nepal outside of Kaski

Gurung language (Macfarlane,

1997). There

is

a fear

among

Gurung

elders that in a couple of decades the language will be totally lost and

that the

Gurung

modern,
the

identity

is

tied with the language.

civilized, Shi chhit,

that they

in

the

some

believe

Competing concepts of traditional and

and uncivilized. Ashi Chhit

younger generation. Concurrently,

disappearing.

,

urban areas and

for the cultural consciousness of

in areas

where many Gurungs

feel

have assimilated, there has been a revival of traditions (Macfarlane, 1997).

The Gurung clans of Sikles
argue that

it

is

the

Gurung' s

are divided into

two groups, the

Pligi and the Kugi.

22

Some

internal social stratification (Bista, 1967; Macfarlane, 1997;

Messerschmidt, 1976 and Pignede, 1962). In each group, there are subgroups based on the
role the

group plays, such as headmen. Even though there are elected government

the village,

many

officials in

conflicts or disputes are settled by village elders.

Traditions are deeply rooted in the villages, especially in the village of Sikles. The

proverb. Raja

Ko

Niti,

Gaule Ka

Thiti,

“as the king has big laws, the villagers have bigger

customary laws." Disputes or conflicts are

settled

most often

settled

by such customary laws.

Customary laws/rules superceded government laws. Violators of the customary law

are

punished accordingly. Severe punishment includes being ostracized from the community.
Generally, few challenge the verdict. This

22

.Pligi

means four and Kugi means

nine.

is

changing.

Messerschmitt (1976) and Bista (1967) describe the groups as the
was a misunderstanding of the name for the

four and sixteen group. Macfarlane (1997) explains that there
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Many

of the Gurung traditions of Sikles are based on animism.
They also practice

shamanism (Gurung, 1978, Mumtord,

1989).

They have many

beliefs that

might be

consideted supeistitious by some. Gurung traditions tocus on
worshipping ancestors and

and include animal

local deities

is

taken out and looked

at for

in

most important and

are not allowed to

woman when
The legend

become

among

is

Pai

is

priests,

the

known

All rituals are performed by

Gurung community

as Pai laba.

The post death

come from

the

to tradition, the

Kugi

clan.

Women

Pajyu dresses up

like

their clan.

that describes the origin

all his

in Sikles.

The number of Pajyu and Lhauri has

however, according

conducted within

and a daughter. The son spent
ritual

completed, the liver of the animal

and Lama. Local priests are also healers and played an

decreased. According to the tradition, Pajyu and Lhauri

a

is

healing prior to the introduction of western medicine into the community.

Birth and death are major rituals

ritual is the

the ritual

good or bad omens.

predicting

local priests called Pajyu, Lhauri,

important role

Once

sacrifice.

of Pajyu stated

time enjoying

life.

that the

head of the Pajyu had a son

The daughter however learned

the

processes from her father. After her father's death, the daughter continued her father’s

work. This included visiting and performing
did not approve of her

work

rituals in the local

as a priest, because

it

communities.

was considered

a

man's

Some

role.

people

Having

learned from the local people, she decided to transfer her knowledge to her brother. Fewer

and fewer young people from

that clan are interested in learning the traditions.

Pajyu Pai cannot be performed. The Pai
,

sixteen groups and that they were originally nine.

urban areas, do

ritual is at the

He

also notes that

core of the Gurung traditions.

many Gurungs

not recognize the social distinctions and see themselves as a unified
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Without

today, especially in the

community.

Traditional Institutions
Prior to the 1950, the village administration in Sikles

was run by nine headmen

Later they were replaced by elected representatives. The roles
of these

or Gro.

headmen were many,

such as to maintain local traditions, implement the central government’s
policies, collect

revenue for the government, maintain peace and social harmony, and be a

and among the

their precinct

five precincts, I ho,

on from father

The

rest

of the villagers. Traditionally the village was divided

and headed by the nine Gro. The position ot

local

into

headman was passed

to eldest son.

role of local messenger,

Mhina, was also important.

the people in his precinct contacted

was

a specific central spot in the

and announce

in a

very loud voice,

Ghau

own messenger from among

community members about

When

him and he would announce

people. There

appoint their

spiritual leader in

events, they

there

were major events,

the events to the rest of the

community, where the Mhina would stand

chova, and the event. Precincts were responsible to
the local people.

would

also

Along with informing

announce

local

and government policies

and decisions. The messengers were given an absolute and necessary authority
customary laws and orders. For example,

if the

Mhina found

destroyed the crops of another villager, he would decide

the

to

maintain

out that one villager's cattle

how much compensation

should be

paid by the owner of the animal. Local people trusted them for their impartiality and

judgment. Each messenger received compensation or wages

in the

messengers remained the eyes and ears of the village heads and
Sikles, the role

The

form of grains. These

for the local people. In

of the local messenger and Gro has continued for many generations.

role of village leader,

Gro changed
,

after the political

and responsibilities of traditional leaders transferred
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changes

to elected leaders.

in the

1960s.

The

role

At the beginning of

the political changes, villagers elected the

1

hose

who were

not elect

Gro

to the position

remained active and

still

of elected representative.

influential in local affairs. Villagers

continued to consult them before seeking the opinion from the elected
leader. Slowly, the
influence of traditional leaders

Ro Dhi
tradition

is

community center

among

and young

is

the

women

diminishing and the
for

new system of governance

young women of the community. This

is

ranging in age from

They

1

are visited by

which

working the
is

fields

uirls

25 years of age. Every evening, the members

5 to

young men from

their village

and other

neighboring villages. Each group forms a partnership with a group of young

basis

a very old

Gurungs. Each center has a certain numbers ot members who are

gather at the clubhouse.

the labor of

dominates.

of the members.

called Nokurlaba. Shared labor

Work

is

activities are

men

to share in

determined on a rotating

used to collect firewood, farming or based

on the needs of individual members.
There have been different definitions of the purpose and

composed of two words. Ro means

to sleep

activities

of Ro Dhi. Ro Dhi

and Dhi means a house. Ro also means

and make thread for yarn. Therefore, Ro Dhi means weaving house. According

Singh Gurung, the village headsman, the purpose of Ro Dhi was

young men and women

in

weaving. Young

mattresses by their peers and the male elder

Similarly,

their peers

young women were taught
and the

Ro Dhi
and

woman

elder

the

men were

who

develop

skills

make bamboo

weave

Mr. Ratan

among

baskets and

overseas the clubhouse of the young men.

weaving of woolen blankets, bags and clothes by

who mentored

also provided an opportunity for

women would

taught to

to

to

to

is

them.

young men and women

to meet.

Young men

challenge each other with singing contests. This was an opportunity to

learn about their culture

and

cultural ways. This also provided an
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avenue

for entertainment

tor

youth after long days of work and established

ties

across villages

people. Relationships were not unusual and sometimes a
child

from such relationships. They were

would be

marry

free

Generation

2

later

later,

traditions.

whether or not

Ro Dhi was given a bad name by

Some

to

the

Gurung

would born out of wedlock

marry.

If

they chose not to marry

'.

educated and sophisticated and

Hindu

free

among

who

those

who

took on societal norms which

ciiticized the piactice tor

considered themselves
in

Nepal are based on

encouraging promiscuous behavior among

young people. Parents became more concerned about

their daughters

running away or

eloping with someone that the family would not approve of or worse would bring shame to
the family.

As young women

discouraged to join

Ro Dhi

are being educated through the school system,

more

are being

24
.

Ghantu Nach Sorethi and Krishna Charitra ( Chalitra by some)
,

some of the major

are

oral traditions that provide history as well as collective entertainment, prior to the

introduction of radio and television for the

Gurung of Sikles. There were

often designated

times of the year that these performances would take place.

Ghantu Nach
sung while those
can take

many

is

who have been

23

many

Gurung generally

(women cow

their son.

The

epic

is

taught the dance express the event through dance. The story

nights to complete. Similarly Krishna Charitra

Krishna and Gopini
heroines. For

based upon a Gurung epic about a king, queen and

herders). Sorethi (So

Re

is

Ti ) is

about the Hindu Lord
about local heroes and

generations these stories not only taught the villagers about their past and

did not stigmatize either

women

or

men

for premarital sex. This

is

very different from

Hindu practicing groups. Once a woman had sex with a man, she was considered polluted with regard to any
other man than the one she had the first sexual encounter with.
24
As families may have more income to spend on the education of their daughters, they may also have less of
need for support from a collective work group than in the past.

a

their cultural values,

it

was an opportunity

young and old looked forward

to

to also to

coming together

part of their tradition as well as an entertainment.

ter,

theatre. Sorethi

village.

watch and

to

is

listen to the stories.

and are no longer performed

lost

in the

on the brink of extinction. Radio, television and sometimes traveling

new forms of entertainment,

but they are very different forms of

entertainment. Their messages are of the nation's culture, which

modernism

This was

These have largely been replaced by The

and Krishna Charitra have been

Ghantu Nach

theatres are the

maintain present relationships. Villagers

or Brahminism.

The unique

is

predominantly based on

cultural transfusion of history

singing and dancing and collective participation of the villagers

is

and culture through the

being

lost.

Rites of Passage

The Gurung celebrate many

rites

of passage

that

mark

example, major traditions and practices revolve around
death.

Many

beliefs, practices, prayers,

These traditions are

like threads

woven

are the keepers of these traditions.

together to create the

rituals'"

.

in the collective

memory

Gurung

rites

life

of passage.

cycle.

The

As

the older generation dies and

elders

and

more

rituals are losing their significance

of the people.

For example, there are beliefs and practices surrounding the pregnancy and the
child that are considered superstitious. In the village,

Often priests and astrologers are one.

and

astrologer has to be consulted about an

villagers leave for to urban centers, these traditions

and place

birth, maturation, marriage,

and celebrations surround these

Most often an

auspicious day and priests perform the

the Gurung's life cycle. For

when

a

woman

is

birth

pregnant for the

of a

first

time,

it

is

kept secret lor the

first

couple of months from non family members 26
She goes
.

her family of origin to deliver the baby.

mother and. therefore, complications
protect the pregnant

is

woman

It is

believed that

to the pregnant

from the

some one might

woman. Local

many

is

When

is

a baby

is

family stops until

born, the mother and baby remain inside the house for several days until

Jyu Khruba,

is

How

completed.

dependent upon the gender of the baby.

takes place on the ninth day of the birth and

The

in the

born.

the cleaning ritual,

house

healers are consulted to

practices to keep others from having contact

with her or the baby for a period of time. All the religious activities

baby

on the

eye of jealousy, from a witch, or ghost. Pregnancy

evil

considered a state of pollution requiring

the

cast a spell

to

local people believe that

cleaning the newborn baby

attracts the evil eye.

is

men have
wrapped

long they mother and child stays

If the

baby

a boy, the ritual of cleanliness

a girl the ritual takes place

if

nine spirits and

in

is

women

on the seventh day.

On

seven.

this day. after the

used clothes. New' clothes are not used, because

Within a month, the baby’s ears are pierced, and,

There are often food taboos

that are part

if

of the practices around the

a

girl,

rites

so

is

belief that foods impact your

fruits,

therefore,

fall into

her nose.

first

such as pineapples, are prohibited. There

body temperature and,

it

of passage. For

example, during pregnancy high amounts of sugar or sweets are prohibited for the
couple of weeks. Similarly, certain

in the

is

also a

the category of cold

and hot foods. Some meat products, such as lamb and water buffalo are considered cold
foods, chiso, and are thought to

make

the

mother

cold. Certain vegetables,

squash and tomato, are prohibited. Chicken and goat meat are considered

26
It is

not

uncommon

for first

time pregnancies to end

in

such as spinach,

hot. tato,

and

a miscarriage. This and other practices have roots

observing natural events that cannot be explained, and. therefore, legend and lore
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is

used to explain them.

in

Many

pregnant
foods

some

women

may

are encouraged to eat these meats. In wealthy
families, restriction of certain

apply for

families, a

many months,

home made brew,

but those

who

are poor,

made of rice

Guipa,

is

it

may

apply only a few days. In

given to the

new

mother.

It is

thought to help produce breast milk for the baby.

Mi Theba: Naming Ceremony
The naming ceremony
local priest or astrologer

is

is

another very important

ritual

among

the people of Sikles.

consulted about the most auspicious day.

On

A

this day, the priest or

astrologer calculates the newborn’s horoscope and prepares a birth certificate. This serves
as

A

an official and legal document.

when

the baby

is

born. For example,

Mhala

is

the second son and

Nani. Pate

is

the middle and

Ali.

birth order

if this

Kancha

Kanchi

is

is

name

child

time of birth.

He

names

during the time of birth.

invited to the

five kilos

sit.

one

A
is

spread.

then gives the official

A

The

name

to celebrate.

of rice, and money on the top the

leg of chicken

is

The

first

are rarely used within the

is

daughter

is

called

is

called

known by

community.

spread for the priest or astrologer.

On

to the child

A

based on the planets' positions

made. Neighbors and

bottle of locally

rice is put in front

also placed by the side of the rice.

made

alcohol, approximately

of where the

Once

the

relatives are

priest

ceremony

is

and family

over, every

invited to feast together.

practices

may

be beneficial to the

quarantine keeps those

new mother and

who may have

top

astrologer then asks the parents the date and

detail birth calendar is also

naming ceremony

given to the baby

the first male in the family, he

the third and so on.

During the naming ceremony a straw mate
is

is

the last daughter. Generally children are

these family birth order names. Official

of that a clean woolen blanket

is

that the family uses

child, for

example by keeping the mother and

contagious illnesses away from them.

child in

Khebar
1

he

first

hair cutting

Sikles. This only

is

and date

an equally important tradition of the Gurungs
of

is

to find

an auspicious day, because timing

animals

is

ceremony takes place adjacent

tied to the boy.

A

The

ear.

Once

cash. This

is

very important. Once

must be born

boy’s house.

is

A

in the year

rope used to

placed in his mouth.

the barber

is

of the

tie

lion.

The

domestic

Home made

finished, he carries the

boy

priest/astrologer and the parents tie a thread. Pairu, around his neck.

All take turns blessing the boy. If the boy

for family, friends,

to the

piece of sugar cane leaf

doughnuts, kehe, are hanged on each
inside the house.

local astrologer or

confirmed, the family finds a barber. The barber should have
similar

astrological signs to the boy. For example, they both

hair cutting

Ceremony

happens with male children. The family consults a

sometimes more than one
the time

ceremony

Lubcr. Hair C utting

and the

is

from a wealthy family, they organize

villagers. In return, the

ceremony marks

the passage of a

boy

to

a big feast

boy receives presents of gold, jewelry, or

young manhood.

Ngyui Choi Piba: Clothing Ceremony
This

is

the right of passage for

womanhood.
Piba.

A

It is

Gurung

girls to

the receiving of what adult

special dress, the traditional dress

mark

their

journey into young

Gurung women wear

or adult dress,

worn by Gurung women,

includes a shawl, Krama, a vest, Choi, a piece of cloth tied

at

is

made

Ngyui Choi

for the girl. This

the shoulder going around the

opposite arm. Parka approximately 1-2 meters of cloth tied around the waist. Phai, and an
.

ankle length

checks the

skirt.

Gyui The

ritual takes

girl’s astrological birth chart

cutting ceremony, this

ceremony

is

place after consulting the local priest. The priest

and finds an auspicious day. Similar

done

at the

to the hair

age of seven, nine or thirteen years of age.
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Biya Laba: Marriage

Marriage

is

a major rite of passage that initiates

adulthood. Cross-cousin marriage
are

still

common among

daughter

the bride and

groom.

It

the traditional

norm

for

who

they should marry

Gurungs

27
.

is

Gurung

Arranged marriages

When

a son or

decided by the parents and relatives of

both sides agree with the arrangements, the boy’s parents send two

people representing their family to the

girl's parents’

house

people bring pa, alcohol, and kehe, local bread along with
arrange marriage.

girls into

the Gurungs, especially those living in the villages.

ready to marry,

is

is

young boys and

Once they

to

propose the marriage. These
28

salt

.

It is

important for traditional

arrive in a designated area the local messenger, Mhina, informs

the family and rest of the villagers of the guests. All male adults assemble. Unmarried girls

and children are not allowed
spirits

to attend the

ceremony. They are considered polluted and bad

might travel with them.

When

the people gather together, the

headman addresses

exchanged with the guests. The leader asks

measured with a big

spatula.

The

first

his assistant to

scoop goes

the mass. Pleasantries are

open the

salt

to the girl's parents.

bag.

The

Two more

salt is

scoops are

measured and distributed among the people who are attending the gathering. Distribution of
salt is

an invitation for the future wedding. Additionally, married

women who

originate from
-)Q

the village of the guest,

27

come

to see the guests.

The sons and daughters of the brothers

They bring alcohol and

tea for the guests

.

In

are seen as the primary choices as partners for the sons and daughters

of the sisters. Sisters change kin once they marry so their children are not considered having the same blood line
and kinship. If either refuses a proposal, it has major ramifications on relationships, but especially with regard
to the funeral rites. If both parties agree to not propose, then the children are able to marry others.
28
Salt is highly valued because it does not originate from Nepal. Until the Tibet border was closed off, it would

come from

Tibet.

Now

it

comes from

India.

are provided at the time of the proposal
29

Currently alcohol and tea

some decades

ago.

is

Alcohol also requires reserves of grain. These traditional

show

gifts that

respect for the family.

given. In the past, only alcohol

was given. The introduction of tea only took place

return, the guests leave

offer.

The

On

elder family

the

money

for the

members may

wedding day,

the bride

is

women. Sometimes

step in and push the family to accept the
proposal.

accompanied by her childhood

or three friends are assigned as bridesmaids.
after she

goes to her husband's home.

It is

might cast a

spell

practice

continues to today. Eloping

still

the parents of the bride refuse the

They

will

remain with her for

thought that

at this

on the new bride so the friends are there
is

an easy

way

to

to

More

friends.

time evil

at least three

spirits or

ward off such

than two

days

witches

possibilities.

The

marry though both families may

not accept the marriage. This has been a practice both of past and present
generations,
especially

when

they

know

that their parents

might not agree

to the marriage.

Even though arranged marriages and cross cousin marriages
younger generation
their

own

is

demanding more of a say

in the process.

are

still

common,

Some young

the

people choose

marriage partners or pass over the ones their parents have suggested. Additionally,

marriage outside of the Gurung ethnic group

increasing, especially

is

among

the educated

youth.

Par Laba Divorce
:

There are two ways

to divorce.

Par Lava among
,

the traditional system and the second

traditional

system

if a

is

group

place.

that

is

husband or wife wants a divorce, and both

made up of those

They break

Gurung of Sikles. The

first is

through

through the government or civic system. In the

they agree a couple of male elders gathered

A

the

at the

side have to agree to

it.

If

crossroad of the village. They break a twig

assisting with the divorce brings a foot long thread to the

the thread and declare the marriage annulled.

Once

the process

is

completed, the group sprinkles alcohol on their foreheads to protect them from the evil eye.

If the divorce

Similarly,

runs

the

it

the

was sought by

the wife she has to pay eighty rupees
to her husband.

husband wants the divorce he has

away with another man,

new husband

for his wife

the former

to

pay forty rupees

husband has the

and has the

right to receive

right to determine the

compensation. In the past, the compensation could cost the
called Jar Saiba,

become

money

illegal

as

which

and

translates into “kill

life

woman

compensation from

amount and kind of
of the new husband. This was

your opponent.” Killing another human being has

no longer practiced. This

is

to the wife. If a

is

replaced by paying a large amount of

compensation for losing a wife.

The civic process

community. The

local

is

as follows.

If

a couple wants a divorce, they can go to the local

community provides an opportunity

grievances through representatives and to

for

them

to express their

settle their disputes, if possible. If that

does not

work, they are given a divorce with the community acting as witness.

Mini Sib a Death Rites
:

Mhi Siba

is

the death ritual

which

is

very elaborate and one of the most important

of passage by the Gurungs of Sikles. According

to the local

Chaitimu, meaning one needs more for

when dead

provide for those needs in order for the

spirit

the death rites and

When some

is

only completed

one dies

in a family, the local

is

A

proverb Sothi Bhanda Sithi Lhe

when

at peace.

when Pai Lava

villagers gather at the house of the deceased.

body and

be

than

rites

The

alive, family

funeral rite

members must

is

the

first part

takes place.

messenger informs the community. Adult
shroud, Ashyo kwain,

is

needed

to

cover the

provided by the relatives of the mother of the deceased. The Gurung priests

Pachyu, Lhauri, and Lama, perform the

of

rituals.
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In the

immediate family along with

males mark

their forehead

once they are

there.

Women

deceased

Before the corpse
clothes

When

when

is

is

a

mark

their foreheads with ashes.

A

woman,

removed from

is

A

long white

longer Hag, several meters long called

a

woman's

dress

is

flag.

Ghya

their hats

Lha,

is

bala,

is

also

attached to the second flag pole.

the house, family and relatives contribute cash and

they come. The contribution

the deceased

going up to the third generation, the adult

with charcoal when they come to the house. All remove

raised onto the roof of the house.

raises. If the

their kin

is

divided

among

those

carried to the cemetery, a person with the

leads the mourners to the cemetery followed by a longer

who

handle the corpse.

Lha white

Ghya bala

flag (vertical) pole

(horizontal) flag.

The son

in-laws and other relatives carry the coffin. The eldest daughter walks behind the coffin and
sprinkles

mixed grain on

procession.

The

The

the road.

eldest son carries a knife while walking with the

local priests, Paj'yu, Lhauri,

walking with the mourners. After the burial
their hair off. In addition, if the

deceased

is

and Lama, beat drums and cymbals while
is

completed,

all

the adult sons have to shave

either the person's father or

mother the sons must

shave their eyebrows, mustache and beard. Family members do not consume
food for three days. Milk and meat

is

and

salty

also prohibited during that time.

In the evening, friends, neighbors

and other villagers gather

to support the family. Elders share their stories,

Young men and women

salt

sing songs and dance.

at the

house for three nights

knowledge and wisdom with those gathered.

They

also bring food with them.

The host

family also provides food and drink to the mourners.

Pal Laba: Post Death Ritual

The post death

ritual

plays a significant role in the completion of the funeral

whole process takes three days

to

complete.

An

rites.

astrologer informs the family of the

\

he

auspicious day for the

ritual.

The family of the maternal uncle plays an important

process. 1 he post death ritual cannot happen without
their approval.

approves the date and time, the family sends

some home made
The

begin.

A

Once

special tice branch. C hhcutci,

their representative with half a kilo

is

drums and

tied

the white flag, Llui,

on the top oi the

flag pole.

is

on the roof of the house. Through out the night the

rituals.

new

The head

priest dresses in traditional clothing

is

erected. Finally, the

priests play their drums.

A

and plays the cymbal and

temporary statue Pla of the deceased

Lhauri performs another

ritual called

the bones of the deceased. This ritual takes place half

On

the other side of the road

waiting for the priest.

is

is

erected and decorated

He

where the

Rhui Kiha meaning
,

way between

ritual takes place

an elderly

man

will stand

holds the presumed bones of the deceased. Once he sees the

over the bones without saying a word. The old
priest physically touches him.

man. The old man plays the
performance. The old

The

to bring

the cemetery and the

he slowly moves towards him. The two perform a dance. The priest asks the old

laugh.

after the

clothes and jewelry.

In the afternoon, the

house.

it

where the Gurung of Sikles' ancestors came from and where do they go

followed by his assistant.
with

prepared to be erected

the second day of the ritual, another group of priests, Lhauri, recite traditional folk

lore about

death

of rice and

The daughters of the

deceased gently massage the tree branch with clarified butter before

On

the family

alcoholic brew. The representative then gives his approval
for the ritual to

priests, Pajyu, play their

flag is erected

role in this

man

The old man

role

man

teases the priest.

The

is

make

rites

laugh

at the

the family and villagers

angry and will catch the old man. Finally, the old
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hand

priest runs after the old

of a comedian. Those gathered for the

he

to

refuses to surrender the bones until the

uses hand and face gestures to

priest pretends that

man

priest,

man

surrenders the bones.

he

Onee

the ritual

accompanied by a group

is

They follow

When

is

oi local youth.

the\ reach the house, they start dancing

ritual is

a huge rooster

people

who

is

lets

which

those gather

know

Pajyu

is

called Phlawiba, to call

performed inside the house. The door

name of the deceased. At some

the third day, the

birth,

is

Paj'yu,

in a circle in the courtyard.

hung upside down by the door. Food and drink

call the

wings, which

about the

several drums, and cymbals.

and singing

performed by the

the spirit of the deceased. This activity

On

They come with

time

this

the priest to the house of the deceased.

Around midnight, another

Two

completed, the priest plays his cymbals. By

that the spirit

is

closed and

are spread out on the floor.

point in time the rooster flutters his

of the deceased has arrived.

recites traditional folklore called

Sarka Seba. The folklore

is

death and afterlife of the deceased. The priests are divided into two groups

chant the story like a duet. The duet continues for several hours. Once the duet reaches

the final stage,

the group.

women join

the group by forming a circle with them.

Sometimes young women throw color powder on

The

the priests.

oldest

The

women

priests

lead

throw

back color powder on women.

The

final part

of the ceremony of Pai

is

the feeding of the sheep,

Kyu Koba. Two

sheep are brought to the courtyard. People bring food and drink and spread
to let the

sheep feed.

One sheep

males from outside the family are assigned
point the sheep shake.

out in the area

represents the spirit of the deceased and the other

considered his friend or companion. Family and friends of the deceased

some

it

The sheep

to feed the sheep.

are then slaughtered.

determine the oracles.
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They

The

sit

live

is

in a circle.

Two

call the spirit loudly.

livers are

removed

to

At

The

ritual is

completed by the sending off the

removed horn

flag is

carries the statue

spirit

the root ot the house and carried

back from where

away

[

came

to a distant place.

from.

The

One person

of the deceased and the family members follow him. The flags

courtyard are dismantled. Again the sons of the deceased shave their hair
I

it

in the

off.

p to this point the family was considered polluted. The representative of maternal

uncle's family

comes and gives

all

the males of the family a sip of alcohol and milk.

are offered only milk. Relatives and neighbors offered gifts to the family

Throughout
Every one

this

process a big feast

is

It

tremendous

is

is

a very elaborate ritual and feast and very

societal pressure to

as a demonstration of the love and respect for the deceased.

that this is the only

way

members.

organized by slaughtering water buffalos and sheep.

in the village is invited to feast.

expensive for families. There

Women

It is

perform

this elaborate ritual

believed

among

the

Gurungs

the spirit of their loved one can reach heaven.

Seasonal Patterns

According

is

to

Gurung

tradition there are only

called Guidul Tarkyo, ascending or

two seasons, winter and summer. Summer

upward season, and winter

or Bhyadul Markyo,

is

descending or downward season. The monsoon rains ascend from the Bay of Bengal, from
the south and winter

is

the dry season

which descends from

animals are also herded to upward pastures

in the

the north. Additionally, the

summer and downward

pastures in the

winter.

The summer and winter
Thothiba.

An

auspicious day

fixed, the local messenger,

are

is

welcomed by worshiping

the local deities. This

selected with the consultation of the elders.

is

Once

known

the date

as

is

Mhina, informs the nine elders, Gro. The elders then take showers

before they go to bed and sleep in a separate bed. The floor ol the area they sleep
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in is

cleaned with

same

cow

dung. Similarly, the messenger, Mhina, and the

rules. In case ol a

pregnancy or death

in the family, the

priest, Lhauri,

members do

follow the

not attend the

worship. Pregnancy and death are considered impure or polluted,
so pregnant

women

and

mourners are impure.

The next morning
There are nine

all

the invitees gathered at the location of worship before the
dusk.

slates near the

seats with a branch of a tree.

An

male sheep

adult

clean water which

and cleans the

is

right

is

worshiping area for the nine elders

Each one of them has

messenger informs the

finally the

priest.

The

back

legs.

sit

on. All clean their

special place to

sit

The messenger cleans

ritual. First,

horn of the sheep and then the

and

own

selected to be sacrificed.

an important part of the

right leg, then the left

a

to

left

Once

the sheep with

he puts some water

in his

palms

horn. Similarly, he cleans the front

the cleaning process

priest recites prayers for rain

is

body and head, the messenger slaughters

it

completed, the

and for good harvest. The

messenger pours water over the sheep beginning with the head and ending
the sheep shakes his

on.

at the tail.

and removes the

Once

liver for

oracles.

Historically, barley

Sikles.

rice,

They

are

grown

and oats have been the
in the winter.

maize and millet cannot grow.

It

tw'o

They grow

in

most important crops

has both cultural and religious significance.

and oats are since a decade ago are no longer grown, due

the popularity of crops, especially maize and rice.

already been

Gurungs of

high altitude where other crops such as

crops, such as maize, millet, rice and others, were introduced long after

Sikles. Barely

for

lost.
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Thus an important

Gurungs
to

pail

Summer

settled in

being displaced by

of tradition has

Subsistence farming

good harvest

is

is

the primary occupation of the local villagers
and. therefore, a

essential for the survival of the people. Slash and burn

was another way of

growing crops. Animal husbandry supplements food source. Sheep
provide wool
rugs,

and manure for

fertilizers.

The Gurungs of Sikles were hunters and gathers before they permanently
adopted farming. They were heavily dependent on the

of many natural resources, such as bamboo. Mo, and
products from bamboo.
services

was through

thus the traditional

make

to

Women make

forest.

The

forest

nettle fiber, Ni-yi.

clothes from nettle fiber.

settled

and

remains the source

Men make

different

Exchange of goods and

barter system in the past. This has been replaced by a monetary system,

way of exchange

has been

lost.

Bada Theha: Closing

the Village

Closing the village, Bada Theba, was another important tradition of the people of Sikles.
This was observed twice a year.

When

the crops

were ready

for harvesting

no outsiders were

allowed to come into the village. Local people feared that allowing outsiders

would anger

local deities,

who would

the tradition. Other restrictions

the time period

The

first

then destroy the crops. The villagers

were imposed on

were announced by the Mhi Na

local people at the time.

w ith

into the village

strictly

The

enforced

actual dates of

the consultation of the village heads.

observed during the months of September/October and the next observed

March/April. Once the harvesting was completed, the restrictions were

lifted.

in

Such

restrictions helped villagers to collect their crops without the interference or distraction of

outsiders. This

is

no longer

strictly practiced in Sikles.
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My
I

was born and

Place in this Research and

raised in Sikles. Poverty, disease and illiteracy

majority of the villagers depended on farming.
the year.

in

Gurung

appeasement of evil forces or disgruntle

The

not able to grow- enough food for

is

from diseases resulting from the lack of adequate
parts of life that

beliefs about the origin of diseases

were limited options

shamans or

healers.

for healing. If

we

spirits.

were common. The

that could help

culture caring for your neighbor

were common. These were often
the

Many were

Those families also often lacked farm animals

Even though
disability

these Narratives

in

felt

part of the

supplement

way of life,

Western medicine did not

death and

nutrition, sanitation or health care

we had

little

control over,

beyond

People were superstitious.

were very different then than

someone got

their diet.

sick, the

it

now. There

is

person sought advice from the local

exist in the village at the time.

Even

if

such

services were available in the cities or large towns, poor people could not afford to travel a

day

to the nearest

major town with a hospital. More importantly, since

the origin of diseases

institutions

was

was from angry ghosts

often seen as useless.

villagers believed that

or evil spirits, seeking treatment from these

Even now such

beliefs are

common.

Local people were unaware of how hygiene and sanitation were connected

of disease, though villagers practiced many

The

current

known

that

knowledge of how foods and

rites to

to the spread

keep themselves healthy (Pigg. 1995).

diet affect health

was

also not

known.

It

was

food affects health but through the concept of "hot” and "cold” foods. Certain

illnesses could be caused or aggravated

attention to these foods.

by such foods and, therefore, one had

to

pay close

Waterborne diseases were common. Each year children were dying

of diarrhea caused by dehydration. Other diseases such as tetanus, diphtheria, tuberculosis

and smoking related diseases were prevalent. Villagers did not know' how
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to prevent

them.

Thc\ had \er\

little

contact with the outside world. 1 his forced us to rely heavily
on local

knowledge and resources.
During

my

childhood days there was no school in the village. Only a handful of
people

were functionally

literate.

The

literacy rate

among

local

women was

almost non-existent. The

were the only source of knowledge and information. Oral history was the medium
of

elders

transferring

knowledge and

history. Elders

were highly respected

knowledge and understanding. Younger people were socialized

to

for their experience,

be respect and defer

to

elders.

Sikles has changed in

improvements

mud

many ways

to the village

since

my

childhood days.

I

have seen dramatic

and community. For example, most of the houses were

with

built

and had thatched roofs. Houses were generally round shaped with small windows or

some

did not have any windows. Old houses have been replaced with

imported construction materials. Wealthier villagers have

new

designs and with

built multi-story concrete

buildings. Before electricity and kerosene were available, local people used wild nuts called

Yu mi for

would

light.

Villagers crushed the cell of the wild nuts then light

last five to ten

traditional

minutes. Electricity which has

methods of creating

come

in

the

fire.

A

single

Yu mi

to Sikles recently has replaced

light.

People of Sikles today are better off economically.

Some have

migrated

take advantage of services, such as running water, schools and hospitals.

A

to

urban areas

major source of

increased income has been through employment in the armed forces. This has also been a

major drain of Gurung youth from the
Nepalese armed forces or police

force.

village.

Some have

also found

employment

The opening of the Gulf countries

has also provided employment opportunities for the youth. Those

who

to

in the

Nepali workers

are lucky

enough

to

to

acquire employment overseas send hard currency and
foreign goods to their families.
they return

home

When

they also bring money, technological gadgets, and
other consumer goods.

Prosperity has increased consumerism.

It

has also encouraged individualism. Opportunities

and wealth have increased over time changing the demographics and culture
of the village

more dramatically then

in the past.

Transportation and communication have improved. Recently, a road has connected
Sikles to the nearest large town. Pokhara,

which

is

also the district center. Before the

construction of the road, villagers had to carry goods for a day to get from village to the

major town. Grocery stores which did not

exist in the past

have opened

in the village

and

along the road. Rice mills have replaced traditional mills therefore, traditional mills such as
grinding floor mills Chheto and rice mills Kuntu have been disappeared. Telephone lines

have been

installed.

This has helped to connect family members with those

who

are living in

urban areas or abroad. The postal service has been the main source of communication in the
past but

is

being replaced by telephone and

Education

is

cell

no longer the privilege of the

phone.

rich. Villagers did not

understand the

importance of a formal education. Children learned their trade or role through their parents.

The parents did what

My

parents were functionally

brothers. Classes

time

their ancestors before

when

began

at

literate.

the end of

them did passing

it

along to the next generation.

They hired a seasonal

December and ended

at the

the villagers finished harvesting their crops and had

tutor for

me

and

end of April. This was the

some

have a curriculum or textbooks. There were no paper and pencils.

free time.

A wooden

We

This

is

how

I

learned reading and writing.
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did not

plank was

covered with black charcoal paint and used as the board. Guru (teacher) helped us

literate.

my

to

become

Again, the transformation of the village has been breathtaking.
The younger generation
is

so

much

better informed about the world than the past generations.

about the outside world. Villagers are
Piogiess,

I

now

believe, has created changes ot

At

that

age

I

knew

little

living longer and healthier than in the past.

which some

are voluntary and

some have

not

been. Forced changes are exemplified by traditions that cannot continue due to the
shortage

of knowledgeable people. For example, worshipping ancestors, and
important parts of the Gurung

life

lack of traditional practitioners,

and traditions

Our

will

but the practices are

i.e.,

becoming

ways

is

rituals are

because of the

Pajyu and Lhauri. Without them many of the old

or uncivilized Ashichhit. Western

synonymous with advancement and being

rituals

many

traditions has

become

ways have become

civilized Shichhit. Imported foods or beverages are

considered good and thereby healthy and hygienic because they

more exposure

common

what defines us as a people. Yet following

synonymous with being backwards

in

less

and death

no longer continue.

traditional

modern. They

birth

come from

West or

the

are

families have replaced locally available foods and beverages. With

to the outside

world and Western or modern ways

attitude

and beliefs of the

local people are changing.

Generally the people of Sikles are an egalitarian and appear to be more

to other

less

groups

in the country.

Although they maintain a

strict

liberal

customary law, there

gender discrimination. Flowever certain taboos are observed. For example

not allowed to plough land with oxen.

especially since there are not

When

asked

enough men around

tradition.
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compared

why women

is

much

women

are

should not plough the land,

the village to do so currently,

answer

is

Gurungs of Sikles

practice collective action and responsibilities.

They share

collective

labor for farming or to collect firewood. Nokur, Gola and Jhara are different
forms of shared
labor.

Jhara

is

called

upon when

local roads, bridges or drinking water systems

need

fixing.

Sharing labor or collective action has helped local people to complete difficult tasks. In
the
past there

This

was no outside

made them

assistance and local people took care of the problems themselves.

self-sufficient.

They

did not expect anything from the government.

understood the importance of local resources. Local people developed their

laws which addressed the needs of local people.

It

resources and protect the local environment.
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They

own customary

helped them to preserve the local

CHAPTER

5

PARTICIPANTS’ NARRATIVES, EMERGING THEMES

Proceed according

beyond the

limit,

customs, bond according to social norms, do not go
and do not be alienated from your ancestors.
to

Gurung Elder of Sikles

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter
their experiences

is

to present the stories

with development. Ten participants

different age groups

of local villagers of Sikles about

who were

were interviewed individually while

I

categorized into three

resided in the village. The stories

of the participants’ experiences of change over different periods of time and
of the meaning these changes have had on them and their community
chapter.

is

their articulation

the focus of this

These narratives are of how the participants perceived past relationships and

community dynamics and how these

are being radically changed by present experiences.

The

narratives underscore that development not only dramatically changes the material

environment but also the cultural environment, including
other, as a

I

community and with

their

how

people interact with each

environment.

have used the interview process as a method

to give the participants space to create a

narrative or story of their personal experiences with change/ development.

to

each of their

stories,

I

listened carefully

recorded their responses, and then categorized their responses into

different themes.

All the participants mentioned that their cultural traditions

were very important

to

them. They state that traditions help them to understand the past and guide them into the
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future.

lives.

They repeatedly mentioned

The second most important

Chiva Naha The y
-

stat ed that

participants

behe\ed

local traditions

make

issue they talked about

critical

and be a role model with regard

the right decisions.

A

or village leaders.

for every society.

guides for the people otherwise they could go

good leader must have

that a

was leadership

good leader and leadership were necessary

a

Leaders were considered

the local traditions and traditional values
that guided their

the

The

lost.

knowledge and understanding of the

to cultural values.

Without these they cannot

leader must also be visionary. Education ranked as third in
the

qualities that a leader needed.

I

asked

why

education was ranked

third.

They

stated that,

education means the ability to read and write and. therefore, having a formal education.
The
elder participants stated that not everyone can afford to get an education and. therefore,

was important but not

the

most important

especially in today's world.

Participants

generation.

They

They

quality.

stated that if

every one should be

felt that

you can read and

from the young generation believed

They

They

that education

write,

outside of the country

living.

will cheat you.

was very important

opens doors for people. The migration of youth

was mentioned

as a last factor of why education

Youth migration: everyone agreed was caused by economic
to

literate,

for their

stated that only through education could their generation have a better

stated that education

wanted

no one

it

have a better

life

Leaving the village

of youth migration

is

and those economically secure wanted
for

work

is

not

not providing opportunities for economic growth,

achieving economic success.
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it

is

and

was important.

expectations.

The poor

a higher standard of

uncommon among Gurungs,

very different than the past. Staying

to cities

life.

but the current pattern

in the village is not

no longer preferable

only seen as

to return to

upon

In asking the participants about their experience
with

focused on the changes they have seen take place

development, the participants

in their lives. In listening to the
stories

each of the groups, the four themes highlighted above kept
reoccurring.
chapter according to these four themes. Even though
participants often intertwined

the

document

easier to read.

them

I

in their narratives.

I

of

have organized

this

have separated the themes, the
I

have used the narrative form

to

make

Each theme section has sub-sections describing how each group

70 yeais of age and older, adults! between 25-69; and the younger generation; 24
or

(elders.

younger) articulated the theme.

I

often use long passages from individual interviews to

include participants’ voices, especially since the numbers in each category

following are the four major themes

very small. The

is

order of most touched upon by the individual

in

interviewees:

1

.

Local Traditions and Values

2.

Leadership and Leaders

3.

Education and Opportunities

4.

Youth Migration

Teasing out change that has been stimulated by development
organic process has been difficult for

positive and

some of the

participants. Expressing

is

part of life

and has

to

be dealt with. What

dynamics of change/development as observed by these
relationship to these four themes as articulated by

they see

process.

and by an

what has been

what has been negative has also been a challenge and often change

as something that

how

initiatives

its

impact, and

how they

them

I

try to

do here

is

is

explore the

different participants and

to cull

what

it

actual

see their role and the role of the

accepted

its

means

community

to

them,

in the

I

heme

1:

Local Traditions and Values

Elder Group Narratives
1

to

he theme ot local traditions and values was somewhat of a lightening
rod with regard

how

those

each group expressed their feelings towards change. Even though the
majority of

in the elder

group strongly expressed

that local traditions

and values needed

to

be

maintained however there were some differences of opinion about adapting these traditions

and values

to present time.

They

stated that traditions

were passed down from generation

generation by their ancestors and were a connection to their ancestors.

Some of the

to

elder

participants strongly stated that traditions should be maintained in their original forms at any
cost.

Others especially adults and younger participants believed that they needed to be

changed

to

worried a

be

lot

in

accordance with the

about the

many changes

new

times.

Most

elder participants stated that they

taking place in their

community and how

impacted the values and traditions that they believed sustained

these changes

their society.

Elder participants stated that they were losing important traditions faster than they had
expected. Passing on traditions

the

ways of their people,

is

the process of educating the next generations of the

way of

the elders explained. Traditions set the rules and people are taught

to follow these rules for they are

group members expressed

based on centuries of experience and knowledge. The elder

that traditions also

brought with them familiarity about

life

and

family roles. Change could bring instability for them and some were already experiencing

this.

the

They explained

that traditions set the rules

community, males and females, and the

of expected behavior for the individual and

different age groups. In their tradition, elders are

respected and recognized for their experience and knowledge but they feel this

This

is

how

it

is

changing.

has been in Sikles for generations as told by the elders. The role ot the elders
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is

to

provide advice or guidance to the next generation. They
state that the younger generation

is

less accepting

The

and more questioning of the value of that

role.

elder participants expressed their view that traditional
practice unites local people

and brings them together. For example, the people of Sikles worshipped

local deities,

celebrated holidays and shared grief together. Neighbors helped
others with field

work and

dealing with family catastrophes or with celebrations. Elders stated
that the feeling of “we.

our and us" has been replaced by
eroding.

This

is

“I or

The sense of togetherness

is

me.” These elders

feel that the sense

disappearing, especially

among

the

of community

younger generation.

a major worry for most of them.

In the past, they stated, conflict

was

sorted out through negotiation and mediation often

by elders and the solution was often accepted by

wisdom. Traditional

all

parties because they deferred to elder

rules played an important role in conflict resolution.

could not solve the dispute, elders drew on the civic laws. With so

When

local rules

many changes

in the

current legal system, elders are less clear about the current law and the younger generation

more

apt to turn towards the current laws as a

The majority of the

me

their disappointment

interview with one elder, he gently scolded

practices. Fie addressed

more

valid

way of resolving

disputes.

elder participants expressed disappointment with the

generation; including with

me

me

in the traditional

for

was

my

young

also directed at me. During

my

ignorance of local beliefs and

way, MhaIa

M)
,

and then continued with the

following:

Today, there are only three living old men in our village who are above the
age of eighty-six. I am one of them. I have seen and have experienced changes

In

son

Gurung
is

is

called

names for the children that are used instead of their names. The
Mhala and so one. Similarly the eldest daughter is called Nani and

families, there are different

first

AH; second son

the

second daughter

is

Pate.

is

called

is

have taken place

that

outsiders.

in the village. In the past,

The majority of the

we had

villagers spoke only the

a tew learned to speak Nepali

Mhokyui
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.

called us ignorant, uncivilized and filthy.

little

contact with

Gurung language Only

Even our neighboring

One of the main

villagers

reasons could be

were handful ot people could read and write. In those
days,
was no school, health center or telephone services. People
would run

that there

there

away

and hide when they heard about a policeman coming.
There were only a few
wealthy men in the village. They ow ned large plots of land
and large herds of
cattle. Most people did not have enough food
to last for the whole year. Poor
people depended on forest products. The forest played an
important role

in the

lives ol

people

Some

Bamboo Mo was an important raw material. From this
would make many diiterent kinds of products for domestic
purposes.
our people.

carried their products to the nearest

bartered with food and clothes

We

have our

own

among

traditions.

other castes in the village.

The

town or

fair for sale.

Others

themselves.
rituals that

we

follow are different from

We

celebrate birth, marriage and death differently
than other castes, such as blacksmiths, tailors or Brahmins. When a
Gurung

many

dies,

must take place before the burial can happen. To
get a proper burial one must have a daughter and a son for each has her
or his
ritual activities

separate part to play in the ceremony. Without them, the spirit of the dead
cannot reach the proper destination. The traditional knowledge Peta-Lhuta 32
important lor all ol us, but especially for the youngest generation. Young

is

people are not interested any more to learn their past history. Among the
traditions, the temporary restriction Bada ihebcP of outsiders, during
harvesting,

is

was closed

off only allowing those

of our history

another important tradition which

who

What can we expect from

is lost.

is

disappearing. The village

lived there to enter.
illiterate

pointing his index finger at me] are an educated person.
[
responsibility to educate

You have

young people about our

An

important pail

people?
It is

You

your

culture, tradition

and values.

a heavier responsibility than other uneducated villagers.

You know,

some of them

me

uneducated. Educated people like yourself should
learn and pass on traditions to the next generation. I hope you are not angry
are like

with me. What can

I

teach you, you are a learned man.

over the world and have seen
the village except to Pokhara.

many new
I

am

things.

I

You have

traveled

all

have never traveled outside

like a frog in the

pond.

1

know

very

little

about the world and the people.

Compared

days of my childhood,

we are much more prosperous
most of our parents and grandparents. We eat
better and live comfortably. We are losing some of the important qualities that
our community thrived on in the past. Today’s young people think only about
now.

31

We

to the

are living longer than

Nepali language.

32

History of the land and the people.
” According to the local tradition the people of S ikies prohibited outsiders from coming into the village twice a

year (mid-October to

would anger the

November and mid-March

to mid-April)

which

is

local deities and, thus, possibly lead to the destruction
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harvest time.

of their crops.

To allow an

outsider

in

themselves.

Some do

not want to be identified with our village
and people

What kind of development
and your own community?

when you feel ashamed of your own people
must be proud of our traditions and culture
even though it may considered backward to others.
When hear young people
talk about how backwards we are it hurts my feeling.
We fed them and raised
them and provided opportunities that we did not have. Where is
is this,

We

I

the gratitude

tor our

work? Even

if

we were

uneducated, as the young people think,

everything that bcnelits our people.

We

we

did

dug water canals for
never received any help from anywhere. The
built bridges,

irrigation and built roads. We
government did not help us. No outside help was forthcoming.

many ways

self-sufficient.

We

We

were

in

learned to help each other.

understand the younger generation and their concern with feeling that
our values and beliefs are not useful to them. As I said before, things have
changed and will continue changing. We blamed the young people^by saying
I

that they care only

for the family

We want them to

about themselves.

and

their

communities.

I

asked you

all

be more responsible

not to forget our culture

and values. Our identity comes from our traditions. They make us who we are
and remind us where we come from. We should feel proud of our village, our
traditions, and our people, custom and of our ancestors.
also understand the
need for change. We need to change ourselves if not time will force change
I

upon

us.
I

oday we have

have money

we

better transportation

can buy everything here

and communications

facilities. If

we

home. One day the village will be
connected to Pokhara bazar. This makes life much easier. Mules have become
an important means of transportation. In the past villagers had to carry goods
on their backs. According to local tradition, horses and mules were not
supposed to be kept in the village. Villagers believed that keeping these
at

animals could anger local deities and curse the people. This can cause
unforeseen natural calamities, flood, landslide, epidemic of deadly disease and
famine in the village. No one believes this any more especially young people.

They make fun of us. Vendors bring
helped the old people the most.

We

in

goods and

sell in

have better access

to

the village.

It

has

western medicine. In

upon local healers. We believed that bad spirits, ghost,
Old people still believe in these spirits which cause
illnesses. Illness caused by evil spirits can only be cured by traditional healers
because western medicine cannot cure them. If I tell this to young people, they
call me a fool and laugh at me. What we all believed in the past is now called
superstition by younger people. (Elder Gurung Male Participant)
the past,

we had

witches cause

to rely

illness.

My Commentary
The

narrative

above gives much insight

into

what the elders are grappling with as

change from the impact of development reverberates through
speak of change as part of

life

and

at the

their culture/community.

same time they speak
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to continue

They

of their tradition

as part of the

Gurung way of life/identity. They speak about

the benefits of

schools/education, clean and accessible drinking water,
improved transportation, improved
agricultural

methods and access

to the rest

systems as positive interventions

of the country through improved communications

in their lives.

development interventions, but they seemed
these interventions

seem

to

to

They understood and desired these

specific

be confused about the social changes that

have brought with them. The social roles and relationships are

changing and, therefore, the rules of behavior.
social expectations, social loles,

When

the rules

change

it

has an impact on

and power dynamics. Because the value of their contribution

has changed, their status has changed.

For example,

wisdom and

in

Gurung

tradition in Sikles elders are treated with respect for their life

they could depend on their families to take care of them in their old age as the

elder participants often stressed. Elders have an honored role of passing on knowledge,

wisdom, and

history to the next generation through the oral tradition.

disturbed that the younger generation

deems much

that

is

The

elders

were

from the past obsolete. They

articulated that they are today as people are derived from their connection to past

and traditions handed down

As

to

them

wisdom

as a legacy from their ancestors.

Sikles has been brought into the fold of the market

economy, money and

the materials

it

can purchase, have defined the value of contribution to the family. What someone can
contribute or help produce for the family currently

is

worth more than what one has

contributed in the past. Elders are finding that their place of respect has been eroded by

current values of production.

his share to the family, he

was

the case.

One

elder participant stated that

had the power

to

make

These values have changed as an

when he was

the major decisions and

indirect influence of

able to contribute

now

that

no longer

development and the

majority ot elders articulated that they see a connection
between development and their loss
ot status/power. This has

suspicious of

its

made some more

resistant to

change or development,

if

not

at least

impact.

Adult Group Narratives
1

there

he adult participants generally agreed with the elder participants
on

wcie also some significant differences. Participants

understanding for both maintaining traditions as a
incorporating

new

way

to

in this

keep

many

issues, yet

group expressed

their culture intact

ideas that could better their or their children’s lives.

Compared

and
to the

younger generation, the adult participants had a more favorable opinion towards the value
of
local traditions. Similar to the elders, the adult

could learn

many

many among
their

group believed

that the

younger generation

valuable lessons from their traditions. They also expressed the belief that

the younger generation did not

know

the history of their forefathers or

where

people came from.

The

adult participants expressed a

the elder group.

The

adult group had

more open

attitude

more exposure

towards

to the outside

younger generation and the elder group. Some participants were
forces.

While

in the service,

they had the opportunity to travel to

new

ideas than those in

world than both the

retirees

many

from the armed

countries outside of

Nepal. Such opportunities gave them experiences with other cultures and societies, including

developed countries.
In the past,

when

those servicemen returned home, they had to go through a series of

purification rituals. Westerners

eating beef. Therefore, those

and needed purification upon

were categorized as low caste or untouchable because of

who

traveled and lived

their return to the

among them were

considered impure

community. Currently, the numbers of
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community members who have been abroad continues
longer continues, family and community

to increase

members have changed

and the practice

their attitude about

maintaining traditions universally. They have accepted that traditions
ot the

community, but the overall community norm

community/village, the expectation
the accepted

norm,

it

is

that

would seem from

is

that

in the adult

service not only exposed

them

group who had been
to other behaviors

income and pension. Families of those

traditions.

in

the

they return,

community

in

among

some became involved

other ways.

Even though

in the military service

and world views,

was

this

was

to

it

noted that the

also provided a secure

were economically

the adult group's generation

they retired from the service, they returned to the village. This

When

to the

mediating change.

in the military or retirees

than the rest ot the villagers. Past practice

abroad.

be violated outside

the adult group narratives that the group's role

be a bridge between village elders and young generation

The members

may

once you return

you maintain the

no

is

was

in local politics

Many of these members were

was

better off

that

also so for those

when

working

while others were active

responsible for bringing

in

new

ideas back to the community.

The

much

adult group repeatedly mentioned that they were

cultural traditions. Yet, they

emphasized

that this did not

mean

less strict

that they

about social and

adopted Western

values brought by through modernization. They saw both sides of the dilemma with regard to

modernizing, which development was seen as doing, and maintaining their distinct identity as

Gurungs, which was through their cultural practices/traditions. They expressed the
understanding that they were often the focal point between the majority of the elders

who

saw change as a disruption of their culture and the younger generation who saw change
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as a

way
to

to

improve

their well-being.

Many

have both without sacrificing the

An example

in the adult

group grappled with the question of how

other.

they mentioned was of the changed attitude about the
maintenance of

tradition as a universal practice

no matter where a Gurung was. Purity

is

a concept that has

not changed in the tradition but the violation ot purity has receded
to the boundaries of the
village and the

I

boundary of the family.

he adult group articulated that change never happened quickly or easily
when

to traditional values.

I

lie

local tiadition has included

Hindu

strictures regarding

it

came

impure caste

groups, the untouchables or Dalits. Not only would those going abroad mingle with
beef
eaters, but

through their military service possibly serve with members of the low caste

groups, such as blacksmiths, cobblers and tailors

who

are

all

considered untouchables. Local

customs prohibited Gurungs from eating from the food or drink provided by the low caste
Dalit or else they

that this practice

become
is still

polluted, and, therefore, required purification.

current in Sikles. People

refuse to

still

consume food

ottered by the low castes. Each group also noted that there has been

beliefs

and behavior towards untouchables, but

Each group

some

stated

or beverages

shift in

people's

that the overall belief in the caste hierarchy is

maintained.

The
village.

this

adult group

There was

was due

members noted

little

mobility

that in the past

among

people lived most of their lives

local people

to the geographical isolation

and some

from one village

to social practices.

to village.

in the

Some of

Though each group

noted that this has changed dramatically, the adult group members were a living example of

it.

They expressed

they had to go to

the challenge of maintaining traditional practices in the

when

in the service or

even when living abroad.

new

places that

If not impossible,

it

was

impractical to maintain

about

this.

They

felt

tradition ol the

who

traditions, but they did not express feelings

they were being pragmatic, following traditions

continuing traditions

An example

many of the

when

gi\en b\ one of the adult participant was, Pai

this ritual

priests

Lama

be a

priest.

and there are fewer people learning

He understood

would happen

the need for modernizing but he

him when he died and

to

there

were no
in

and

He agreed

modernizing, and sacrificing traditions.

better life to the

which

an important

is

become

to

priests.

The

young men wanted

was

priests to

can see both sides and sees both good and bad
in

^

Lhauri and Pajyu are the only ones

,

participant expressed distress over the lact that fewer and fewer

to

could and

they returned to the village.

Gurungs of Sikles. Local

can perform

when they

of conflict

to learn

conflicted with what

perform Pai. He said that he

maintaining traditions and not modernizing

community. However, giving up your

that

modernization has brought a

traditions,

he stated, was also hard to

do because traditions united families and the community.
Another example given was how changes came, and, therefore, they were forced
change

their practices.

The

participant explained that

Gurung

ancestral deities twice a year, a ritual performed by a local

perform the

Over

ritual,

barley

is

families in Sikles worship their

shaman

needed which has been a main staple

priest called Lhauri.

for the

the past decades, he explained, fewer and fewer people of Sikles

point that

it

is

how

the

Gurungs of Sikles.

grow

barley to the

more abundant including

knowledge of growing and protecting

one generation

to the next.

A

rituals.

The post-death

To

not grown any more. Traditional crops have replaced by imported grains from

outside of the village that are believed to be harder and

talked about

to

He

stated they also learned
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how

the crops

rice.

He

was passed down from

to regenerate the best seeds for

the next crop and

this

what herbs

to use to protect the crop

knowledge on the next generation who were not

traditional

knowledge or ways. He

outside world.

He concluded

were done but

their experience will

and

ol their culture

stated that

that the

tradition.

from

insects.

He blamed

the loss of

interested in learning or carrying

young people

on

are heavily influenced by the

younger generation may hear of how

their traditions

be without the main staples that were important symbols

These changes are changing

their culture

and

their identity,

he

stressed.

Another participant who was 67 years of age, stated
had made people more self-centered or
in

selfish.

He

stated that people,

urban areas or villages, cannot survive individually.

on each

other.

I

The following

is

that he believed that modernization

whether they are living

He emphasized

that

we

are dependent

his observations in his words.

was born sixty-seven years ago

growing up people were

in a

family of seven children.

living a very hard

life.

When was
I

Poverty, diseases, illiteracy

was common. Agriculture was the main occupation for the villagers. Majority
of our villagers had enough to eat only for six or seven months. Animal
husbandry played an important role in the lives of local people. They provided
milk, meat, wool and manure. Manure was important for fertilizing crops.

Women made

blankets from the wool. For

provided cash for the family. People

on

who

many

families animal products

did not have any cattle had to rely

forest products. Forests provided wild fruits, herbs for medicine. Forests

also provided needed

raw

materials. For example,

bamboo. Mo, and wild

Men made bamboo materials for their use and to
women made bags and clothes. Raw materials were

nettles, Niyi, for fiber.

From

nettle fiber

abundant. The raw materials
parents.

become

life

savers of our grandparents and

These raw materials were extracted

carefully. Local

customary laws

were applied to protect them from illegal use and overuse.
There was no school in the village. Very few' people were
was no health center. When local people became sick they had
local healers

sell.

literate.

to

go

There

to the

and herbalists. Diarrhea, dysentery, cholera, smallpox and

measles were common. Sometimes there would be an epidemic in the village.
Ignorance, poor hygiene and lack of clean water might have been the source

of the diseases.

When

epidemics spread

in the village, the area

would be

quarantined. Villagers would consult with healers and priests. Villagers

believed that the causes of such epidemics could be the anger of local deities.

Local healers performed

rituals

by sacrificing animals. If the epidemic
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continued, villagers would continue performing rituals
to try to appease the
local deities. Those were the days.
1

ime has changed. The attitude and behavior of the local people
is also
Now we have schools, a health center, electricity and telephone

changing.

services in the village. 1 he village
local people

own

is

accessible with dirt road. Majority of

some have televisions. More children are
The number of girl students has increased many
folds. Sikles and its people have become much more
prosperous. Agriculture
and animal husbandry were once the sole source of income and livelihood
for
our people which is no longer so. Since the opening of the Gulf countries
radios and

attending school locally.

many of our youth have gone to work in these countries and have sent large
sums of money back to their families. Military services is considered a highly
among all generation. Many Gurung youth have joined the army, mainly the
Indian and British armies. Others have joined the Singapore police force or

Nepali army as well.

he newfound wealth has had many drawbacks. There is a change in the
power dynamic of the community members. Individuals and families who had
1

may now have it through wealth. Because of
may demand social recognition even if he is not seen

social status in the past

little

prosperity, individuals

as contributing to society in the traditional and

When two
I

community

parts of India and learned

many new

things.

my

career,

When

was

I

traveled to various

returned

I

involved in village and community activities. Later
I

is

pride.

generations clash with each other tensions arise.

served 32 years and retired. Throughout

politics.

sense. This

when young people come back with much wealth and

especially so

home

was involved

I

I

was

in local

My

elected chairman of the village development committee.

me which sometimes put me in conflict with local
could understand the context of these conflicts and help

experience changed
practices.

But

I

people see alternate ways, before making decisions.

make
I

difficult

have seen

country.

lots

of changes

Some were good

We

others by force.

The

very hard for elderly people to

all

also have learned

how

to

It is

new

political turmoil in the

place.

Some

and throughout the
embrace some willingly and

in the village, cities

others were bad.

the village.

to settle in a

I

and sometimes very unpopular decisions.

feel lonely

country has forced

move

many

to leave

out from their birth place

and depressed because the village

is

they knew. They had to separate from their roots and often their neighbors.

With being uprooted

to the

family. In the village, this

town they

still

are even

more

on the

rest

of the

can help with chores which they do not

feel in

reliant

new

place. They feel they are a burden to their families.
The Maoist insurgency's and the security forces’ war with each other
have made life very difficult for ordinary citizens. We want to live in peace.
The hardest hit population is the young people. On the one hand, the Maoists

the

put a

lot

of pressure to join them.

youth of collaborating

w ith

On

the other hand, the security forces accuse

the Maoists and also target them.

With many of the men leaving the village
taboo in the past. For example,
considered
roles
on
take
in the village.

Youth

women

are unsafe

have had

in the past

only

to

men

were allowed

handle the dead. Nowadays there are not enough
adult males
women will have to be involved in the burial of the dead. I
ha\e already heard ot stories from other villages of
women carrying the dead
because there were no adult males in their village.
to

in the village, so

This

made me

think that lack ot alternatives or lack of choices
has forced
It is hard tor elders and us to
change. In the army every

us to accept changes.

one

is

equal per

because of their

home

I

began

The

caste system is not recognized; we follow a military
one can say that they will or will not do something
caste status. After retired from the service and returned

se.

hierarchy instead.

No

I

to practice the old traditions that

long time while in the service.

way our

the old traditions the

did not practice for such a

I

also learned that

it is impossible to carry on
forefather practiced. In the old days no one
I

why we practiced what we did. In the old days the civil law clearly
defined castes systems which also defined their occupations.
asked

The

caste system is still prevalent in the village, although the legal code
Muluki Ain prohibits any forms of discrimination. Additionally, laws define
the rights of individuals. No one should be forced to change his/her faith and
practices.

Younger people have access to education. Education helps to
more and more children from, once

eliminate discrimination. In Sikles

considered untouchable groups, are attending school. In

was no school, even

there had been,

my

childhood, there

would have been unthinkable to sit
together with a member of the untouchable group. Today young people from
all groups eat and play together. Some day the untouchables will enter our
houses.

I

it

believe that

I

should not force the issue of allowing members of the

untouchable castes to step inside

As long

it

my

house.

I

am

not ready for such change.

as individuals’ hearts do not change or are ready for change, imposing

from the outside will not bring an understanding to each other, instead
could create hatred among each group. (Adult Gurung Male Participant)
this

it

My Commentary
From

the adult group's narrative,

change. Sometimes they are the ones

who

it

is

who

clear they play a significant role in mediating

introduce change, sometimes they are the ones

explain change, and sometimes they are the ones

groups do not do

who

this; their role is different in that their

multiple experiences with village

they do not have the

life

wisdom of years

experience that sometimes

is

and

life in

block change. Not that the other

frame of reference

is in

having

other communities and cultures.

that the elders do, they

Though

have the knowledge of

recognized and listened to by both the elders and younger

generation. Having economic clout

may

also have a bearing on their position in the
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community. Yet, they seem
participants

do not seem

governance

in the village

to elders for advice

would seem

It

to be

in

how

circumvent tradition yet also seek

to

.

can be a
that

extremely judicious

Making

in the elder

new system of

be part of the

is

included and reaching out

tradition in the context

embraced both

is

to

sure that everyone's voice

way of maintaining

change

they use their clout. These

of a modern system.

and adult group

if

it

is

seen to

provide advantages without major disadvantages, as for example, with schools,
health
post/clinic,

and roads.

even though the adult group's

In contrast

attitude

is

a bit different than

the elders toward untouchable the majority of the adult group does not feel
comfortable in

eliminating caste distinctions in their

home

or village.

Younger Group Narratives

When

I

asked the individuals

in the

younger generation group what

their thoughts

about traditions and the role of tradition, they expressed mixed feelings about
that traditions

were important. Yet

their opinions about to

traditions should not be used to maintain the status

They agreed

what degree they should be

maintained was not unanimous. Most of the respondents agreed that
maintain their culture and that traditions played a part

it.

were

it

was important

in this, yet others

quo which

to

to

suggested that

some meant keeping them

from moving forward.
Overall, the participants

what the

much

35

The

elders

interest in learning

is

governance
that he

was

that

is

younger generation group had
traditions.

less

headman of the

is

village

to

understanding of

They did not express

about traditional and cultural values, since those

form of resolving issues

usually the

the

were and of the values of these

local traditions

traditional

among

who

felt that

way

have a village meeting. Elders’ voices are privileged. Among the
has the most privileged voice. Nepal has developed a system of

who

based on representation and elections. The excerpt from one of the male participants states

elected chairman of the village.
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thought most of the traditions were rigid and outmoded.

Many from

the

younger group

expressed that they were not against old traditions and values as long as they had
relevancy
to current times.

They expressed

that the times

They discussed

present day situations.

the old days

the differences

most people lived and died

stated, everything

for the rest

of their parents and grandparents were very different than

between the past and present such

in the village they

was defined by customary

rules.

of the community and no one dared

were born

in.

At

as in

that time, they

Local elders and leaders made decisions

to challenge their authority.

Some

questioned

the rules from the past had any relevancy to the present, yet they stated that they were

if all

not allowed to raise this since

that challenging elder

Some young
They

it

challenged authority. Challenging authority, they expressed,

wisdom, and,

therefore, considered disrespectful.

people described their position as being like a

are pressured to follow the local traditions and at the

adjust to

modern

society.

better than their fathers

cultural ways.

They

stated that parents

yam between two

same time they

rocks.

are required to

and elders expected the young people

and grandfathers before them, but without changing

to

do

their values or

Yet many expressed feeling a conflict with these expectations. Thinking

for

themselves, questioning, and discussing alternative ideas and ways were the ways to succeed

in

modern times many

felt,

but they also felt they were being told that this went against their

cultural ways.

They

stated that their parents

and elders see them as having more choices than they had,

such as access to education, and therefore that they should achieve more. The younger
generation expressed knowing that access to education was a major change from times past,
especially for girls, those with

little

money, and untouchables. Education has opened
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opportunities tor

all.

organizations or to

Some work

become

The members from
is

for the

government and others work with non-governmental

teachers.

the younger generation group stated that with growing
choices there

a growing pressure to help the family

become

better off.

males but also some females are leaving the village
British, Indian, or Nepali

youth.

Working abroad

girls are not

done so anyway. Some

Hong Kong,

women

in

is still

the second choice, especially if

to

first

choice for Gurung male

you have limited

skills.

Young

go abroad without adult male supervision, though a few have

girls

have the opportunity

another country, or

limited.

youth, especially

search of a better livelihood. The

armies or the Singapore police are the

is

encouraged

in

More and more

Some have

in the

to live

with relatives while working in

towns of Nepal, though work opportunities

stated that

women

for

going abroad without protection have

been abused by their employers or other males and therefore not encouraged

to leave.

The

participants stated that society judges the role of males and females differently and that the

people of Sikles are no exception.

They observed difference

Compared

to

w ork

even though there

many young women

Many have had

families, including doing the

is

and

less opportunity

less access to resources,

choices though in recent years because of the out-migration of

the Maoist insurgency,

support for the family.

that

choices available to young males and young females.

young men, young women have

including education and

men and

in the

to

major work

in Sikles

become responsible
in the fields

have become the backbone of

for taking care of their

along with house chores. They stated

a high school in Sikles, only a handful of young

school diploma. Even though

women

and

girls are

proving their ability

were the responsibility of males on top of their own, the
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attitude

women

to carry

have a high

on tasks

toward accepting

that

women

as

equal conti ibutors

that

is

changing slower than the

gender discrimination was

still

They agreed

more

girls of

that there are

great in their

and capacity

to contribute to their family, these

beyond what they

their opinions or skills

may

boundaries, they

knowing

their place.

on

girls

newly wed. Even

are

stated that

was apparent

it

community.

restrictions placed

who

marriageable age and those

The group

reality.

than on boys especially for
they have experience skills

if

young women

are not encouraged to share

are asked to do. If they exceed their expected

be chastised by their in-laws and talked about by other villagers as not

The following

narrative by one of the participants describes these

issues.

I

was born and

was

born. Grandfather
all

On

My

father had

her

My

parents had four

pregnancy

Grandmother was responsible

little

to say in

my

was
He was responsible for making

fifth

the head of the family.

the family’s decisions.

affairs.

women.

raised in a family of mostly

daughters and did not have a son.

for the

My

household matters.

brother

household

mother was

ordered around by her in-laws and her husband. She would never ask any
questions.
I

I

am

was a

my

the eldest daughter of

little girl.

I

were able

sisters

my

parents.

to take care

of themselves,

household chores, including outside the house.
the family fields.

My

sisters

followed

my

were going

to school.

to school.

I

my

asked

I

started helping with other

accompanied

I

in the village

He

did not have any education.

He

said that girls

Education makes people lazy.

No

one could convince him.

uncle to talk to
later

he

let

me

my
to

grandfather. At

go

to school.

But

first
I

my

still

I

to

had

help

my

to get

I

asked

schooling

no high school

walk from the

was

in

my

listen to

at the local

in the village.

village.

late teens.

I

asked

school until

The

my

I

grandfather to

anyone. That was the end of

my
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my

morning,

I

continued

finished seventh grade. There

nearest high school

Grandfather rejected

me, but

let

in the

distant

had to clean the dishes

sweep and clean the house before going to school.
every one had finished their morning and evening meals.
I

my

grandmother,

up early

after

my

My

do not need education.

grandfather would not

had

mother and father with household chores.

with

my

and some of my

either.

have any

parents to

grandfather for his permission to go

Grandfather was not interested.

father did not

my

path as they grew older. During

childhood days there was a primary school
friends

my parents since
later my brother. Once

started helping

I

took care of my younger sisters and

my

let

was one and half hours

me

finish high school.

request. This time he

education.

was
I

would not

Grandfather believed that an ideal
knitting,
all

wea\ ing and working hard

his granddaughters fetching

woman

should have the qualities of

He was happy when he saw
firewood or collecting fodder for the buffalo.
in the family.

1

was

getting older and grandfather including other family

concerned about

someone

my

They worried that
approve of. They decided

marriage.

that they did not

members were
might run away with

1

to arrange for

my

future

husband.

my

was in my mid-twenties. did not know
To my family as per our tradition, it was
not necessary that should know him before we married. Once the family
made their decision there was nothing could do but to accept it. If I disagreed
with their decision, it would be considered inappropriate and could bring a
bad name to the family. Growing up in a traditional and conservative society,
young women have no voice about their future, especially when it came to
I

married

husband when

him and he did not know me

I

1

either.

I

I

choosing their future husbands.
life for their

I

know every

parent wishes to have a better

children. Yet, in the case of family disputes with the wife and the

husband’s family, the husband generally stands behind the family not behind
the wife. That is why women frequently say what was written in your fate
M
cannot erase ngor privet phyola akha \
1

came

to

parents treated

mistake,

it

know how lucky was at my parents’ home as a daughter. My
me differently than they treated my sister-in law. If made a
I

I

was overlooked. That was not

brother, although he

the case with

may have had sympathy

my

for his wife,

sister-in-law.

was not able

My

to

my parents. My own experience as a daughter
and now a daughter-in-law tells me that daughters will also be treated
differently. Women do not have the same privileges after marriage and living
express his disagreement with

with their in-laws that you have

at

home.

we

In a traditional society like ours

generally are not supposed to talk about our unhappiness with our parents.

have

my

to pretend that

we

are

parents are interfering,

happy with our in-laws. If my in-laws believe
there would be much trouble.

Gurung society like any other in Nepal treats sons differently than
daughters. The value of a son is more than many daughters. A son keeps
family lineage alive. This is the main reason women are forced to bear
children until a son

is

Seldom do they ask

if

blames the wife. He

is

We

that

the

born. If she does not bear a son the family blames her.
the husband might have any disabilities. Every one

forced to take on another wife in order to produce a

Although the national legal code, Muluki Ain, clearly defines when a
husband can remarry, the law holds only on paper. No one asks if a woman
son.

being treated equally or if her rights are being protected.
to

be subordinate to their husbands.

Women

also

do not

Women

is

are expected

feel secure until she

has a son or sons. Until she has one, she worries about her husband possibly
bringing another wife home.

another group, but

36

No

if

Men

marry women from
from another caste other than

are forgiven if they

a daughter marries a

man

one can wash away what has been written as someone's

fate

may reject her. The door for visiting her parents may
The family may act this way for fear of the society.
When came to live with my husband s family, had to obey everyone

her own. her family
close.

I

1

the family including

women

younger brother in-laws and

move

a strange feeling to

is

it

my

sister in-laws.

in

many

For

new home with your new in-laws.
husband joined the Indian armed

into a

:

One has to make a lot of adjustments. My
forces. He would return home on leave only once every three years and
that is
the only time saw him. This is not unusual for Gurung women.
At my husband’s home had to wake up early in the morning, clean the
I

I

house, and finish the daily chores. If

me

I

did not do the chores, the in-laws

would

A

names.

daughter in-law never has free time. Perhaps if my in-laws
were educated the situation could have been different. That is only a guess.
My in-laws were illiterate. They did not encourage their daughters to go to

call

To them school was

school.

a waste of time. Others in the village also have

However, they encourage

similar beliefs.

their sons to

become

literate.

My

husband has a seventh grade education.
Times have changed. Today, I see families sending their daughters to
school. Parents who did not have the opportunity to be educated themselves
send their daughters to school.

My

daughter

attending school.

is

I

will try to

give her the same opportunities that her younger brother will have.

husband

is

supportive of

decision, because

husband and
world.

I

my

we have been

It

was easy

for girls.

I

wish

is

my

for

me

to

My

make such

from our in-laws.

living separately

strongly believe that education

more important

It is

decision.

a

My

very important in today's

grandfather had understood the

importance of education for his grand daughters.

As

a

woman

1

do believe

in

maintaining some of the traditions that help

us in today’s world. Traditions help us to understand our practices,
are practiced,

what existed before

us,

and what

to

why

they

expect with regard to roles

women and the roles of elders. At the same time, we need to adapt
what makes sense today. Some things we do today might have been

of men and
to

considered inappropriate

such as sending children to school.

in the past,

believe that some changes have been possible, because
outside world
in the past

many

more so than

stayed

factors that

at

I

are connected to

the time of our parents and grandparents. People

in the local area

expos us

we

and had

little

to the outside world.

outside contact. There are

People frequently traveled

abroad. Technology, such as radio, television, and newspapers, has helped us
to learn

about others.

Since

good thing

I

moved
is

to this village.

that our village has

I

have experienced many changes. The

made

progress in

many

areas.

At the same

time there are many bad things happening in our village. Young people are
more self-centered and emulate Western lifestyles. How many local youth can
afford to have such lifestyle? It should be a major concern for all of us. Young
people are also not interested in working on the family farms. They do not

have any other
frustration

skills to get

a job outside of their village. This leads to

and gets them involved

in

unacceptable behavior.
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The positive side of progress
community activities. In the past,

is

are able to be involved in

would be impossible

for women to be
helped their families and the community.
group popularly known as Ama samuha. The women of
it

involved in activities even though

We

women

that

have a women’s

it

Sikles, particularly married women, have formed these groups.
Each precinct
has a mothers' group. The group works for the welfare of their members.
The

groups

first started collecting donations from villagers who
returned from
woiking abroad. The fund would be used tor teasts or celebrations. Later on

we

decided to use the fund to benefit our members. It would have been
impossible for the group to reach this stage without the support of The Anna
Purna Conservation Area Project (ACAP). The project staff helped us, to

We

organize, to set priorities and to solve the problems.

manage our funds
very active

Years

better.

later,

mother’s groups

such as repairing

in local activities,

how

learned

in Sikles

to

have been

funding electrical

trails,

Women are engaging in a wide range of
This would be impossible some years ago. Women were supposed
to work behind the scenes. Even a strong- minded woman could not have
projects and a daycare center.
activities.

expressed or participated

When

in local affairs.

joined the mother group

I was one of the youngest in the group.
mother in-law was not happy that was associated with the group. Other
women from all ages made negatives comments about the groups. Some used

I

My

I

nauyom urti. to describe and discourage us. In
women who could read and write. Slowly the group
was able to convince more women to join them. Many years later Ama toli has
become a successful organization in the village. No one believed that a group
of uneducated village women could make a difference in their own lives and

the proverb a hen
the group,

in the lives

they

come

I

was

is

crowing

the only

of their families. This proved that every one has the potential

if

together.

worked alone. We learned from our
own experience. Older women of our village were role models for the younger
women. Looking at the past, can see how much has changed in our society
and with people's attitudes and beliefs. Some things that were considered
taboos in the past are now acceptable to most of the community. Men have
become more open minded. They have begun to understand that women can
take many roles and have learned to give them credit when they deserve it.
This would not be possible

if

we

all

I

The differences

in roles

of

men and women

in

many

instances are narrowing.

This does not necessarily mean everything has changed.
change.

I

am

optimistic for the future generation.

lose sight of their cultural values. (Nani

I

Some day

it

hope though they

will
will not

[young female] participant)

My Commentary
The metaphor of being
are already the recipients of

a

yam between two

much change;

rocks seems to portray this group well. 1 hey

for example, the
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young men

are expected to attend

school, whereas in the past schooling did not have the

same value even

if

someone could

afford to send their sons to school. Additionally, girls and
untouchables are being allowed to

go

to school

even

in small

becomes more of a norm
Education

numbers. As the numbers increase

for the

in all categories, the practice

community.

seen as something positive and not as a cultural socializing process
that can

is

put the younger generation in conflict with traditional ways. Education

is

modernization. The invisibility of a dialogue about culture and tradition
different

form of education and learning,

oral tradition, village

life,

about

in the

context of a

and local culture

is

rendered obsolete or backwards. For example, to have a better livelihood, the youth must
leave the village.

The younger generation
their place in the

participants expressed the least ability to

modern world. Where

as the adult group

mediate change and the elders had the power
maintaining traditional ways would

to resist

make them

seemed

to

make choices about

have the

ability to

change, the youth group

a failure in society and either

felt that

way

they would

lose.

This

is

not to say that they did not want change or see opportunities in change. This

especially so for the female participants.

The

narrative by the

young woman already saw

was
a

progression of change in the fact that she articulated a sense that education would benefit her

and her actions

to

advocate for herself and she had determination to become pail of the

mothers' group, even though there was resistance

in the family

and saw her actions as

benefiting the future generations of women.

The view of the younger women seemed
categories. Overall,

women were more

to differ

from the

women

in the

other

reluctant to express going against tradition.

The

women

younger

new

ideas,

that the

were generally more educated and more expressive

became “the

younger group as having no regard

itself

for tradition

embracing modern ways; the adult group sees
and for supporting change

younger generation sees
adapting to

new ways

it

limits

when coming up

embrace new ways

in his

it

to access resources

of the participants

itself as not

having

new ways. What

until

i.e..

he

very differently. The elder group sees the

and potentially losing

itself as

much

all

seems

is

to

their identity through

mediators for maintaining traditions

choice and feeling

much

and the

pressure in

mentioned

that

denied to them

in the adult

three groups have in

common

that they

advantages for them.

members of the untouchable

in the past,

discrimination

still

and youth group grapple with the

economic

caste are also being able

exists.

untouchable are mentioned

of discrimination being an issue

seems

status, yet are reluctant to

may

be

One

that

that

some

is

go against

at the root

in the narratives points to a

that they grapple with.
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It

conflict of discrimination,

Fear of community reprisal and/or the loss of their privilege

fact that the

is

be a lightning rod for the limits of behavior following attitude

privilege based on age, gender, caste or

The

house

that they see as beneficial to increasing their livelihood;

that they see as creating

caste system

many. Though

cause.

no say

against elders,

but maintaining traditions that they do not see as helping them to be

successful in adapting to

tradition.

seems

eldest elder’Vpatriarch.

Each group perceives each other and

i.e.,

it

emotional and physical backlash from family members and villagers. Being
male

the brother not standing up for his wife or the father that had

for

new ways,

have challenged traditional ways have gained much but have also been

provides more privilege and power, but also has

The

valuing

and expanded loles lor women. From the narratives of the participants,

women who

at risk for

in

consciousness

not raised in the

discussion

groups.

is

The

the historical division

among

mentioned

tact that this is not

the Gurungs, the four groups and the sixteen

at all,

may

be seen as an issue that

it

is

sensitive to

raise.

I

heme

2:

Leader and Leadership

Elder Group Narratives

The second major theme

that arose

when asked about change was

from the narratives of the individual

the role of leader and leadership in the

group articulated different views about leaders and leadership.

mentioned by
leaders

all

members. They were: formal and informal

Chiba naha

or elders.

,

The groups

often

members of wealthy

The Gro they
,

They described

stated,

leaders.

community. Each

kinds of leadership were

They

called informal

families, religious figure, such as a

stated that in Sikles elders represent traditional leadership.

once the formal leader, though the Gro
leader in the past.

Two

participants

38

or the head of the village

the role of the

was responsible

Gro

They were

was considered

as very important to the

shaman,

the official

community.

for collecting land revenue for the central

government

during Rana's time, was also responsible for maintaining peace and security for the village,

and mediated disputes. The Gro and

his

male progeny are

still

recognized as leaders, albeit

informal, of the community, though less and less by the younger generation.

formal leaders,

members

explained, are those

who

The current

are elected by the people or appointed by

the government.

37

38

Elder and knowledgeable person

village head was generally an inherited position. In 1962, the government instituted elected forms of
governance throughout Nepal and the Gro was no longer officially recognized as the head of the village.

The
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The elder group members saw

community

affairs

the role ol elders as important in helping to sort out

because of their years of experience. They stated they are respected
by the

majority of the villagers for their experience and wisdom. They stated that good
or bad.
elders have demonstrated that they have leadership skills and experience
lack of experience of youth.

They expressed

compared

to the

the ability of elders to relate to a wide range of

people because of their experience which has given them a broader understanding of human
behavior and relationships. They also stated that because of their age and years of living
the

community they know many people on

history,

a personal level,

i.e.,

in

generations of family

and can provide advice accordingly.

Some

in the elder

group stated

that they

recognized that the Gurung community of

Sikles maintained the tradition of having older males

kinship system

is

community, they

large and, therefore, the

stated.

They noted

make

the decisions for the family.

The

power of the older male can extend throughout

that, generally, leaders

come from high

the

caste families

and, therefore, untouchables do not play any important part in decision making role with

regard to the village/community

When

the

women were

become

different than a

and, therefore,

39

may

is

women

leaders, they stated that this

In the past, they explained,

leaders.

man's and

.

asked about

were seeing the most change.
opportunity to

39

They

women were

is

where they

not allowed the

stated that in a traditional society, the role of women

confined to the home.

not be as strong as men.

Some

Women,

they said, by nature are

is

soft,

stated that leadership does not necessarily

The Brahmins of Nepal, upon coming to Nepal,
They are somewhere in the
put indigenous groups
live
in the village. They have their
Brahmins
few
though
system,
this
incorporated
have
Gurungs
middle. Sikles
See Chapter 4 for more
Four
Groups.
and
the
Sixteen
into
the
Gurungs
up
the
splits
that
system
internal
own
Gurungs do not have the same

caste system as the Hindus.

into their system.

Gurungs

are not high caste no low caste.

detail.
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mean

physical toughness and

women may

be physically weaker but some might be

psychologically tougher. Yet, tradition has been a barrier for

some have observed. Women

in the public,

women become

Women
that

vocal her actions

may

decade or

so,

women

have been

about the mothers’ group,

to take leadership roles

are supposed to care for the family and

men toward women had

in their culture is

at the forefront

Ama samuha,

changed.

Some

changing.

Some

noted that

stated

in the past

of community improvements. They talked

as an example.

Although both elder men and

expressed recognition of the changing roles of women as exemplified by

member groups

when

considered inappropriate or “unwomanly” some note.

noted that the attitude of many

what was once considered taboo

women

agreed that males, generally elder males,

still

made

this

women

group, the elder

the rules and decisions in

the families and village.

I

asked the participants to describe the qualities of an effective leader. The following

is

an excerpt from the interview of an elder male which gives an example of what most thought

were the qualities of an effective

A

leader

is

like

leader:

an ocean. All rivers merge into the ocean. They carry

dirt,

dead animals, human waste and many other things. The ocean accepts
whatever rivers bring with them and never reject them. The depth of the ocean
is unknown. A wise leader should be like that. He should be peaceful and

calm under any circumstances. He should treat his people like his own
children. If a child complains to his parents, they never dismiss him without
any reason. They

try to

Similarly, a leader

may

should not shut them

understand his problems and help

if

they can.

be criticized by his people without any reasons but he

off.

A

leader

is

a father of his community.

As

parents

provide direction for the children, similarly the role of a leader should provide
right direction.
for us.

We

are like a blind person.

He

is

the one

If he started fighting with petty things he will not

who carries the light
command as a leader

any more.

A

must be decisive, charismatic, brave, strong, self-confident and
intelligent and must have integrity. He also must be a selfless person. If a
leader is self- centered, he becomes an exploiter in his community and the
community suffers a lot. We had many good leaders and bad leaders. Good
leaders are always ready to help others. They were revered and blessed by the
leader
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good work. o this day some of those family members have
become prosperous. here were those whose ancestors were bad leaders, they
made innocent people cry and took away their property without any reasons,
villagers lor their

I

1

and they were cursed. Today, many of those families are not doing well. Some
did not produce any sons and therefore are Antal partiyai 40 lost their family
lines.

(Elder

Gurung Male

Participant)

My Commentary
Participants of the elder group

some questioned
their role in the

saw male

elders as the leaders of the

their role as formal or informal. In essence, this

community.

In the

Gurung

community though

group was talking about

tradition in Sikles, both elder

respected and recognized for their age and wisdom, though elder

men. This group recognized the new governance

structure, but

men and women

women may

some saw

it

defer to elder

as a separate

system for “government” or “political” matters, whereas the elders had a larger role
Culturally and traditionally, male elders and the

though

all

They
if for

agreed

still

this

was

Gro were

some only w ithin

the family or kinship structure.

down

to the next

critical but

diminishing, though

history

was

still

the

40

A

rules.

the role of elders as

means

for doing this and, therefore,

which gave elders

a platform to

practiced at home. Oral history passed

customary rules and explained the application of these

down and

They saw

generation knowledge gained through experience and

intergenerational gatherings or village gatherings

customary

community,

rapidly changing.

knowledge from those before them. Oral

passed

the leaders of the

to play.

believed that the elders were consulted for their knowledge and wisdom, even

significant in passing

were

are

rules.

These were the

do

this

down

the

rules of Sikles

recognized for centuries. Disputes or other conflicts were resolved by local

The Gro was responsible

for

know ing

family without a son
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the customary rules and maintaining

order in the community. Piioi to 1962, the

their representative

Among

the

Gvo was recognized by

which gave him power beyond

Gurungs of Sikles there

is

government as

the central

his cultural significance.

a saying, Rajako niti duniako
,

thiti

King

or “as the

has big laws, the villagers have bigger customary laws.” Elected officials or government

workers represent His Majesty’s government, yet the elders and Gro represent centuries of

knowledge, practice, and

For the majority of the elder group participants

tradition.

village families and their kinship networks

traditional

ways

still

make

the

community and,

taking on roles that were relegated to men. Even

men's

expanded public

women

women

some think

women, comes

the

that

how

final note

that

was

may

opposed

to participate in decision

translate into the

that the

members were

being a good leader. They did not

qualities as

are in the public sphere,

men

make

still

acknowledgement

the major

that

some

With more men being

less

taking leadership roles in the public space, one can assume that more

might have the opportunity

happened, or

A

role of

if

Women

attitudes towards traditional role restrictions has changed.

resistant to

therefore, the

have much power.

Yet, they also speak of the changes that are happening.

decisions, with the

in Sikles

making.

If that

home/family space, has yet
clear about

comment on

to inheriting a leader that

what

qualities

has actually

to be explored.

were important

for

the ability to choose a leader with such

may

or

may

not have such qualities. Elders

believed that leaders will strive to be good, otherwise “if you create problems for innocent
people, god curses you, you and your future generation suffer."

Adult Group Narratives
Leadership was also an example of change given by
stated focused

on the contrast between leadership
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this group.

Much

of what they

qualities of the elder generation

and

younger generation.

When

younger generation as

asked an adult participant to explain his view on
elders and the

I

me

leaders, he told

man saw two oxen and asked them where
was going

that he

The ox

to

a story about

The man asked

replied forcefully in a loud voice that he

master's. In the evening

when

the

man saw

field.

he

1

man

me

land

all his life.

that older people

strong he

field.

The

meaning older people

decision.

One

it

On

was.

me

the

said in a

low voice

meaning of the

at the

young ox

home

tried to

story.

is

above.

He

effective leader

to

tilled the

show how-

end of the day.

when times

young people

a person

who

and wise. Young people have a
be destructive.
is

make

are tough or tough decisions need

decisions carefully; they think about

in general

damage

too

lot

is

its

who

tend to

make

a hasty

it

many

can caused a
other things.

vision for the future.

They

lot

careful, patience

of energy.

If

it

Young people

is

and knowledgeable

not used properly

to a small brook.

of destruction.

It

When

it

could

the

destroys property, causes

are less patient and

are very emotional. Leaders
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ocean and the younger

banks in a rainstorm. He continued:

Young people can be compared

Hooded

He

whole day, the young ox was

stated the elder leaders are like an

is

that

of a popular Nepali proverb; Jahan garho, tyaha budha

generation like a brook that could easily flood

brook

me

the other hand the

are tough or strong

opposed

ox.

the land of his

adult participant described elders as leaders similar to the elder participant

whose excerpt

An

young ox who

participant explained to

be made. The participant stated that old people

different viewpoints as

till

loud voice that he was returning

his loud response. After tilling the

Another participant told

to

also going to

to the

exhausted which was symbolized by his low voice

saro,

same question of the young

have more experience than young people. The old ox had

He knew how hard

was through

in a

asked the same question

he was returning from the
told

was

the

both oxen returning home, he asked the old ox

where he was coming from. The old ox replied
from the

to the story, a

they were going. The old ox replied in a low
voice

his master s land.

till

two oxen. According

who make

may

lack

a decision

when he is in a state of emotion will not make the right decision.
A
may not be able to the right decision when he is in a state of fear.

leader

The energy

they have lasts for a short period of time. It is also true
that young people are
less expei ienced. In a traditional society, age
and experience are necessary
qualities ot a leader.

Not

We

live in the village. Each village has its own
traditions.
leaders of this generation learn and understand the
importance of the

all

values of their culture. They believe that old traditions prevent
new ideas. In a
traditional society like ours decisions are made on the basis
of our culture.

Eventually

on our

I

will die.

traditions.

But as long as people live in this village, they must carry
have lost many and soon many will be lost.

We already

(Adult Gurung Male Participant)

Though

the majority of respondents stated on the positive qualities that
elders had that

were important

for leadership, their narratives

seemed

to

underscore that members of their

generation incorporated the good qualities of both the elders and the youths with awareness

of traditional knowledge and modern day
leadership

among

their generation with

legitimate leadership of the family and

electing a leader.

group

They observed

in local politics,

and

politics.

some

They

state that there is

feeling strongly that traditional leaders are the

community and being open

that currently,

that older villagers will vote for their age

age group will consider both customary rules and

felt that

Members from

it

was

ideas such as

new ways. Some

are the

dominant

group over candidates

that

elders generally did not run for public office, because they did not

them or

new

to

members of their generation

from the very young because they respect experience and believe

believe in

no consensus about

members of the

also

commented

know

the

adult

that

new ways

or

better left to the next generation.

the adult group stated that their generation can bridge the

intergenerational gap between the elder and younger people because they understand views

of both groups and help each side

may

to

understand the other better. They also believed that they

be more tolerant of opposite views and have the ability to deal with complex issues,

especially those

who were

in the military.

Leaders had to understand traditional norms since
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the majority of the villagers

the

still

practiced them, yet customary rules alone could
not solve

all

problems faced by today's society, and so an effective leader
must combine customary

and

rules

Some

traditional

knowledge with new w ays of thinking and awareness of current

stated that the village

no longer lived

in isolation

and

that their leaders

needed

law.

to

understand the changes that w^ere happening around them.

Age and
noted.

experience are very important qualities of a leader, the majority
of respondents

The individual respondents talked much about

the differences

leaders and the younger generation, and concluded that

generally

embodied

members from

the best characteristics of both generations.

had much patience, took time

to

between the elders as
their generation

They thought older people

analyze problems, had more control over their emotions,

could be more objective, and could live with the brunt of making unpopular decisions.
said that not

that people

all

elders are tied to tradition and not

of their age were actually able

to

all

young people embrace new

Some

ideas, but

embrace both.

My Commentary
In the adult group's narratives

I

see a lot of praise for the elders as leaders and

recognition of the elders' role as informal leaders. In practice,

many from

their generation

have become the modern leaders of the community. They have walked on the edges of the
traditional world/village life

and the modern world/outside of the village experience. They

distinguish in their narratives between the positive qualities as generalization about elders

and the youth as leaders and many see

their generation as

about their role as a bridge between the old and
both

men and women.

Yet,

it

would seem

new were

that they
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embodying

both.

those active

Those most vocal

in the

were also change agents

public sphere,

in the private

sphere, even if only to raise questions, whereas in the past
questions were

deemed

a

challenge to traditional ways.
^ et one

may

actually see in these narratives by the adult group
participants an extension

of positive traditional values: respecting wisdom 41 striving for consensus,
learning from the
,

past,

and understanding the complexity of their society and, therefore, understanding

then decisions can have an impact beyond what
villagers will in act

laws/rules.

It

seems

what they believe
that

among

in

and

is

is

that

before them as well as understanding that

familiar, their culture practices, over

the adult generation and elder generation,

many

modern

will

go

to

informal or traditional leaders before going to a formal leader for advice or to mediate
conflict,

which supports

the traditions of the past.

Younger Group Narratives

The view of a leadership among
elder and adult group participants.

the

They

generation and the others before them

is

younger generation participants
stated that the

that they

is

different

major distinction between

have grown up

in

what

changed world" and they know “what was" from what they have been

is

told

from the

their

already “the

and not from

experience. Elders are respected and valued for being the sources of their cultural and

traditional

knowledge, respondents explained. They have been raised with the practice of

listening to elders

and following what they are told without question. Yet, many express the

feeling that traditions are too rigid for the world they have to survive in and they feel

frustration with the generation prior to

them

for not seeing the

need

for adapting to the

world.

41

For some narrators

this is

used as a synonym for age. For others they articulate a distinction.
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new

\ ounger participants including
often barriers to change.

They

some

stated that

adult respondents stated that “older people’'
are

many

in the older

generation were stuck with just

focusing on "old values,” even though the world around them
had changed. They

people thought that younger people might not have the necessary knowledge,

knew

older

and

skills,

experience to deal with the complexity of social or political issues. Yet,
they stated, they

more prepared

felt

with the modern world than those of the generations before them,

to deal

especially those of the elder generation.

Some

stated that the older generations

were not willing

to give

them the benefit of the

doubt to be leaders. They stated that they were aware that many see age as synonymous with

wisdom

and, therefore, their age

is

an obstacle. Yet.

generations before them were not perfect or

younger generation must work twice as hard
patience,

wisdom and

all

to

the capacity to deal with

aware of their shortcomings and

that this

good

many

pointed out that leaders from the

either.

Some

from the

stated that leaders

prove that they are competent, have vision,

complex

issues.

They

stated that they are

awareness made them better prepared

to take

on

leadership roles. This group complained that they were being unfairly labeled by their

community without being given
The follow ing

leaders.

We

are the

want

is

first

to lead our

of others. There
difficult thing.

Some

a chance, yet they

generation to experience leaders being elected.

community
is

believe

we

of new'

Change means giving up

old ideas
in

As

a leader

I

To do this need support
To them change is a
and accepting new ones.

in a different direction.

a resistance from older people.

and practices are deeply rooted

beliefs

to be the generation

a description of one participant's view on leaders and leadership:

change them. The more you press
I

were going

I

our society.

It is

difficult to

for change, the stronger resistance

becomes.

should preserve some of our traditions which help us to be

The rest should be modified accordingly. Since
young generation of leaders, find my age an obstacle. It is a
widely held belief that the young generation of leaders lack experience. In
competent

in today’s world.

represent the

many

cases

history

it

I

is

true.

and culture.

For example, many of us have

A

good leader should be able
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to

little

understanding of

communicate

his ideas

I

effectively to the people.

action

good

is

for the

establishing trust

It can be done by explaining why
the particular
community. Younger people have difficulties in

among

older people. Older people overwhelmingly dominate

local issues and, therefore, dismiss the
is

views of the younger generation. There
young people. Hijoko phul aja ko
which translates as "yesterday's egg and today’s chick.” It is hard to

a proverb about the leadership by

challa

,

change people's perception. Young people must work to change the
perception. They have less patience and are easily frustrated by
unfavorable
situations. They want everything quicker and faster. Society does
not run that
way.

The

history of our people indicates that in the past the people of Sikles
had a self- sustaining way of life. They grew their own food. They made

clothes for themselves. People looked after each other.

They never expected

anything from the outside. But this has changed.

Young people do not want to
work in the fields. In the old days, we produced our food. Today, we import it
from other areas. Our lands have become unproductive. Today we expect
everything to be done for

we

government cannot provide any assistance,
we have become more dependent on
have learned how to be a good beggar. We have lost our
us. If the

look lor another source. Thus

We

outsiders.

ingenuity and hard w'ork ethic.

donors are ready to give
nhoyai.

I

must learn
alms

to

all

is measured by how' much assistance he brings
must not forget that outside help must be temporary. We
stand on our own feet. Do we want to remain beggars and ask

hard before

We

our lives? What do

challenge for

My

We asked ourselves, why bother as long as the
We have developed wrong habits, Mhila ban

to us.

he success of a leader

from the outside.
for

it

it

all

we do

if

the

alms stop coming?

of us especially a challenge for the leaders.

becomes too

late.

(Young Gurung Male

It is

We

a big

must work

Participant)

Commentary
During

my

field

work,

1

had the opportunity

generations in the community.

individual interview group.

I

spoke with

The ones

that

I

to

view the relationships of many

many young
spoke

to

people along with those

in the

expressed having respect for the wisdom

of elders, but expressed that the elders did not have the same respect for them. They knew
that elders thought that

They

in their

also stated that elders see

being relevant

4:

many

to their

generation did not understand or care about tradition.

them as blindly following new ideas

community. They understood

People with no experience or

little

experience.
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that

that they did not see as

age gives them privilege to share

their ideas

and many do were cautious

response. This

made many even more

in

expressing their views, because they

frustrated and to

some

extent hurt the

knew

the

community

because the generations were not benefiting from a dialogue that would
better prepare the

young

world they

for the

\oung people
by

live in.

believed that

their forefathers yet they

sense, to

them and

They expressed

good

is

very difficult to maintain old traditions as

were not advocating

that helped

them adapt

to the

for ending all traditions.

new world

many

leadership.

much

choice.

believed that

Most believed

it

When

was

that a

it

came

it

was defined

The ones

made

that

they understood were important.

the pressure to give up practices, especially those

study or work, without

interviewees

it

who

left

the village to

to leadership, like the individual

a person's character

good leader had

to

more than

their

age that signified

understand the modern world more

than knowing about the past.

Yet, the

village

was

young

less

narrator above points to the significance of knowing their past,

w orld,

community members. The respondents were

i.e.,

I

in the

for taking

the politics of aid and the effects on

most aware about the criticisms about

the

leadership potentials as viewed by each age group.

change

the

dependent on the outside world and the dangers of such dependency, along

with knowing the realities of their current

most potential

i.e.,

They

are also

aware

on significant formal and informal leadership

that they

their

have the

roles with regard to

community.

believe that the topic of leaders and leadership w^as significant for

because of the changes that have taken place

in

all

age groups

government and governance

that reaches into

each community and touches each family. After the restoration of democracy
partisan polities

became

divisive in the local

in

Nepal,

community. Many members of the community,
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especially younger people, said that the older people tried
being conciliatory with the

opposition groups, because they believed that no single party had
the answers to the

problems they faced and
together.

that

whatever the party

The younger people of the

village that

affiliation that wins,

I

was

among

best for the

villagers

community and had

and caused a

The older group seemed
by outsiders. Changes
political structure in

rift

to

it

work

to

make

a decision about

which

support that group. This has created conflict

with some internal groups and families intergenerationality.

to express that

much of the younger

in the political structure

generation has been influenced

has happened

Nepal have happened much more often

the past 100 years as experienced in the village.

capital in the past,

to

spoke, to including interview participants,

expressed a very different view. They stated that you had
party

you have

Even

if

in the past,

but changes in the

in the past five

there

decades than

were major changes

in

in the

did not often have a ripple effect in the villages that were often protected

by isolation. The current

political

changes have been significant for the people of Sikles,

because they have further increased tension over change and maintaining traditional ways,
i.e.,

who

vs. the

has the legitimacy of representing family/village/self, the power of individual vote

head of the family deciding on

the civil

war and

its

political affiliation,

repercussions on the family,

from the younger generation group are correct

etc.

in that

being plunged without control into

To some

extent

some of the respondents

they have no choice about maintaining

the past because they have been thrust into the present. If they do not act. they will have no

say in the future. The issue that

all

the respondents raise

both views.
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is

whether

it

is

possible to balance

Theme

3:

Education and Opportunities

Elder Group Narratives

Respondents

means being
them was

in this

group use the term for education or Kheba priba, which actually

able to read and write or being literate.

that

you would not be cheated by

The importance of being

others. Yet, participants

expressed mixed leelings about formalized education or schooling.

would
that

if

he would have wanted to go to school

he could not

would do

if

me what

tell

when he was

he would have done

in

from

this

literate for

group

asked one respondent

I

He responded by

a child.

those days, but he told

me what he

he were born today. He stated that he certainly would go to school

born today. He.

like the others, stated that in their days, only a

had the opportunity

to learn

how

to read

and

write.

few

His narrative

is

if

if

he were

any from the village

similar to

what the other

respondents stated:

In

my

childhood days, there was no school.

illiterate.

We

Many

of my generation were

did not understand the importance of education.

Anyone who

can read and write was considered an educated person. The people of Sikles

were poor. The majority of our people could not afford education. Rich people
hired a temporary tutor for their children. The first lessons focused on reading
and writing. Additionally, understanding and interpreting of individual
horoscopes was considered an important part of learning. Finally and most
importantly he would be given the lesson on writing legal documents, tamsuk,

and the understanding of the legal codes. Anyone who completed these
lessons was considered a knowledgeable person in the community.
In the old days, Sikles and other villages were isolated from the outside
and outsiders. Children were afraid of strangers. There were only a few people
who learned how to speak Nepali. Everyone spoke Gurung language or Tamu

Younger people speak multiple languages. People
the village. Schools and colleges have become

Kyui. That has changed.

are

no longer confined to
necessary. Even poor people have the opportunity for education. We have a
high school in our village. Some have gone to college and are now earning a

good

living.

People from

all

over the world have come to our village.

Similarly our people have gone abroad. Like yourself, for example. In my
childhood, never heard about America or England. I had not seen or heard
1

about a radio while

and

1

know what

is

I

was young.

happening

Now

I

have

in the country.
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my own

radio.

During the

last

1

stating

listen

every day

lew years we

ha\ e had electricity.

Some

people have televisions.

can go to the health center.

Some of the

treatment

choice

In the past

we had

When

people are sick they

to find a local healer for

services by healers were costly.

We

Now we

have

a

can contact local healers or go to the village health center
I also see some negative effects
of change. Some of the old traditions are
disappearing. Young people are no longer interested in maintaining
some of
our traditions. The young generation wants to live like foreigners.
They do not

want to wear our traditional dress. The food we eat is considered inferior
compared to imported ones I cannot distinguish between village youth or
outsiders. They all dress the same way. Our people feel ashamed of
wearing
the traditional dress. I wear a bhor"and Kdsha44 Many of the old
tailors are
dying. Younger tailors have not learned the trade from their elders Bamboo
mattresses are replaced by imported plastic sheets. Women are no longer
weaving sacks to store grains. It is replaced -by plastic bags. We were once
.

by using local resources.

self-sufficient

grew

In the past villagers

Young people do

outsiders.

their

own

not want to

It is

not the case any more.

food. They did not have to rely on
work on the farmlands. These are not

good signs People once considered untouchable are speaking out against old
traditions.
cannot tell them not to touch me. It is okay in the cities but do
not feel comfortable with them eating or sitting with me in the village. The
government has outlawed any discrimination based on caste or ethnicity. It is
I

my

I

and

tradition

live longer

I

My own
for

my

who

are

try to

it

grandchildren do not believe

man who does

an old

therefore

cannot maintain

not

know

in traditional practices.

To them

I

anything about today’s world They blame

ignorance. In the past. Westerners were considered low caste, and,

would not be allowed

copying a

lifestyle

maintain their

own

inside the house. This

woman,

is

no longer so People

from others are considered civilized and those who

are uncivilized

Education has opened the door for
or a

I

will

I

untouchable.

am
me

because it may be considered illegal. If
probably have to eat together with people that I considered
may have to eat food that my tradition prohibits.
I

In the past whether you are
low caste did not have the

all.

rural or urban, high caste or

a

man

opportunity to be educated Education was considered only for the rich and
boys only. That has changed. Women with education hold jobs in the

government

My

offices. (Elder

43
44

Participant)

Commentary
This elder impressed upon

and

Gurung Male

a better

community. He

A traditional shirt
A white sheet about

me

that

he thought education would bring forth better people

stated that he recognized the opportunities that

three meters long

wear by man around the
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waist.

young

villagers

now have

because of education but

negative effects of a society that
that he thought the

from ways

same time he

community together

were rooted

harmoniously.

is

perplexed

at

what he sees as

supposedly better educated. For example, he pointed out

the outside world

stated that traditions

to survive

the

younger generation was more

that kept the

more dependent on

is

at

in his eyes,

He thought

and

people were turning away

that they

have actually become

which he thought made them more vulnerable. He

meaning and

in

selfish, that the

that these

that education

would

meanings helped the community
create a

younger generation

that

could help the community understand these meanings in more depth and create even a better

community. Instead, the learning they were receiving labeled

their traditions as uncivilized

and backwards.

Adult Group Narratives

The

adult generation of participants

feelings toward education.

children

more

They

opportunities.

they grew up in the village.

how

to read

and write was

to

have a more positive expression of their

especially articulated that they

They

They

also talked about not having

stated that the

to join the

who

education to join, though those

seemed

way

to get

felt

education gave their

much

access to education as

come education

army. At that time, you did not need

had education were promoted

much

or at least to learn

much of an

quicker. Higher

ranks also meant a higher pension upon retirement. They experienced the positive impact of

education within the service.

They

stated that they

saw

that

uneducated parents often did not prioritize educating

children unless they experienced the positive aspects of education. But

most parents who were from
believed that education

made

their generation

some

their

stated that today

even though they themselves were not educated

a positive difference in their children’s lives.
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Some

stated that

there

was

still

a bias between the investment in the education of girls and
boys, though they

were seeing many

When

asked

girls in the village attending school.

why

parents were willing to provide education primarily to sons over

daughters, their response

was

that

it

was okay

seemed was not necessarily important
supposed

One

go

to

to live

to educate both if you could afford but

to educate daughters.

with their husbands and, therefore,

it

They

was

it

stated that daughters are

a waste of money.

adult respondent described his experience as the following:

Education was not considered important among the local people. There were
only a few people who were able to read and write. There was no school in the
village. Education was considered a luxury and only wealthy villagers could
afford to get an education.
brothers.

was

recruited by an

illiterate.
I

As we grew
I

My

older,

army

was unable

was doing. Similarly

parents could not afford to educate

become

1

a cattle herder.

recruiter, Galla,

to write a letter to
I

When was
1

me

and joined the Indian army.

my

parents.

my

and

eighteen,

I

was
They did not know how
I

know how they were back home either. In
only medium of communication. There were no

did not

those days, letters were the

other sources of communication such as telephones. At the training center,
there
to

were some

clerks,

Baku,

who would

our families and friends. Whenever

take

it

to the clerk to

be read

to

I

write a letter for

received a

letter

me and my

from home

I

friends

had

to

me.

Time has changed for the better. We have a high school in our village.
More and more children including girls attend regular school. Even poor and
untouchables, Dalit, have access to school. Slowly but surely the Dalit and
other disfranchised groups can attend school without any restrictions. Each

year the number of people graduating from high schools, colleges and the
university has increased. Education has opened the door for

all

generations

and genders. Slowly but steadily villagers have begun to pay attention to the
importance of education. Adult literacy classes have been organized in
different precincts.

Despite these good things our society

is still

dominated by old traditions

and norms. Some of them have been practiced for many generations, and.
therefore are hard to give up. For example, the caste system: these beliefs and
practices are strongly rooted in our society. Many of us do not feel
comfortable doing certain things with those

who

are considered untouchable

for fear of being ostracizing by our community and family members. Still
there are strong feelings about issues ol caste; individuals alone leel they

cannot take the risk of changing the practices. Changes are only possible
the

community

is

united in changing their beliefs.
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when

In my opinion, education plays an important
role in breaking some of our
outdated tiaditions. Educated people can make good and
convincing

arguments

in support ot

what

is

good and bad

tor the

community. They

are

much more open to new ideas whereas people with no education resist
change. My own views on education changed as have become
older. If had
I

remained

in the village like

some other

villagers,

different than the other villagers. (Adult

I

perhaps

Gurung Male

would be no

I

Participant)

My Commentary
I

he adult participants believed that education was a gateway to make a
better

Yet, they also

seemed

to

understand

children, especially their daughters.

why some

villagers

Those who had never gone

had not experienced the positive impact of education
education.

there

Though

would

may

resist

far

living.

educating their

from the village or

who

not see the use of investing in an

the respondents talked about the monetary costs of an education, even if

was no monetary

cost there

and doing household chores

is

was

the loss of help with farming.

extremely labor intensive

in the

Working

in the

farms

mountains of Nepal. Girls

help with household chores as well as with the caretaking of their siblings. In addition,
leave the birth family to join the husband's family and therefore their education

is

girls

seen as a

poor investment for the future survival of the family.

Respondents talked about the changing

seemed

attitude

towards education. Multiple factors

to be influencing this generation's ideas about education.

Those who have gone

abroad and retired from the army have had influence on other villagers’ views. Villagers,

who have had

contact with outsiders, whether they are government servants or development

workers, also have seen

how

education has led to a better livelihood. Additionally, increased

communication, such as radio, newsprint and television, has influenced
behaviors about education. Having schools

in the village

positive effect on villagers' attitudes towards education.
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attitudes

and

along with teachers also has a

As

the

number of villagers gain an

education and are more successful, more villagers will believe
that

it

is

a

good investment.

\et, education has not automatically brought about a better
livelihood for

When

asked about

responses weie that

how much

at least a

a better future. Yet, as the

education

is

all.

necessary to achieve a better livelihood, the

high school diploma seemed to be a necessary steppingstone
to

number of young people

in the village

completed high school,

especially boys, their parents found that

many of them were unemployed. For

and children the hope

was not being

tor a better future

fulfilled.

who

Parents

these parents

invested

resources on education for their children and later saw that their children could not find
jobs

have become disillusioned and have begun

to ask

whether

it

was worth investing

education. At the

same

have been able

go abroad as domestic help or laborers and have been able

to

time, villagers of Sikles have seen that

some without any education

families very well. This has also brought doubt about education to

village, success

measured by the amount of money you make

is

in

some

to support their

villagers. In the

to support

your family, rather

than by level of education.

Even though more

villagers

considered a risky investment.

It

seem

to

seems

have a positive attitude towards education,

that the

number of young

increasing with regard to school attendance in the village. For

younger children

in

to school, they are

detrimental to girls

some

families, having the

expected to help with the family and farm chores. This

who

if

is

children go

often

more

often have chores in and outside of the house and therefore have less

time to study. Even though the adult group
getting an education,

is still

children, girls and boys, are

school frees them and their siblings to do more work. Even

still

it

when

may have

the girls reach puberty,

young woman, these men may be

a

i.e.,

more favorable

attitude about girls

pass from being a child to being a

less willing let the girls continue with school, fearing that
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their daughters

might be

higher risk for developing relationships with young boys
or might

at

become too independent.
d he adult respondents

seem

to be

more

in

the middle of the continuum of education

being either good or bad. They talk more than the elders about the positive aspects
of
education, yet their behavior

is

The respondents

cautious.

also express their recognition of

the role of women and their importance in influencing the children.

generation

means

in the village

have joined a literacy group, which

that the older generation

takes over the chores or the

The
will

their children

no small

and the husband has approved and

woman

adult respondents, though

advance

is

goes to the group after doing

many

Many women
feat.

that either

all

of this

This often

someone

else

the chores.

value tradition, express their belief that education

and community.

Many

see education as a

way

to help

them

sort

out positive traditional practices and help them remove those that are not positive. They are
not sure

to

how

nor are they willing to be the ones that change negative traditions but they seem

have a belief that
Education

Education

it

will

in Sikles

in the past

happen as more

has taken on

was through

many forms

community
further to

to

life skills

in a

encompass non-formal
is

informal, formal, and non-formal.

The concept of education has

and knowledge from one generation

what happens

towards education

become educated.

intergenerational story telling and socialization into

gender-ethnic-caste-generational roles.

transference of

villagers

to the next within the village

formalized school setting. Yet, with time,

activities in literacy classes.

being changed by

employment, high income, and security
education leading to a better

transitioned from the

life is

many
is

forces.

The

attitude

it

has transitioned

of villagers

Even though equating education with

being challenged, that narrative of formalized

winning

out.
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Younger Group Narratives
T his

group saw education as providing opportunities for themselves
and for the next

generation. Those

who were on

education, especially

changes

in

it

they were

This was the group that began to experience the

girls.

education in the village. The respondents were more expressive
about their views

that the role

of women both

important tor both boys and

same oppoitunity
boys

the older end did not necessarily have easy access
to

go

to

to theii families.

families were

still

in the past

boys

did, they could

like the adult group, they

less supportive

that

be educated. The respondents agreed that

girls to

to school as

\ et

and today was important. They stated

make

it

was very

if girls

had the

as significant a contribution as

agreed that in the rural areas, some

about educating their daughters.

One young female

respondent gave the following example:

When was

most of my childhood friends passed their time playing
around the house. No one was attending school. Going to school meant not
a child

I

having free time.
like the idea.

I

When my

parents decided to send

do not remember

my

age.

My

me

to school,

father told

consulted with a local elder to find an auspicious day to

When

the day arrived he asked

was not

interested in studying.

my

studied hard

As

a child

I

life will

had an easy

1

When

insisted that

new

He

tried to

clothes.

I

life

because

I

He

I

my

told

did not

me

he

schooling.

him

by saying

was meant by an easy

that

that if

I

I

and the family.

life

and respect.

I

did not have to do anything at home.
to school, first

he said he would buy

a piece of hard sugar, Misiri.

did not want to go to school.

My

me

be easier. Villagers will respect

was not going

He gave me

convince

I

later that

start

to get ready for school.

did not understand what

thought
I

me

me

threatened

me

I

w'as

adamant

me

that

saying that he would kick

1

me

if
studied hard my life would be much
members. She said that my older sisters did not
have such an opportunity. Mother also said that she would prepare good food
for me if went to school.
I was the first girl to go to school from our neighborhood. There were a
few other girls from another county. Every day when I returned from school,
pretended to be
all my friends were playing around the house. Sometimes
teacher was very
In
the
school
my
have
go
to
school.
to
sick so that I did not
strict. He asked all us to do homework. Students who did not do their home
work were beaten w ith a stick. Some of us cried because of the pain. The local

out of the house.

mother said

I

easier than any of the family

I

I

school goes only up to

fifth

grade.

I

completed
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my

primary schooling

in the

village, but there

then

was

I

or high school in the village or near bv

for a girl

primary education was enough. By'

By now my

interested in learning.

me

sending

was no middle school

My parents said that

the village.

to study further. 1 hat

was

parents were not interested in
the end of my schooling. I had to help

the family collect firewood and fodder and

A

tew >eais

later, the villagers built a

financed by the local people themselves.
By then was a teenaged girl.

to school.

I

were not interested in
was a bad idea tor me
school.

He was

family.

I

My

opposed

My

resistant.

to

me

go back

I

wanted

My

parents, especially

my

father

talk

studies.

and think badly about

me

and

it

my

to finish at least seventh grade in the village.

My

mother agreed with him but later became less
gave my father my word that I
study beyond seventh grade. Sometimes I quarreled with

this idea.

three older sisters supported me.

would not ask him to
them by saying that when
and

now was

my

parents decision and

I

my

He thought that
He discouraged me to go to

to school.

would

the family fields.

middle school (seventh grade)
expressed my interest in going back

continue with

afraid that people

insisted that

father

letting

I

work on

I

was not

interested in school, they forced

interested and they rejected
I

I

my

me

to

go

was not happy with
could not do anything against their will. But was
request.

I

I

not going to give up and repeated

my

argument w'hen

I

could.

many reasons why he was not interested in having me
He was afraid of what the society would think because of our
There was only one young woman in the village that finished high

Father had

continue school.
traditions.

school.

My

parents did not want their daughter and themselves ridiculed by
other people. It would not have been such a big issue if I were a son. I know

our society has different measures to evaluate a male and female.

None of my

parents had any education.

They were not ready to face the challenge of going
against traditional ways. They had not seen women with very high levels of
education since there was only one.
I

asked

my

with

my

interest, but father

interpreted as

continue
in

my

me talk to my father. They sympathized
would not change his mind. Any suggestion was
challenging his authority. At the end he agreed and let me
other sisters to help

my

schooling.

When completed my

very late teenage years.

I

I

had a desire

middle school education

to finish

high school.

I

was

I

knew

that

would not happen. I knew father would not approve. A few years later, a high
school was established in the village. I wanted to continue my study but was
I

how to approach my parents. knew my parents like other parents
wanted me to get married and move in with my husband. also knew nothing
not sure

I

I

would convince my

father.

talked to my mother and asked her opinion. She did not support my
view wholeheartedly, at the same time she did not deny it outright. It was up
to my father. One day a teacher came to our house. He asked my father to let
me finish high school (tenth grade). Father rejected the idea by saying, “She is
a grown up woman; it is not suitable for her to go to school. People will be
talking behind my back.” The next day the school headmaster came by. He
asked father if he would let me continue my studies. First, he said he could not
afford to send me back to school. The headmaster told him that I would get
I
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complete my schooling. He said she
going to school without his knowledge.

free tuition until

started

My
meeting

what

1

is

grown up now.

mother knew what 1 was doing. Sometimes mother carried
my books
me halfway at a point where was waiting for her. When he
I

learned

was doing he was not happy with me. He was upset and angry.

I

1

me

he allowed

to

continue

my

schooling. Three years later

finished

I

Finally

mv hieh

school.

After

finished

1

elemental y school.

my high
wanted

school,

became

I

a teacher in the local

by giving him my first month’s
he was sentimental and later felt proud of my
accomplishments. To me the stiuggle was worth it. I became the major

At

salary.

I

to get his reaction

first

of support for the family besides farming.
liberation.

me

Education provided

opportunity to

make

I

see

my

source
education as a tool for my

with skills and these

provided

skills

me

an

compared to other village women. Many
of my childhood friends are still carry on in traditional ways. It does not mean
that
am better then them. However, for me the window of opportunity is
a better living

I

wider than for other

my

women who

parents that their fears that

do not have an education.

would bring a bad name

I

also proved to

were
have an education.
The society and people in our village have changed yet the views of our
people towards women have not changed. T o this day women have to walk a
line line. Critics of women are not always men but women as well. It is
mainly because traditional values are ingrained so deeply into our daily lives.
wrong.

to

Education has made a significant difference

in

family.

Whatever

liberator for

me

1

responsibility.

I

have accomplished

first

it

I

to the family

my life.
in my life

a small step.

not because

understand

I

youngest daughter

in the family.

older child

younger

siblings.

to take care

1

I

the

other children because

became a

was

I

I

my

is

a

a

was

my

work outside

was unmarried and

parents take care of

the house. There

me

safer than leaving us alone.
little

like the previous one.

brothers.

I

1
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The

the

the oldest child in the family.

parents decided to send

had two

She was the same

village.

had

my

was no one

to school with the

By

the time

to bring

I

them with

was responsible for taking care of them at home and in school.
had to check them while we were in class. Some teachers would let

to school.

In school

it

fulltime student,

participant

for helping

parents had to

My

an

a responsible citizen.

same

that the first participant

was responsible

My

me

as well as with

am able to make
my right and

made me

woman from

The second

of the children.

provided

believe education

female participant and had faced similar obstacles

was

It

Participant)

about another young

is

It is

because

Woman

difference between the two of them

As an

is

case.

is

also believe that education has

Kanchi [young gurung]
story

my

at least in

(.

The next

inspired

can make a difference

I

living by being a teacher,

me

who

me

feel gratitude to those

1

opportunity to prove that

age as the

I

me

to go whenever necessary and others would not.
They discouraged
from bringing my brothers to school. They were young and
were

me

unable to

take care ot themselves.

have had

to quit.

II

were not allowed

I

my

asked

I

to bring

them with me,
The

I

would

father to speak to the headmaster.

headmaster agreed unenthusiastically because he worried that the
kids might
disturb the classes. Yet, I was allowed to continue with school.

was eighteen years old when was married to my husband. It was my
in school.
was in the seventh grade. Both my parents did not have
an education. However my mother came from a family where her
brothers
I

I

year

last

I

were functionally

My

mother had seen her brothers being tutored by a
mother encouraged me to go to school.

My

Brahmin.

liteiate.

My parents thought that it was a time to get married. They made
arrangement with a family of a young man from another village. We were
classmates. After

My

schooling.

younger

my

got married

my

attending the village school.

still

had two

I

parents working in the family farm, collecting

firewood, fodder for the animals.

Two

laws.

my

parents did not want to continue

sisters also.

was helping

I

I

two brothers were

Two

years

later,

had

I

to

move

to

my

in-

dropped out of school, the village built a high school.
did not pay much attention to this because I was busy with my other
responsibilities. One day my father in-law asked me to continue my schooling.
By then was twenty years old. At first I was embarrassed to go to school. I
years after

I

I

I

would be

the oldest

adopted a

new

uniforms.

I

woman

policy.

According

ashamed

felt

in the school.

already two years since

Secondly, by then the school had

had to wear school
wear a school dress and be with young girls. It was
dropped out of the school. worried about passing
to the policy, all students

to

I

I

and keeping up. knew my parents would not like the idea of me
going back to school at my age. I decided to ask their advice. I visited them
the tests

and

I

after our conversation,

said

it

was up

told

My
He

my

in-laws.

I

father said that

agreed with

my

was

father-in-law and told

father in-law

is

I

I

was one of the knowledgeable people
and finish high school.

I

was

mother

returned

home

community.

tutored by a private tutor.

in the village.

I

to return to school.

a village leader, a respected leader in the

did not have any formal education but

to the school

my

a bad idea but

father. After

him that did not want
him about my conversation with my parents.

talked to
I

my

to

my

He suggested

that

could not reject his advice but

I

I

He
return

was not

my childhood friends were married with
would be considered disrespectful. consulted
She told me that it was up to my father -in-law. A few

ready to go back to school. All
children.

To

with

my

days

later

reject his advice

mother in-law.

my

father in-law told

suggested that
is

I

I

me

that he

understood

my

should not worry about w'hat others think.

concerns.

He

He

said education

very important.

He

said that in his childhood days there

the opportunity for a formal education.

important for

women than

men.

Men

He

was no

school.

can join the

did not have

more
army or can work outside

said that education

the country. All the teachers are from other villages. If
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He

I

is

had an education

like

had I could be a teacher in the village. Lite could be
easier as opposed to
the only choice of being a farmer. Farming is a hard
job and it demands much
energy and time.
the\

My

first

day

at

school

was

was the oldest female student in
mean did not have to do household
my mother in-law. Some times later realized that
traumatic.

I

the school. Continuing school did not

chores.

had

I

to help

I

I

1

could not carry on the household responsibilities and focus on
asked my father in-law for permission to return to my parents.

from

my

my

studies.

I

The school was

my parents would be much easier than living
With my parents I could focus on my studies whereas living
with in-laws I had to work hard and study.
returned to my parents and focused on my schooling. passed the
1
School Leaving Certificate (high school diploma). It was my luck that there
was one teaching position open in the village school. The local headmaster
lar

with

my

in-laws. Living with

in-laws.

1

asked

me

if

I

were

suggested that

I

interested.

school for the past five years.

decided to give

it

happy but refused

my

I

asked

my

father in-law for his advice.

should apply for the position.
to

my

When

parents.

to take the

I

I

received

I

have been teaching

my

gave the money

first

month

my

to

He

in the

salary.

I

mother. She was very

money. Instead she suggested

that

I

should give

money to them. My inlaws were happy. hey did not want to take the money and suggested that
should keep for myself. realized the education that have in many ways was

to

in-laws.

I

lollowed her advice.

I

brought the

I

I

I

my

saver.

I

(Nani [young Gurung] Female Participant)

My Commentary
Education ranked third

in the

participants agreed that education

category of themes, which surprised me. Although

was important,

signifters

that traditions ruled their lives

from

had an impact on
their

fundamental

society

different.

I

asked

why

they

i.e.,

birth to death,

social justice.

would become unruly. They

saw

traditions

of what they experienced as change. They stated

and leadership was important because

their security, access to equal opportunities in the village,

rights,

the

especially for the younger generations,

what they viewed as major markers of change was
and leadership as the foremost

all

They

stated that a

also stated that without a

good leader would guide

towards a good future. They view ed education as important
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if

it

and protection of

good leader
the villagers

they did not receive an

their

education

it

would not

affect

them much

in the village.

Education, the majority of

respondents stated, did not address their immediate- needs compared
to the other two themes.

Yet each group saw education as marking change. They focused
on different aspects of

how

education signified change in their lifetime. The participants of the
younger generation

have grown up with

at least

grade school

getting an education, including girls.

in their village

It is

and

stories about people their age

no longer a novelty or a resource

to

be accessed

only by the rich. Yet, the respondents of this group recognized that for girls and for
low caste

people easy and free accessed to education was

With regard

to the narratives

still

a struggle against traditional ways.

of the two younger women,

I

found similarities and

differences between the two families. Both families were from the
similar occupations and the

were

had four

that the first family

daughters.

The parents

same economic

in

girls

status.

same ethnic group, had

The differences between

the

two families

and the second family had two sons as well as other

both families did not have any education. All the parents were

influenced by tradition and were cautious not to push the cultural boundaries too
parents

would be about

about investing

in

the

same generation

far.

These

as the participants of the adult group. Attitudes

education as an important benefit to children has changed, yet the behavior

regarding girls lags behind.

Theme
The impact of youth migration
Sikles. In this section,

interviewees and those

migration, especially

the interviews, yet

it

4:

is

Migration of focal Youth

one of the most observable changes

present the data differently.

I

I

met

among

in the village

with my'

I

own

the youth of the village,

may end up having

the

combine

the discussions

observations.

was

in the village

The

the last major

I

of

had with the

topic of

theme reoccurring

in

most impact on the transformation of village and
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Gurung

life

as the majority of the respondents narrated.

villages in Nepal s rural areas,

losing

is

foreign employment. Each year, large

employment

in

its

The

village of Sikles, like

many

youth, mainly young males, to large towns and

numbers of young men leave

their families in search

of

order to have a better livelihood. The increase of the village
population and

the Maoist insurgency has

added

to the pressure

men

of young

migrating out and not

returning to the villages.

Although migration of men
people of Sikles,

it

to seek a better livelihood is not a

new phenomenon

has been a major cause of concern. The primary reason for youth

migration has been economics.

Young males

are pressured into finding

pays well, which means leaving the village. In the

employment. Good pensions meant a secure

securing a position in the army

boys are encouraged

highly prized

is

to join the

employment

past, the British, the Indian,

Nepal armed forces and the Nepali and Singapore police were a huge
to find secure

for the

among

army and parents and

the

life in

that

and the Royal

outlet for

young males

old age as well. Therefore,

Gurung youth. Even

today,

young

elders are willing to invest in their

4

education to help them do so \

Respondents from

all

gold and large amounts of

groups praised those

money

who went

for their families.

abroad and returned with

These people get praise and recognition

not only from their families but also other villagers, the participants noted.

it

is

most young boys' dream

army

in that order

to join the British

of preference

4

'

1
.

45

46

For the British

Army and

The order of preference

is

Many

stated that

army, Singapore police force or the Indian

The term Lame

forces abroad, a highly respected profession

gifts,

is

used for those

among Gurungs. For

who

are in the

armed

families with daughters,

the Singapore Police Force the requirements regarding education have increased.
tied to the salary

and benefits received

not get into these three institutions, he might try

in

each of these institutions.

If

the Nepali army next and the Nepali police force
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a

boy does

last.

it

is

their

dream

marry them off to Laurehan,* 1 This has been the major
income source

to

.

many

families in Sikles.

During the 1970s, the opening up of Gulf countries

cheap labor

in East Asia,

Europe and the United States

could not join the armed forces. For
unpredictable.

a

for

Many

backwards way

ot the village youth

make

to

many young

a living.

When

to foreign

attracted

many of the youth who

people, farming

do not want

to

workers and the need for

is

seen as hard work and

be farmers. For some

it

listening to the narratives, education

considered

is

associated

is

with being well-off and of high status, and not with being a farmer. To some extent
discourse has helped to pressure young men. especially,

who have

this

gotten an education to

search for a position comparable to their education. This has meant leaving the village.

I

he migration of local youth has caused

through Sikles,

it

is

many problems

participant group as well as those

I

youth leaving their families and the

I

One

spoke to

village.

women. The

elders in the

were most concerned about the

in the village

They worried about who would

take care of them

elder participant expressed his feeling in the following:

have seen good things and bad things

in

my

It

was common

were

in the past.

The difference between rich and
than today. Everyone dressed the same. There was no

Rich or poor villagers lived a simple
less visible

In the old days people

life.

poor but lived happily. Neighbors helped others.
poor was

walking

notable that the population seems very old or extremely young. If there

are those from the adult group's generation, they are often

in their old age.

in the village. In

life.

pompous or self praise like we have today. Today's youth have different
values. They are self-centered. They do not want to associate with villagers

who

they think are unsophisticated and untouched by modernization. Even

poor people

who have

nothing to eat dress well. In

have different
clothing.

47

Plural

we had
There was not much
childhood,

new clothes.
when
we
got new clothes. Today’s youth
But we were happy

wait for a special time to get and wear

choice then.

my

taste.

They do not want

Hard work used

to

to eat local

food or wear traditional

be the ethos of the local people and others

form for Laure.
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to

No more. Young people do not want to work hard
unfortunate that older parents are supporting ablebodied youth in the family Those who continue supporting their
families

appreciated such beliefs.
like their parents.

It is

.

in

way of living are less appreciated by the rest of the society.
self-esteem among the younger generation has become a
major

the traditional

Lack of

problem. Substance abuse such as alcoholism and other banned
substances are
rise. Violence among young people seems common.
In my childhood,

on the

violence was rare. Local elders
local youth.

responsible tor providing direction to the
respected their elders. Elders were the source of

Young people

felt

learning and provided the necessary guidance for the younger generation.
like me are in favor of maintaining our heritage and
traditions.

Older people

Older people believed

younger generation should continue these
I am experiencing now.
Our society is sending a different message to younger people. On one
hand every family wants to be wealthy like their neighbors and wants all the
male children to go abroad to make a better living. One the other hand, we ask
them to maintain the old traditions. It is hard to change your beliefs and
But

traditions.

practices.

I

I

am

that the

not optimistic with what

understand that

it

is

a losing fight that

we

are fighting.

We

have no

choice but to change ourselves. (Elder Gurung Male Participant)

Since

many

of the village youth

do not have many

as domestic workers or low- wage laborers.

No

jobs they have abroad. What matters the most
families.

in the village

the

is

about wanting a comfortable

their

sent back

life.

money and

pattern will be sustained

home while abroad

is

Some

others have spent

not great for

mentioned above, employment

British

to their

for village

youth

in the

Army. With regard

in

it

armed forces

to other types

in

hardship or poverty. Villagers talk

send money

on luxury goods. The likelihood

most families

in the military is

has improved the standard of

who have had someone

families

Stories about the struggles people had to get

demand

asks them the nature of the

income they earn and bring

of the villagers who otherwise might be living

have invested

they are most often employed

return to their village, they are given special recognition by their family and

The money they have

friends.

living

Upon

one

skills,

that this

in Sikles.

employment abroad

are

common. As

more competitive because

there

is

less

those countries particularly in Indian and

of employment abroad, many have
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home

to

go through

agencies

who

charge very high

fees. Stories

of families taking out large loans or pooling

their

meagei investments and then being cheated are not uncommon.
Lack of government
oversight has allowed

many manpower

Even those who manage
once they reach

to get

agencies to swindle rural youth and their families.

employment abroad do not

their destinations. Also,

it

the agencies

often get what they were promised

do not provide legitimate papers,

these workers can end up in legal difficulties with the country.

conditions with

were

Though

recourse.

also face harsh

working

the discussion rarely included

young women,

there

of girls lured into prostitution.

stories

These

little

Many

stories

have not deterred youth. The

challenged with a story about a villager

came home with many
Nowadays,

gifts.

s

stories about struggles

who

son or grandson

One young man

sent

seems

be quickly

to

much money home

described his experience

in the

following:

very difficult for village youth. Everyone wants to leave the
village because we think that farming is a hard life. People will look down
it

is

upon you because you
even

if

I

are a farmer. People

do, that does not count

compared

know

that

I

who

to those

do not have money or
are in abroad. I want

others if could but I cannot ask my parents money to spend
on nice clothes and jewelry. Everyone knows that if you want a comfortable
life, you have to have money. When your childhood friend returns to village,
to

have a

life like

he returns with

They

are

lots

I

of money.

welcomed by

He

brings

new

other villagers even

treatment they receive and the

way

if

dresses, jewelry, radios, etc.

they are not your relatives.

they treat you

makes you

The

feel worthless.

Some

build houses in the cities and live there comfortably. Some even own
Within your ow n family some of your close relatives are now leading
different lifestyles while you are still practicing the same old ways of living in
the village. No one ever asks how he made his money and what kind of jobs
cars.

he holds. No explanation seems necessary about how they make money and in
what circumstances. Those of us who are still living in the village work hard
to support
It is

our families.

No

one gives us any credit for our hard work.

difficult to live in the village.

There

money. Some of the unemployed youth believe
recognition by their peers, friends or family.
get legal

employment abroad and, second,

to

make

two ways

to get

heavy pressure on us

is

that there are

follow the others and try to

First,

if that is

make money

not possible,

illegally.
I

want

my

family to have a better living. Like those others,

be respected by villagers. Living

in the village
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does not give

me

I

also

want to
The

either.

or

we live in has become very materialistic wherein wealth
means
everything, respect, power, and prestige. Even
your own enemies do not envy
you and you have to respect them for their success.
(Young Gurung Male
society

Participant)

As mentioned above,

the other major pressure adding to youth
migration out of Nepali

lutal village, Sikles included,

has been the Maoist insurgency. In 1996, the
Maoists launched

their struggle against the Nepali

security forces have killed

been mostly
told

rural people.

and observed

imagined

it

that the

government. Since then, the Maoists and the government

more than

During the period of these interviews while
Maoist insurgency had

would have. Although

country, there

was no Maoist

changed when

1

went

ten thousand people. In the crossfire, the victims
have

I

less effect

my

to the site the

second time

was

in the field,

on the village than

was aware of the insurgent

activity or presence in

I

1

I

was

had

activities in other parts

of the

research area. However, that has

to interview the

women

of the mothers’

group.

During

my

activities in the

latest visit to the region,

local

village.

youth

Women

to join their

movement. Many men,

Many

had intensified

especially

their

people, those

young boys,
site,

the insurgents, voluntarily and involuntarily.

stated above, those remaining are mostly older people, adult

children.

I

that the insurgents

have also been recruited. In the vicinity of my

unemployed youth have joined

As

found out

surrounding villages. Activities included demanding food, collecting taxes

and pressuring on
have fed the

I

who

participated in

my

women, and young

research and those

who

I

spoke to while

stayed in the village, stated that they are living under constant fear. The struggle between

the Maoist

and government forces puts them

at

high

risk.

Villagers told stories of

someone

being accused of collaborating with one side and then being punished or executed.

Disappearances of family members

in rural

communities of Nepal have been reported widely

by human right organizations and local newspapers.
Thus many young people leave the
village tor

It

economic and physical security

safety cannot be secured tor the

ot Slides, like

many

in

hopes

that they

can help the

whole family, more members leave the

rest

of their family.

village.

The

village

rural villages, is being depopulated and, therefore,
affecting traditions

and the next generation of leaders

in those localities.

Though education can be

important factor in helping to ease the transition, participants did
not raise
interviews nor did the villagers

village,

economic and

change

that they

I

political,

spoke

spoke

to.

the

most

this in the

Uncontrollable changes from outside of the

were seen as the major

factors causing this last indicator of

of.

Conclusion

The primary question asked of the
understand and

make meaning

reasons described

you seen

in

in

Chapter

ol

3,

1

How do

participants in this study was:

development, Bikas/Adhunikaran,

in

you

your community? For

reframed the question to the following: What changes have

your lifetime, what changes

relate to

development. Bikas, and what do you make

of development, Bikas ?

As described above,

there

were four major themes

that

evolved from responses to these

questions: traditions, leadership, education, and migration. At the center of all the narratives

and the themes arising from the narratives was the expectation
a better or easier

life

for individuals, their families, and the

that

development would bring

community. The experience of

development differed among generations and by gender. The elder group experienced
positive and negative impacts of development.

being

built,

They saw schools,

reducing what they saw as hardships of living

Yet, they also

saw what they perceived

health centers and roads

in a rural,

as a dislodging of traditional
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mountainous

ways

that

village.

anchored

them

as a people.

They expressed

the fear of losing their role, identity,
and power, which are

rooted in their tradition. They seemed to be confused
about the connection between

development, the hopes ot a better

and the disappearance of their

life,

traditions.

Some

verbalized the recognition that current knowledge seems
to negate knowledge that has been

passed

I

down from

raditional

knowledge
a

is

generation to generation and based on observation and
experience.

knowledge

is

believed to be lumped

enlightenment, as stated by

more cautious

attitude about

new

some

all

together as backwards and current

participants.

The

elder participants verbalized

ideas based on these experiences.

They seemed

to express

a growing disillusionment with the benelits of development and a growing
fear that the

Gurung way of life which
The

adult group

is

the foundation to their identity

members played

the role of bridge.

traditions but they also understood the

around them

in their district,

They understood

the value of

need for understanding and adapting

to the

changes

country or world, albeit judiciously. They could suspend their

traditions while outside of the village or

Some have even brought new
electricity.

would disappear.

r

community and go back

to

them upon

re-entry.

ideas to the village, such as latrines, water pipes, tiled roofs, or

Gurung values were overarching and many believed

that they could

keep the

values concurrently with making beneficial changes, such as getting an education, going into
the army, or running as a local leader

wisdom, communal and
their ancestors

development,

48

Language

is

48
.

Many

values, such as respecting elders and elder

collective work, and following traditions that are seen as binds to

and current family members are not seen as being

i.e.,

in conflict

with markers of

education, out migration, or voting for a leader.

also seen as a marker.

Many of the

periods of time, maintain their language ability.

adult Gurungs, even if they have

Gurung

is

used
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when

left

the village for long

other Gurungs. This

is

not so for the

\

he younger generation

is

viewed as having the positive benefits of development,

electricity, education, transportation,

and access

articulate that they understand that they

to

modern medicines and technology. They

have grown up with these benefits, but they are also

growing up with very high expectations from the prior generation
contradictory messages.

contusion about

how

What they express
their

is

They

are to stay the same, but

they are supposed to adapt to the
the feeling of pressure on

supposed easy access

to

them

- which,

goods they are able

to procure for their families.

others

who

opposed

they state,

cannot demonstrate

They see themselves through

what they view as

change with the times. They express

modern world and keep

others

to structural challenges,

demonstrate the positive benefits of

is

measured by the amount of money and/or material

this ability

who

As some demonstrate

their ability to

is

the traditional

to

in the village

diminished by the success stories and then the

heightened expectations of family members

how

so,

see their failures as a lack of personal qualities as

such as the lack of the country’s economic structure

as an alternative and viable livelihood

do

express feelings like failure and shame.

absorb the increasing number of young educated people. The option of staying

talked about

the traditions.

development markers — education, technology, transportation,

global labor market

many

to

to

who

hear these stories. The younger generation

ways do not prepare them

for the present and the present

does not provide opportunities for a sustainable and better livelihood.

As mentioned above,
were not well captured

the experiences of women participants in each of the generations

in the narratives

because the overall number of participants was

small. Additionally, the concept of sustainable

i.e.,

elders

who saw

younger generation who

the old

ways

was only touched upon by some members,

as sustainable and, therefore, less dependent on the outside

learn Nepali in school

and may leave the village when young. They may end up
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world. Finally,

the

many of the women, and some men

work of the mothers’ group. As mentioned

too, described

Chapter

in

3.

I

changes as symbolized by

knew continuing my

by interviewing members of the mothers’ group would enhance

my

understanding of

development and sustainability as experienced through the narratives
of the

The way
centers,

the participants talked about development markers

and AC'AP - almost seemed as

except for the

women who were

if

ACAP,

participants.

schools, roads, health

they were disconnected from their appearance,

involved with the mothers’ group and talked about what

they did to get these institutions into the village.

government,

-

research

It

seems

that

it

is

taken for granted that the

or their elected leaders will provide these institutions. If they do not

appear now, they will

in the future, or

they will hold their leaders accountable for not

procuring them.

What

is

also conspicuous in the narratives

women, whose
changing,

it

roles are changing,

seems the

the untouchables,

is

phenomenon more

attitude

and the

is

Dalit.

the place of the

Whereas women's

barely changing.

deeply, beyond

to be the first to

roles are slowly

and behavior towards the most marginalized group of people,
I

recognize that

some

my

make

research did not pursue this

participants recognizing that this too

and they might agree with the change but they would not

community

most marginalized groups:

that change.

One

would change

risk their social standing in the

division not mentioned at

all

was

major differentiation among the Gurungs: the four groups versus the sixteen groups.
absence suggests

how

sensitive this topic

Its

is.

Finally, all participants recognize that there are forces pressuring

much

the

them

to

change without

choice on their part: the war between the government forces and the Maoists, a global

speaking Nepali more than Gurung and some

may

begin losing their fluence.
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economy, and national development
engagement

in the

plans.

Yet each participant articulated an active

course they, their families and the village

is

taking by thinking about these

changes, resisting/embracing/archiving/orally passing on
the experiences of these changes

and then influencing

their circle

of family members and friends. Development has
always

taken place in the village of Sikles and has always been fueled
by a hope for a less harsh

What seems

to

have changed, per the

elders, is the locus

offs.
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life.

of control, the pace, and the trade-

CHAPTER 6

AMA TOLI-AMA SAMUHA (MOTHERS GROUP): A CASE STUDY

If

you have come

my

to help

me you

struggle as part ot your

own

can go back home. But

survival then perhaps

if you come to see
we can work together.

Woman

Australian Aborigine

Introduction

In this chapter,

Nepal.

I

his case study

The organization
of

,

these

is

about village

women

developed and led by

has

become

in their

community

Ama

Toli or

Ama Samuha,

is

called

Sikles, the

members

Ama Samuha

decades, mothers in

history of

Toli has

first

give credit to the

group

ACAP

in

local language,

It is

not

known

as

Ama

Mothers Group
Toli or

first

Never

of

change agents.

Ama

exactly when,

Nepal originated. For the

staff for raising the idea.

women

how

group

the less,

in

Ama

has become a household word in the village of Sikles. Over the past

many surrounding

group functions differently, since

Ama

Gurung language.

part of the local

rural

women working

are part of

or where the concept of creating this

Toli /

CBO

Although the name does not originate from the

Sikles.

Samuha

present a case study of a

I

become

its

focus

part of the

development projects

precincts and villages have formed such groups. Each

is

based on the needs of the members.

development lexicon

in Nepal, the

at the local level.

Judging by the

group has accomplished much not only with

regard to concrete accomplishments, such as the repair of roads and the building of a water

system, but also with regard to
say that this approach

to

women

is

women's development and

capacity building. This

is

not to

the answer to local sustainable development, especially with regard

and development, but

it

is

a group well worth examining.
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The group can be

considered a successtul community model for development,
especially since

it

arose from the

needs of the community, addresses the needs of the community,
has a collective decision

making process, and
1

taps into the local resources to sustain itself and

his case study is about the first

mothers group,

Nepal. The

Ama

help of the

Anna Purna Conservation Area

focusing on

ability to

sustain

Tali of

Daura Ngyo

form the group, develop a

itself.

The success of the

about the

1 his is the story

initiated as told to

iirst

was formed

precinct

structure, recruitment

me

first is

Ama Scunuha

,

of Sikles.

of 1980s with the

especially the female staff

village think about their collective

of members, and then ways to
of the precincts

rests

one of the most successful

in Sikles

in the village.

organized this group and the activities they

by the members of the group.

Many of the women

interviewed during

phase of my study talked about being members of this group. The significance of this
it

resulted in

CBOs

This case study not only focuses on the

my

interest in interviewing the

particularly interested in

work

as

many

members of the Ama

Toli

the

,

women

and

in the village

their

own

were

their observations

their processes really

of Sikles.

of this group viewed

things about the functioning of the group:

related to each other,

overcome

knowing how

mothers group.

formation, challenges and successes but

about documenting the changes that are taking place

to learn

staff,

group spread and the

original

projects.

in the later part

ACAP

Project.

women who

group's impact as they described

their

Toli or

women’s empowerment, helped women of the

also formed Mothers Groups, yet the

the

Ama

its

I

the

also

was

their roles as

about development.

who were

is

I

women,

wanted

members, how they

based on consensus, were they able

socialization regarding beliefs about their gender and status,

to

how

successfully were they in their ability to meet their goals, and what were the factors that had

sustained the formation of the group for such a long period of time?
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Amu

Connecting with the
Piior to

my

arrival in the village,

the group to be their spokesperson.

and

my

interest in interviewing

the gioup and inten iew

group

s

dynamics.

I

them

I

Tnli

contacted a young mother

1

explained to her

group members.

as a group. This

I

my

who was

research,

my

later selected

interest in the group,

explained to her that

I

wanted

would provide an opportunity

asked lor her opinion and suggestions with regard

by

to

to

meet with

observe the

most

to the

appropriate process for interviewing the group.

At the beginning, she was confused about why
Later she told

women. She
story

me

that she did not believe that

said that she thought to herself,

would be of importance

question. After

I

to an

explained to her

I

was

interested in the group's story.

anyone would be interested

“what have we done of significance

educated person like you?” She then asked

why

I

was

interested, she said she

the group to get their opinions and responses. She promised

me

with

that the

in a story

me

once the group's decision had been made. Three days
group would meet with me. She also stated

that the

wanted

that she

later she

that

to consult with

would

get in touch

informed

me

that our

me

group selected her as

spokesperson. Throughout the interview period, the mothers group gave

about

me

their

unrestricted and

unprecedented access in their group meetings and members. One possible reason for
could have been that

my own

involvement

my

late

saying

this

parents were openly strong supporter of the group. Additionally,

in the village in the past

and present could have helped

me

to gain their

trust.

After explaining to them the purpose of my research,
revealing the identity of the group.

was

I

I

asked them about

my dilemma of

asked the group for their opinion after explaining

why

it

a dilemma. After the group discussed the pros and cons of being identified in a research
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document, the group members gave

me

permission

to write the specifics

about the group and

their location.

group faced many challenges. Confusion and uncertainty and
lack of vision

Initially, the

weie some of the challenges.
"learning by doing."

No

one was sure what they were doing.

The group did not have a

was an experience of

It

hierarchical structure. All

members were

considered to have an equal voice. However, younger members respected
the view s of the
older

members and

often sought their advice. Decisions were

made by

the group by the

process of presenting the situation and then asking everyone their opinions. Through
a
collective

and unified approach, the group has been able

traditional beliefs, values

first

step to the group’s

The
within

roles of

Gurung

the mothers' group

all

old

empowerment.

Women

generally defer to older

some of the

and practices about women. The group’s sense of solidarity was the

men and women

society.

to challenge

are defined by the culture and traditions in Nepal and

play a supporting role to the roles of men, younger

women, and lower

women

status

groups defer

had an equal voice and

A

role.

women

to higher status groups.

new'

member

Yet

in

could join and

drop out whenever she wished.

Over the years the group became a strong force
also due to having learned to deal with

community

in the

community. Their success was

politics.

They had

to

become

sophisticated in dealing with sensitive issues, especially issues that challenged old beliefs and

traditions. Health care, child welfare, education,

and

critical issues

the groups

pushed

and discrimination are some of the important

they have taken on. They supported the local youth group and sometimes

their

agendas together.
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I

he meeting was arranged

group meeting. After oui

first

returned to the States. In our

meeting took place

in the

community

the

at

we

meeting

first

meeting there were 16

women.

that the

interview

take time

at the

I

me

group spokesperson told

meeting had sent their apologies.

members

th
,

2004,

1

attended the

women

of different ages. The

I

told the

group

The meeting was attended by (10-20)

members who were unable
that

it

was not necessary

to

come

meeting were young and

asked the group

if

I

old, including grandmothers. Before

could address the group.

their organizing

me. Once the spokesperson began

The spokesperson began by

to

I

own

story.

started the

me

to

to share their experiences with

speak the room was totally

telling her

I

The

thanked them for allowing

and for being willing

to the

to apologize.

selected the one of the younger mothers as their spokesperson.

away from

I

evening, because during the day they were busy with their
for 2-3 hours.

The group had

15

agreed to have two more meetings before

housework. Each time the meeting lasted
1 he

On March

center.

silent.

She was a newly married woman. She

expressed her fear that her in-laws might not be happy with her for being part of the group

and

for attending the meeting.

Once she

finished telling her

own

story she

began

to start the

group's story. She used the words “we, us and our” for the entire conversation. While she
spoke,

if the

members thought

she

left

something out, told

thought, or did not provide enough detail, individual

own

version of events or

staff

of the

tell

her

own

story.

Anna Purna Conservation Area

it

differently then a

women would

interrupted and add her

The group gave recognition
Project

(

member

to the role

ACAP). She thanked them

of the

for the

support they had given to the mothers' group. Before describing the information culled from

these meetings,

1

will describe the significance

of ACAP
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to the local

community.

It

should be

mentioned

that there

was no

staff

members from

ACAP

project during

my

meeting with the

group.

The Role of ACAP
The Anna Purna Conservation Area
organization.

traditional

to lind

ACAP’s major

ways

ways

of the

Project,

known

as

ACAP,

goal of conservation sometimes

is

a non-governmental

was seen

as threatening the

community. ACAP's objectives included working with communities

to sustain the ecological balance

sustenance of the people

who

of the environment along with supporting the

lived in that environment. Their staff had representation from

the local ethnic groups of Kaski, including female staff.

In 1988,

ACAP

opened

its

field office in the village

of Sikles. At the

initial stages,

the

project provided financial, technical and material support to village initiatives. According to

the project staff, they provided financial and other support to encourage local people to

participate in village identified

the best

way

organizing

community development

to reach out to the villagers

skill

development

training.

was through house

Such

visits

At the

ACAP

visits,

staff.

staff realized that

community meetings and

activities helped to create

understanding between local people and the project

house

projects.

an atmosphere of

One important

beneficiary of the

were individual mothers.

initial stage,

spread about

ACAP,

the project staff had to face

many

since they were an organization that

challenges. Suspicion and rumors

came from

outside of the

community. Some of the goals of ACAP and processes also challenged
of decision making and problem solving

in the village.
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Community

the traditional

ways

meetings, house visits

and individual contact helped

to

develop good connections and relations with the

field staff.

Early on one opponent of the project spread rumors that the
project would not allow villagers
to collect lodder tor their cattle

1 his

was a major concern

from the project

knew

that they

ACAP
women.

Some community

for all villagers.

activities.

had

and firewood for cooking since

Some were

uncooperative

to lesolve this situation in

staff organized formal

Project staff visited

damaged

the vegetation.

leaders distanced themselves

ACAP

not outright hostile.

women's

order to be effective in the community.

gatherings.

Whenever

their goals.

The

opportunities arose,

how mothers groups
The

Tali in another village.
,

in the other village

were able

to

make

Those

at the

staff talked about

meeting learned

a difference in their

community.

project staff told the local people that if they were interested in forming a group, they

would help them. The women
helped them.

until

Ama

ACAP staff

project staff continued formal

and informal contact with people. In one of the group meetings, the project
the existence of mothers' group,

staff

and informal meetings and these meetings included

members of the community about

talked to

if

it

it

ACAP

was forced

in the

community wanted

to

form such a group and

ACAP

has remained a major contributor and supporter of this mothers group

to close

its

office in Sikles

due

to the

Maoist insurgency.

Group Formation and Membership
Having heard the
precinct were eager to

The

stories about the

Tali of other villages, the

form a mothers group. The

staff suggested that they should

secretary.

Ama

None of them knew what

ACAP

staff helped

women

of Daura Ngyo

them with the process.

have a chairperson, vice-chairperson, treasurer and

their role entailed yet they
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went about selecting

chairperson, vice-chairperson and secretary. There were no
funds and, therefore, no need of a
treasurer.

I

he group was formed but, the spokesperson narrated, none of
them

knew what

they really were supposed to do next.

In her case, she stated, she

husband

s

was

a newly married

woman

and had moved

home. She was new and did not know many people

formation ot the group. However, she stated,

meetings. She said

at the

to Sikles to her

in the village at the

when meetings were

called she attended the

time she was worried that her in-laws would not be happy with her

because of her involvement with the group. Since most of the meetings were

and

after the chores

were done, she was able

Yet, tor a newly

time of the

wed woman and

in the

evenings

to attend.

her family, leaving

home

in the

problems between her and her in-laws because she was not supposed

evenings could cause

to leave the

home.

People spread rumors about her even though she might not have done anything wrong.

However, some of the older women were able

to

convince her in-laws that they would watch

over her to and from and during the meetings.

In the early

have

days not

to attend the

all

the mothers joined the group.

Those who joined

meeting once a month. The spokesperson stated

women

an opportunity to meet other

to share individual experience

In the beginning,

ACAP

and

in the

were

not.

many

Some of the

older

meetings provided

stories to others,

staff facilitated the meetings.

reasons.

would

community. Such meeting provided opportunity

The

with (us) the members. Even though the staff members were

them. There were

that the

the group

One of them was

members

that those

staff shared their experiences

women we were
women were

did not understand Nepali language.
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intimidated by

educated and

Most

ot

we

them

could speak only

knew we were

Gurung language. The

in

illiterate.

They were very

dance together. This helped us
relationships our

to

ACAP

staff tried to put us an ease

friendly with us.

overcome some of our

because they

Sometimes we sang song and

fear

and anxiety. Through these

members became more confident and took more ownership while

provided support only when

it

the staff

was needed.

Fund-raising and the Consensus Process

In a

group meeting, the

that they thought

ACAP

were important

staff

asked the mothers’ group

to their lives.

They explained

that was.

village

women come

villages

women

to us that

Kacho Katera was

together to enter local people.

ACAP

group

of the death

at

did not

know

staff also told us that in

some

a

to

do the same. Fund-raising was

new

concept.

The group came up with

weddings;

members

in public for

the following occasions:

or trekkers;

at births; at hair-cutting

and dancing

when

family

ceremonies; and

at

members

when

the

returned

Pal laha which

is

part

rituals.

The group

first

performance was started

in a hair cutting

ceremony of a

family contributed 500 rupees to the fund. The group agreed to save the

activities.

member asked

a cultural program in which

to initiate projects, they all agreed. Singing

village received visitors, either family

from abroad;

issues

used this occasion for a fund raising purposes.

was

fund-raising

staff

Kacho Katera. Many of us

The group discussed among themselves and agreed
critical for the

come up with

At the next meeting, one

the group if they heard about a folk song called

what

to

The

cultural

local boy.

money

The

tor future

programs attracted men and women, old or young. More and more
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money was coming
money

the

into the fund.

Some of the member

for repairing the roads, school

suggested that the group should use

and bridges. The village had just

built a

new

high

school and the school committee decided to collect 1000 rupees from
every household to
support the high school. The group talked about this and discussed that

could not contribute so

much money, even

for a

good cause

many of the

like the high school.

families

Members

suggested that they contribute some to the high school. But others rejected that idea.
Since
there

was no consensus,

the mothers group did not contribute to the high school.

Discouragement and Social Pressure

As

stated above,

Sometimes
such a

by

it

women who

became very

Sometimes

role.

their family.

personal.

the criticism

Other determined

of being shameless by those

The

critiques of the group

into “a

hen

is

remained out of the group often attacked members.

who

made

to

The

criticism

became
remain

was

personal.

in the

often that

women

Some were

forced to leave the group

group and acted upon. They were accused

did not join the group and thought that

statements such as,

crowing,” meaning that

should not be taking

women were

Nauyom

urti,

it

which

was

appropriate.

literally translates

stepping outside of their traditional or

natural roles.

As

the story telling progressed, group

experiences.

It

as an example.

is

members began adding

their

own

stories

decided to include two stories

was not possible

to include all the stories but

The

about the experience of a grandmother and the second story

first

story

is

I

about a young mother. The grandmother interrupted the spokesperson and added

women

and

criticized her

and the other

women

for getting involved in the group.
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She

how

stated:

other

Our worst

women

critics are

women

themselves. At the beginning some of these

whatever we

criticized us about

We were

from our husband or sons.

did.

The

was not coming

criticism

accused of being shameless.

If we were
educated they could not blamed us. They criticized us because we
were
uneducated village women. They never say anything bad about us in front
of
us but stab us in the back. Many times my sons and daughters told
me that
people were talking about us behind our back. felt hurt. If something
good
comes out of our involvement in the group it benefits all of us. Our intention
I

was

do something good for our group and our community but our critics did
it that way. Looking back I see how much we
accomplished. Our area
is clean, roads are clean, clean water, electricity, telephone
services and
school for our children. Our efforts have paid off. I am glad we were not
discouraged by the criticism and moved forward. We proved them wrong
about us as uneducated women not being able to do anything good. We may
not be teachers, doctors, government officials but if we all are united and
to

not see

work together we can make
thought of being involved

much good
At the

for ourselves.

initial stage,

support to the others

funds increased

a difference. In

was highly

very active.

women who were

As

wildest dreams

I

never

and as a group we have done so

my

friends?

active but their

the group’s

membership provided

work became more

visible

and the

were also joined. Slowly the membership

reluctant to join

picked up and the group became more active.

activities. In

my

like this

Don’t you think

not everyone

who were

group

in a

Ama

Toll

became

a

major contributor

to local

one occasion the school committee requested a contribution of 13,000 rupees

from the mothers group. The group provided the fund

school committee

came back

for

more

funds.

The

to the

committee. Years

local school

Again the group contributed additional 9.000 rupees

was

for the job.

in

later,

the

need of repairment.

The mothers’ group

also

suggested that the committee should ask the local youth group for funding. Again the school

committee requested

to ask rest

for 4,500 rupees. This time they paid half

of the request and suggested

of the fund from the local youth. The group also began learning of collaboration

with local youth.
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There are 104 Gurung households
tailors groups, Dalit or

the Dalit group.

It

was never done

members could inform

could be

not be

and told them

each household

to join.

members
Where

how

talked about

there

was

resistance,

the families that decisions about projects and the use
of funds

the group.

that the

before. At one group meeting

women from

made by members.

known by

and 16 families of blacksmiths and

untouchable caste. In the past, donations were never
collected from

the group should try to get

the

in this precinct

If

they did not have a

The spokesperson

member

in the

stated that the

group would be stronger

if all

the

group, their needs might

members

women

in the

talked to other

women

community become

members.
With the growing funds

mothers' groups contributed

decreased

4
.

of the

to,

group and with the growing number of projects the

resistance to

The spokeswoman stated

community by helping with
infrastructure.

Years

later,

women joining,

that the

especially from the men,

mothers group was making an impact on the

the development and strengthening of the

the group

was able

community’s

to provide fund to in the local activities.

The

success of the group helped to change people’s attitude towards them. Even husband began

to

encourage

their

One of the
washed away
repair the

wives

to join

biggest projects

the

dam

group.

was

the restoration electricity. In one

summer

landslide

thus the supply of electricity was disrupted. Local people decided to

dam. The precinct was the

largest

among

other five were asked to contribute

funds than other smaller one. The electricity committee asked the precinct to contribute
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more

1

5,000 rupees. Again the mothers group paid the

village electricity

committee decided

full

amount from

to replace the old

wooden

their fund.

Meanwhile, the

poles with steel poles. Extra

fund needed to replace the old poles. Again the leaders ot the local precincts
requested for
another 39,000 rupees to bear the cost.

By now

began

local people

understand the

to

importance of the group. Mothers group has become more powerful than before. They
understood that

the households

it

was possible only because of their

were spared having

to

come up with

collective action.

Due

to

group funds

all

the funds to restore their electricity.

Prior to the formation of the mothers’ group if the precinct had collected funds, spent on

picnic or feast.

on picnic or

They believed

feast.

that there

The group learned

must be

that the

better

ways

to

spend

their funds rather

by putting their valuable resources

than

at the right

place have benefited from the services. Each time the group funded or contributed to a

community
their

community,

popular

were capable of doing so much good

project, they felt they

among

developed

this

other

women

their confidence.

in the village.

for

themselves and

The success of the group has made them

Women

from other precincts began

to

form

similar groups of their own.

When

the spokesperson read out the groups fund balance,

protruded with surprised.

One young mother expressed how

some women’s tongues

she

felt

upon hearing how much

they had raised. She stated:

Since

I

joined the group,

(precinct).

We

house chores

1

do not have

in the dark.

have seen so
to

We

go

many good

things happen in our Thn

far to collect water.

We do not have to do our
We have hot water

have 24 hours of electricity.

At the time of the interviews the group had already been in existence for about two decades. As noted by the
process with many
narrator, change in attitude and behavior has taken much time over those years, it was a long
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contributing factors that she goes on to describe as

spokeswoman
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for the group.

to

do dishes.

In the winter

doing dishes with cold water

is

hard

We

have

owned bathrooms. Those of us who could not afford
private
bathrooms have community bathrooms. We have contributed
so much
privately

to repair roads, build bridges

and

to repair the school.

When

money

the village

committee asked our precinct to share the expenses for a
project, we
contributed much from our group fund. I think that is why
Ama Toli is getting
respect from men and women. Our village has
become popular
in other areas.

In the past,

were

dirty,

easier than

I

people Irom other villages ridiculed our people by
saying that we
filthy and illiterate! Daily life for our people
has become much
it

was

for our grandparents

and parents.

he group agreed with her assessment. Older

women added more

of their

experience and stories. The spokesperson stated that after the success
of the
the group wanted to

expand

their activities in another area.

Members

felt

own

first

few

they had a

years,

lot

of

experience being part of a group, organizing and motivating the group, problem
solving,

developing a plan and implementing them. The group thought that their experience could
help bring

all

resources and

the other four precincts together to form one village-wide group that had

more

strength with such large numbers.

However mother's group from

precincts did not like the idea of forming a village-wide group.

separately of

it's

more

other

Thus each precinct worked

own.

Concept of Day Care Center.

Day

care center

was

a

new concept

for our

members. As you know

family takes care of their children by themselves. Again the

ACAP

that individual

staff helped us to

understand and explained to our members the importance of day care center. In the beginning

our members were not interested to have a day care center for our children.

meetings and discussed others. Those of us

tried to

who were

in favor

It

took us

many

of having a day care center

persuade others and slowly some of our members began to change their views.
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A
ot the

day care center not only would tree up those

who had

younger children but also gave the younger children

assisted to establish the

children of the village.

the responsibility of taking care

head

a

start in

day care center. The center was could not accommodate

The

village

development committee

set a

ACAP

education.

all

the

quota for the number of

children that could be enrolled from each precinct. Each precinct
selected children from the

neediest families, based on family income and

The center encountered

number of family members.

a problem that no one had realized.

The

issue

was what

to

do

with the children of Dalit groups. Families from the Gurung did not want their children
to
associate with the

segregation.

A

low caste groups. Either the group should excluded or maintain

meeting was called

to discuss this issue, since

rooted beliefs about caste relationships.

It

was decided

discriminate based on ethnicity or castes. Yet families

at that

that the

who had

time were not comfortable of having Dalit children

Again

ACAP

it

challenged very deeply

day care center should not

children attending the center

at the center.

not only provided technical and logistic support

funds to run the center.

ACAP

was provisional and once

also

made

clear to the village

the funds ran out the village

it

also provided necessary

development committee

that this

development committee should find

resources to run the center. The village development committee did not have any special fund

for the center.

The committee decided

chairman of Daura Ngy’o requested

The

largest single contribution

construction of a road.

A

to collect

to the

8000 rupees from the

all five

precincts.

The

mother's to allocate 2500 rupees for the project.

made by

number of villages

the mothers group

in the region

connected to the nearby town. The improvement of the
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was

decided

trail

to

1

.000.000 rupees for the

improve the main

would help

trail

the region to connect

nearby bazar. Each village development

to the

village

development was the

in the

region had to share the cost. Parche

largest in size therefore

had

to

lift

the heavy burden. Within

Parche village development, precinct number seven was the largest
therefore asked

As

larger contribution.

to

make

the road construction progressed, additional funds
were needed.

Additional tund needed to cover the cost. The precinct was asked to
provide additional

40,000 rupees. Again the mothers’ group was requested for help. Mothers
group asked youth

group

to share

some of the burden. Thus each group

contributed 20,000 rupees from their

funds.

Slowly the group focused

their attention

on other problems. The group focused

attention on hygiene and sanitation of the village.

Every

clean.

organized

fifth

women

The slogan was “Keeping our

to clean the roads

Villagers observed that sanitation

activities;

A

village

and twenty-fifth day of the month, member of the mothers group
and water tap area. The group decided

week. Every Thursday one person from each family contributed free labor

built latrines.

their

fine

was improving because of these

was imposed on those who

20 rupees was charged

to clean

once a

to clean their area.

efforts. Individual families

did not participate in the weekly cleaning

to the absentees. Public latrines

were

built in different

locations.

As

the mothers group focused on issues such as health, education and a day care center,

they also decided to celebrate the

fathers groups celebrate the

2003

Gurung

New

New

Year Lho

followed by an entertainment Kacho Katera.

feast.

The expense was shared by

all

Year. The group proposed that the youth and

A

Sar.

It

was celebrated with

a big feast

number of goats were slaughtered

the groups.
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lor the

The mothers group contributed 10,000

rupees.

The youth

also contributed 10,000 rupees

rupees for the celebration.

On New

day care center. They invited

for a

fund.

It

was decided

to set aside

and the fathers group contributed 7.000

Year's Day, the mothers group proposed
to

women

set

up a fund

from other precincts and informed them about
the

50 rupees for the day care center. During any event
or

celebration, the group collected 50 rupees set aside for the
center.

In

so

one group meeting one of the grandmothers told

much change

that she could not believe.

She pointed

me

(the researcher) that she

to the existence

had seen

of electricity, clean

drinking water, a better road and bridges making travel faster and
safer. She stated that in the
past

it

would take them one whole day

closest big town.

She also

to reach

Pokhara Bazar, the

stated that the village

was connected

district center

to the outside

and the

world with a

telephone service. She explained that the projects the mothers group had contributed to
had

made
in

life

much

easier for

them compared

to her

childhood days. She said she never expected

her wildest dream that the village would have changed.

Adult Literacy Classes

The spokeswoman
sure of what to expect.

also told

What

interest in joining the literacy

interested in learning also

me when

ACAP

program was discussed, no one was

they would gain by being

literate.

Some members

program. Others were not interested. Those

make fun of themselves. Due

used their thumb print for signatures. They

Again

the literacy

felt

to lack

who were

of education most members

embarrassed when asked for

staff offered to help with organizing adult literacy classes.
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expressed

their signature.

The

first literacy

successful.

When

the

program was a six-month program. The
program

started only a small

program also offered us another avenue

to

first effort

number showed

meet and share our

up.

stories.

was not very

However, the

This gathering also

provided another opportunity for us to have some
fun. Sometimes the participants were
more
interested in singing songs and dancing rather than
reading or writing.

While the

I

literacy

program was

in progress, a visitor

from England came

to the

program.

he visitor was a woman. She talked to the group about a
literacy program she had observed

in

another

would

district. 1

like to

he visitor asked the group

be a volunteer

who had some

to

if

they would

run the program. The group recommended their
spokesperson

formal education. The visitor asked her

the literacy program.

The spokesperson

education. She also told her that she

in the military service.

if

she would be interested in running

told the visitor that she

was not

sure

it

had a seventh-grade

she could be good tutor because she did

not have experience tutoring. She also told her that she

husband was

recommend one person who

was

afraid to ask her in-laws.

She told the group and the

visitor that she

Her

wanted

assurance from her in-laws. The elders assured her that they would speak to her in-laws. The
visitor also told the

group

that if the tutor will be sent to participate in a literacy training in

the town.

1

Once

he training was based on facilitating discussions that were based on community issues.

the discussion

was over

a village

map would

be sketched on the

floor.

used to represent particular subjects. By the end of the session the village

completed. The village

map would

be copied on newsprint. This method

Participatory Action Research (PAR).

map would
is

be

called

Group discussions were an important
206

Symbols were

part of the

method. Participants discussed and identified
problems experienced by community members.
For example, the group identified water, pani, as a
major problem. Pani

of four

then

letters. First

how
I

the group learned the word, then the letters
that

to write the

women’s

a

make up

word composed
the word, and

word.

he spokesperson said that she found the training very relevant

village

is

situation, especially as

members of the mothers

to her

group.

and the

The method she was

learning, she stated, prepared participants to identify problems
and to think about

resolve them.

Upon

precincts.

She explained

importance of the method and the benefits. She stated that she explained

She then began

training.

facilitating literacy classes for

Qriuin of the

Some group members were
was no appropriate place

felt that

to let

made

acceptable place for

She suggested

let

that

all.

The demand

them

the

in great length to

women

in the village.

for participating in the classes

a permanent center

was needed. Meanwhile

them use one of her house

she agreed but as soon as she found out that

groups, she refused to

to

interested in participating in the literacy program, but there

groups asked one of their members

incident

to

Community Center

to hold the classes.

increased and the mothers group

The

how

her return to the village, she spoke to the chairman of the village

development committee and committee members of the

them about her

of the

rest

some of the

to run the class.

participants

the

At

first

were from the Dalit

the group use the place.

the group’s spokesperson and her group to find a permanent and

She discussed the problem and the idea with the precinct chairman.

he should raise

this issue at the village
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development committee and ask

The chairman

for funding.

later

informed her

allocate 53.000 rupees to build a

the expenses.

the

I

new

he Aina Toll decided

center.

to

that the village

The

development committee would

amount was not enough

allocated

to

cover

provide the additional amount (12.000
rupees) from

group kind. After the completion of the community center any
villager was welcome

to

join the literacy classes regardless of caste.

In the first group, older

was

women (some

grandmothers) joined the literacy classes. There

a significant increased in participants but

dropped out before the course completed. At

the end of the courses participants were able to write their

of their accomplishment. Besides reading

speaking.

It

It

staited with their

was an important

skill for

live in,

name

of the village

of the mothers group, especially

talking to other committees. At public gatherings,

introduced themselves confidently.

Some

in Nepali.

felt

proud

and writing, participants were taught public

names, waid they

members

names

development

when

they were

women, had been extremely shy

Some of the group members became

etc

in public,

very talented

at

delivering speeches.

Sikles

them

is

is

also

famous

for

history and culture

it’s

the celebration of Mhau Saurat.

other neighboring villages

Each year on January

make pilgrimage

to

Maudu

having a community center would help pilgrims

group allocated 90,000 rupees

among Gurung

who

The

One of

of Sikles and

Amu

Tali felt that

traveled from another region.

in the village activities.
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5 the people

a holy place.

to build a center near the site

example of women involvement

1

in the region.

of the pilgrimage. This

The

is

another

Annual Women's Dav Celebration

Over

women’s

the last couple of years the mothers group of
Sikles has celebrated international

day.

The spokeswoman

trom other precincts joined them.

The annual

stated that her

1 his

has

group was the

now become

celebration has created a forum for the

committee organizes different

activities,

first

one

Some

them

to share their

about what

women

women

an annual tradition for the women.

women

of the

village.

such as public speaking, tug of war

eloquently and others are not so good. Speakers are allowed to speak
they feel comfortable.

to start. Later

in

The organizing

etc.

Some

speak

whatever language

times the organizers invite groups from other regions and ask

experience with the community. This provides for an exchange of ideas
are doing in other communities.

Such gathering provided opportunity

to

develop a network with other women. Sharing ideas and experience have helped one another.

Thus they

are

becoming more confident about themselves. Slowly women understood

they had the power to

able to be

more

make

that

positive changes in their lives and by working together they were

successful.

Conflict Resolution

The spokesperson
during the

initial

but they learned

talked about

how

conflict

was

stages of the group's formation.

how

to deal with

a

common

Making

occurrence, especially

decisions in the group

was not easy

each other's difference of opinion and were able

to

make

decisions based on consensus.

The group had focused on community development
of the social issues

that their

members were faced
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with.

projects and wanted to address

An example was

some

of a family dispute

in

which

the

husband and

his family

made pregnant by

she had been

accused the wife of being unfaithful. Rumors
spread that

the other

man and

then had gotten an abortion. The

husband's family demanded that the husband divorce
innocent.

As

the tension

his wife.

between the husband and wife was

The wife declared she was

rising, the wife’s parents

asked

the mothers’ group for help.

Ama

Toll decided to try

try to mediate.

and help

The mothers’ group

group asked the family

to state

settle the dispute.

The group contacted both

set a date for a gathering at the

why

husband’s house. The

they were unhappy with their daughter-in-law. Prior to

the case, the group did not have skills or experience in conflict resolution.

the

husband

witnesses.

s

family to produce evidence to prove their accusations,

They

parties to

i.e.,

The group asked

the

names of the

also asked the wife's parents to present their side of the story.

meeting progressed, members of the mothers’ group
fabricated by the husband's relatives.

felt that

the accusations

The mothers group interviewed

As

the

seemed

to

be

the witnesses and

asked for specific information about the accusation about the abortion 50

.

When

they could not

provide proof, the case collapsed. At the end the witnesses admitted that they fabricated the

The mothers group demanded

story.

that the

unjust treatment of the daughter in-law.

he

felt

fined

knowing

all

his family

witnesses

who

husband's family pay compensation for

The mothers' group

had falsely accused

his wife

also asked

their

husband about how

of being unfaithful. The group also

provided false information 300 rupees, including the members of the

husband's family. At the end the husband’s father apologized and asked
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for forgiveness for

the family s actions.

husband family

He

also agreed to accept her daughter-in-law.

that they treat the daughter-in-law
properly

on her since she did nothing wrong. The group also
asked

The group reminded

and could not take

the

husband

to

their

the

anger out

apologize to his in-

laws.

Traditionally,

divided

among

when

disputes are resolved the mediators charged
fees from both sides and

the participants

who were

in the negotiation

charged tee from both families. They returned the amount
In

help.

another cases, a

filed a case against her

to the daughter-in-law.

husband. She requested the group for

She accused her husband of being an abusive. The couple came from
the Dalit group.

The stereotypes of low

I

woman

team. The mother’s group also

caste groups included that the

men drank

a lot and abused their wives.

he mothers group decided to mediate the dispute. They heard stories
from both

listening to the case, the

group found out that the wife was falsely accusing her husband.

Members knew both husband and wife
therefore

when

his wife

against her husband.

was

true.

personally. 1 he husband

was

a well like person

complained against him many could not believed her accusation

The group decided

The group found out

that this

to

have a thorough investigation whether the charge

was a

false accusation

because they did not find any

evidence of abuse by the husband. At the end. the group asked her to apology

She

told the

mothers group

false accusations

that she

would never apologize

had an impact on other

women

Pregnancies are not easy to hide since there

is

very

little
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to him.

in the village.

being abused would not be believed and. therefore,

50

sides. After

in this

They

husband.

told her that her

Women who

case which they

private space for a

to her

were actually

deemed

to

be

woman. The mothers’ group

false,

they wanted her to state as much. She refused.
The group decided to ostracize her.

i.e..

she could not stay in the mothers group, until she
reconciled with her husband.

The spokesperson
parties

who were

stated that generally the

in dispute with

group

Women

each other.

tried to find

common ground

for the

tended to build consensus not push

confrontation. She stated that in their experience, sometimes
an implied threat by the

mothers group

is

also needed to get the

two

sides to

compromise.

Cooperative Rank

Having access
parents for

start a

to

it,

was

to a bit

w hy

own money

of interest to all the

community bank

save and

of their

for the

access to

without asking their husbands, in-laws or

women. They decided

that their next project

members. They discussed why

money was

begin thinking about saving was

important.

how much

it

was important

One example given by

activities.

to learn how'

to

she spent on cigarettes a day. She said that

a cooperative bank could help

One member gave an example

to

member of how

a

instead of buying ten cigarettes, she could buy five and begin saving the

The group talked about how

was

that the saving

money

that

them individually with

was

left.

future

could pay for the school tuition for

children.

At the

initial stage,

forty-one

members

decreased to twenty-one members. Those

participated in the program.

who removed

themselves out program, some were

suspicious about the handling of the fund. Others accused of the

the accusation

was not

members were from

all

true.

parts

The reason was

that the fund

of the community, they would be
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The number

members

was holding by

likely to

know about

indirectly although

a

member. The

abortions,

who had

the

unofficial treasurer never misused the fund for personal
gain yet

was being accused she asked group members
group decided

wanted

that they

for an official incorporation a

women

talked to other

were able

On

those

convince some of the

to

April

1

5,

were one person

short.

minimum of twenty-five members was

who were

was not

not hostile but

women

she learned that she

wanted some one holding the fund. The

that she

to incorporate but

when

They learned

required.

that

The group

sure of the project.

Soon they

to join the group.

2003, the corporation officially registered. Those

women who were

suspicious and removed themselves from group wanted to join the group again. This
time the

membership went

up.

A total

such a large number seemed

large group.

It

would be

seven sub-groups.

to represent

First

of ninety-two

difficult.

women

registered for membership. Maintaining

They decided

to

make

smaller group within the single

easier to maintain records of a smaller group.

time members had

to deposit

500 rupees.

A

They decided

to create

team leader was selected

each group. Individual groups were given a different name. Each month the team

leader from each group collected the

amount and deposited

in the fund.

Each individual

maintained a savings passbook. Once the amount collected from individual, the amount

would be brought
The

treasurer

to the treasurer.

would

The

treasurer kept

non members where as

ability to

women

perform them,

in

an individual passbook.

also record in the group register.

The group made investment some of the

encouraged

would record

the interest rate

fund.

was lower

The group charged higher

to their

interest with

members. The members

also

from the Dalit group. This group formed two groups. The group fund

etc.
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members who

helped

other wise had to borrow

money from

local

money

lender

who

charged

higher interest.

Movement

against Alcoholism

Alcohol plays an important part among Gurung culture
of the people of Sikles. In the
past

it

was considered a

symbol

status

tor the wealthy

has seen younger people involving in alcohol. 1 hey

major problem

in their

community. What

and bad habit for the poor.

felt that

Ama

Toli

alcoholism was becoming a

do about the problem

is

perplexing for many,

because alcohol has been part of the fabric of the culture. Alcohol

is

significant in

aspects of

Gurung

tradition, be

family member. Alcohol

is

alcohol in moderation has

some women.

It

it

to

the celebration of a

newly born baby or the death of a

also used in certain ritual for purification.

some

health benefits. Alcohol

is

a

means

groom's family

Some

believe that

to generate

also plays a major role as part of the gift exchange in

relationships, such as a potential

many

some

income

for

social

visiting a potential bride's family to discuss

marriage.

The availability of alcohol can also confer social

food,

you must have excess food or money

among
origins.

the older generation

is

that

status.

to possess a

Since alcohol

is

made from

good reserve of alcohol. The

belief

problems with alcohol stem from economic or caste

status

For the poor or low caste, the Dalit, alcohol and violence are part of the stereotypes

about them.

The group has observed

that in recent years, alcohol

consumption among the younger

generation has risen. Additionally other illegal drug use has also become an issue
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among

some youth,
exposure

especially the use of marijuana'

to luxury

Unemployment

is

high

among

local

youth and

goods generating unattainable desires for many
youth has also increased.

Villagers return from working in the cities and
abroad and bring back stories and material

goods.

Many

Though

youth devalue

lite in

the village and

the social value ot education in

dream about

Gurung

the city.

villages has risen,

some youth do

not

see the connection between education, earning a good
income and the material objects they

dream about.

1

hose

who do

education have neither the

not have the support, economic or social, to pursue
their

skills

nor the learning to compete

\er\ limited jobs. Additionally, in the past,

many

ot the

in the

towns and

cities for the

boys could seek security through the

military, national, Indian, or British, or through recruitment for the
Singapore police, but the

numbers have dropped and
competitive.

shirts

The

the educational requirements have risen,

villages of Nepal are part of the global

making

the process very

community. Western brand name

t-

and sneakers, televisions, and other luxury goods are becoming more common. The

youth experience

Wealth

is

much

social pressure

seen as power.

Money

is

from society and the family.

seen as being able to get respect. For example, the

untouchable groups Dalits, are often discriminated against. Institutional and societal

discrimination keeps

global

work

many of them

in

poor conditions. This

force and access to education.

The access

to

work

have provided opportunities for some youth, including the

compared
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The hemp

to the labor situation in

plant

is

Nepal.

found growing naturally

in

Some have

Nepal. Nepalis

is

changing with access

in the

to the

Gulf and other countries

Dalit, to earn better livelihood

returned to the village very wealthy

know

the

powers of the plant and the plant

is

which gives them a different

social status. Yet. this

success stories are actually causing more problems
the resources to

in

few and

is

among

between and the economic

far

the youth, because

go abroad or earn large amounts of money. Along with
the

Nepal, some youth

leel that they are stuck

with their feelings of defeat.

Some

and turn

to the

few

will

have

political situation

consumption of alcohol

to deal

families are also concerned that their children
will join the

Maoist insurgency because of their dissatisfaction with current
conditions, especially the
youth that

feel

marginalized.

Alcoholism

considered

is

lare, is

mothers group.

1

not just a problem for youth, the abuse by

an issue tor enough of the

hey saw the

link

women

that

it

men

in the family,

though

has been a discussion

in the

between excessive alcohol consumption, domestic

violence, and loss ot labor and income and were concerned for the families that were
affected

by

this.

They

alcohol as a

also thought

way

it

had a negative effect on the youth of the village who then saw

to deal with problems.

The spokesperson

about taking measures to minimize the use of alcohol

She stated

that the

group decided

commercial purposes. She noted

income

for their families

to try to

that the

stated that there

in the

community.

discourage villagers from brewing alcohol for

group knew some of

by selling alcohol or

were discussions

it

gave

women

its

own members

their

own

earned an

source of income that

they did not have to share with their husbands. They recognized that for some this

sources of income for their families. This presented a dilemma for them;

with the alcohol problem and not have a negative impact on those

used medicinally and

ritually. In the south,

it

is

grown predominantly
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how

is

the only

could they deal

who needed

the

for export to India en route to

money.

Western

The group

stated that their first step

harm of alcohol abuse. They

was

to raise the issue

also tried to convince those

been fighting against alcohol sale

and

who

try to

educate people about the

sale alcohol.

The group has

in the village but has little success.

Gambling

Gambling was seen by
that a

the

Ama

Toli as

major obstacle they encountered

gamblers were leaders

(

in their fight to

hiba Naha, ot the village.

society, others lollow the suit feeling that

participating.

The group believed

Ama

the

reduce gambling was that

When

women from

leaders break the moral rules of the

won by

a single group therefore

other precincts. Thus the group contacted

Toli launched a joint effort to fight against gambling.

problem of gambling extended beyond

many of the

cannot be wrong since the leaders are

it

that the fight cannot be

they needed to organize with other

from

even a larger problem. The spokes person stated

their precinct.

Ama

The group

Toli

also realized that

from other areas agreed

with them.

The group put pressure on

the village

gamblers by enacting penalties or fines

for

development committee

to put pressure

on

gambling. The spokesperson stated that they were

able to reduce gambling in their precinct through these measures. Mothers group also lobbied

to the

committee

those

who

in their precinct to

violated this ban

pass that banned gambling

would be

fined.

She

in their precincts

stated that other

and that

measures were also used

such as being ostracized from the community. She described one incident of someone

countries. Recreational drug use by

young people

is

increasing.
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violating the ban and the

women

community drinking water
She also explained

that

it

was seen as

bloeked the person's ability

to collect

water from the

tap.

that the reason

why

there

was such an

a source of great family troubles.

effort to

ban gambling was

The group believed

that

gambling and

family violence went hand in hand in the village.
Family quarrels stem from husbands
losinu
the limited funds the family has.

The wife and

cigarettes.

destitution.

his children

She also stated

would grow

in the

that not only

They

that the

also noted that

many gamblers

drink and

become not only victims of abuse

women saw gambling

numbers of gamblers

in the

smoke

but also victims of

as infectious and that if allowed

community. She

said, that they

it

have observed

do the gamblers waste time and resources gambling, but others stop
working

to

watch the gambling.

T

Over

the years,

he Group's

Ama

stated that their not every

themselves.

Some

Toli has

View of the Changiim Role of Women

made much

one understood the

progress on

role

many

fronts.

The spokes person

of women what they can do for

understood the significance of forming a mothers’ group and knew

through collective support they had more power. Others were skeptical and fearful and took

more time

to join.

Those who formed the

original group

were

fearful

of taking on something

they themselves weren't sure they could do. Even with the doubts, doing

it

together kept

them moving forward. When other women saw what they were achieving they
the opportunity to try.
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also

wanted

A

challenge in getting more

group and. therefore, unmarried
group what would be

“Women’s

women

women

name

ideal

women who

thought

for the group.

group." They said that the

was the name.

to join

it

w as just

to join the group.

were older women, the issues

that

women, who could

the

not be as likely.

also

women.
the

1

asked the

name of

name “women’s group” would encourage young

make

She also noted

would join

younger

that

own

Most of the older members were
opportunity to go to school.

they hear

1

had

that since the majority

women

at

difficulties getting

of the members

times to the older

think that addressing their issues would

once these younger

the group because they

for their

that they

were raised were more pertinent

The group believed

and the collective action

When

for married

means mothers

were not married or become mother. The original group
was made up of older

women

older, they

Toll

Group members suggested

women, including grandmothers. The spokeswoman noted
younger

Amu

women

would understand

married or become

the importance of the group

benefits.

illiterate.

When

they were young they did not have the

he group began to understand the importance of education.

women’s voice on

the radio, see

women on

television,

meet women doctors,

nurses, teachers, engineers and political leaders, they are convinced that education

possible.

Women

in the village

come

to contact

with other

women

made

it

that include foreigner

convinced them that given the resources and opportunity younger generation of women can

make

a difference that they could not do by themselves.

They believed

that education

narrow the gap between men and women. Hearing and seeing changes, she

us believe that

we can

also

make changes

said,

personally and in our communities.
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can

have helped

Education gives

woman many

depend on her husband.

A woman

choices.

An

educated and skilled

with no education has

on her husband’s mercy. Education provides

little

woman does

not have to

choices therefore she depends

equality, independent

and opportunity

for

personal growth.

Years of trial and error mothers group began

to feel that they

have made significant

progress for their community. The group admitted that
they never dreamed of involving

themselves for the benefits of the group. Together they challenged
of

women. The success of their involvement had convinced

their

many

traditional concepts

husband and sons

to

be

supportive of their activities. This cannot be said a fluke because
mother groups in another
village have also been successful.

ridiculed or looked

They

also

even

if

knew

down

that they

unintentional.

Women

upon.

On

had

move

They

to

the other

Some

hand they have been humble

for their action.

slowly with the traditions that harmed them or others,

feel that they

of critiques for their actions.

attend public meetings without the fear of being

have many challenges. They believed

elders, including

should stay out of the public sphere. Yet,

many have

sphere and their fears of the family breaking

down

many women,
seen what

still

women

that there are

believed that

can do

women

in the public

or the village ending up in disaster have

not been borne out.

As men

are forced to leave the village, either because of economic reasons or because

of the Maoist insurgency,

and the

experience the double burden of taking care of the family

Many women worry

fields.

activities that

women

were taboo

house, because

it

about the future.

in the past.

For example,

Women

women

brings bad luck to the family. With the
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are forced to carry out

many

cannot go onto of the roof of the

men

being gone,

women

have had

to

go onto the roof for many reasons, one being
group agreed

that

it

w ould

to fix the

not be possible if this

roof before the monsoon season.
The

was done by

individually.

achieved were the result of their collective action. They also
believed

have become more receptive of the
In

which

one interview the group's spokesperson told

traditional tules bieakeis.

interest they

broken

reason

activities in

Mothers group believed

become

mother’s problem

that a

the

it

that they did not

that

men and women

Women

alone cannot solve

first

women

certain

and not

to

The spokesperson noted

do

women

put

still

women must

learn to

about the inclusion of women

how

families’

the problems.

problems

Working

these discussions and

and men could work together equally, especially as

women

that

they have

both genders must create an environment of understanding for each other’s

Tradition, religion, and politics

emphasized

all

The group had had

that their society

face criticism.

women,

group

should work together. The

community’s problems.

better solutions.

be seen as

to

barriers for the

has had a detrimental effect on

husband and w ife. Yet. they were clear

learn

become

want

whole family’s problem and

views and positions before

men

are the major players.

also the

come up with

even older people

that

is

together they can

agreed that

me

tar as the local traditions did not

have maintained. Yet, when

tradition.

is

As

women

Whatever they

this

that

first.

men

over women.

women

still

can

such criticism also come from women. She

as well. She stated that

we

argue with

decision making processes, yet, the group had to

At the beginning of the formation of the group,

participated and through inclusion

feel intimidated

favored

disadvantage. Outspoken

work together

in local

with each other

at a

still

all

the

by the more powerful members
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women

learned

how to

participate

The work they were doing and the success they
were having with
committees and groups

this

was a

possibility

worked

they

that

and

together.

were predominantly monopolized by men
proved
were

that they

aware

right to believe that they

They emphasized

currently were not just the problems ot

that they

collaborating with

that they

women

saw

that the

them

to

that

would have more success

problems

but also problems for

that they faced

men

as well.

They

said

had learned how

to look at the issue

from women’s perspectives but had

to also

men had

as well, in order to

come up with

ways of

ol the role

relevant and effective

solving the problems. Even though their society continued to
privilege

they were changing

how women would

these traditional roles for

men

if

men

over

be

women,

accept these roles and were creating alternatives for

as well as

women.

Conclusion

I

was born and

mothers group
village

is

raised in the precinct of Daura Ngyo, the

located. Since

my

childhood days,

and the people. For decades,

hard to reach, and isolated

this village

in the region.

I

same

precinct where this

have observed the transformation of the

was considered one of the most backwards,

During

my

childhood, the people of Sikles had

little

contact with outsiders. Villagers held strongly onto their beliefs about superstition and

worshipped

local deities to protect

them from

and wizards. Traditions remain deeply rooted

evil spirits, ghosts

and

in the local culture.

spells cast

Changes

by witches

are happening but

they are happening slowly with regard to cultural beliefs. Changes have been both good and

bad.

The good has included improvements

in the standard

of living for most

Increased economic well-being has increased access to education.

school, including girls, and there are

now

More

villagers.

children attend

local schools, including a high school in the village
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community.

In the past, families

who had

day away, to get a good education. There
health care.

A

water system

in the village

the ability had to send their
children to Pokhara, a
is

a health post in the village
thal provides basic-

has been installed.

Now

there

and

electricity

is

about two telephones.

was

I

formed by

raised as a

my

male

upbringing.

participation in decision

space.

Going back

changes

that

in the village

Though

I

and

to Sikles for

in the past.

my

and

its

I

in.

sustainability.

1

social roles

many

had never thought

was

I

Gurung women,

in the

first

their

sphere of the family or private

the opportunity to observe the

Women

of women.

are

many

coming forward

to

instances they have superceded the roles the

that this could

happen

in

my

lifetime.

learned about the group and the activities

a bit skeptical about the group's functioning through consensus

There were many reasons

upbringing and some rooted

me

research gave

beginning of my research when

they were involved

to strong

making when involved stayed

play a significant role in local activities. In

In the

views on organizing and leading have
been

was exposed

were happening with the

men have had

my

in

my

for

my

skepticism

much

rooted in

my

research of community based organizations that were

often fraught with internal tensions based on traditional beliefs about social relationships.
First,

mothers had never been involved

a group outside of the

in public activities

home, especially without

nor had they initiated activities as

the assistance of

busy most of the day which started very early and ended very
time

my

left to

late,

folk.

so there

organize and follow through with the organization of activities.

Second, they were

seemed

I

to

be

little

was not alone

skepticism.

Many
to

men

people

in the

community, especially men, questioned

form a sustainable group

that

would undertake development
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the ability of these

activities.

women

However, as time

in

went on the group demonstrated

that

my

and the

rest

of the community’s skepticism was

misplaced. Observing their success and hearing about

how

the group functioned

very curious to learn more. This was a grassroots
community organization
led

by

women

with very

little

and they were successful
outside assistance.

They seemed

development along with demonstrating
the barriers rooted in the cultural,

society.

Many

psychological.

1

oday’s

women

demonstrated their ability

to

that

to

demonstrate the

made up of and

and resolving them

criteria

of sustainable

groups when working collectively can overcome

economic and/or

women's

barriers tor

in identifying relevant issues

made me

political contexts

of the community or

participation exist in Nepali society, not the least being

have challenged many aspects of such barriers and have

be equal partners

in

development. Changes

in the society,

directed by development efforts and propelled by uncontrollable storms, the migration
of the

young

for

women

economic reasons and the Maoist insurgency, have influenced

have

in the private

and public spheres.

Women

passive and have development sweep over them even

Nor

are they willing to be

pawns

in the

have shown

if

it is

the relationships of

that they will not

stated that

process of development in the

it

is

remain

for their sake.

name of participation

without power, leadership, or decision-making.

The women of the mothers’ group
mediate changes

their

at their

environment

learned

how

to

own

stated

As

they were being changed by their work, they changed

in a holistic, realistic, relevant,

and culturally appropriate way. They

balance the good of tradition and find

change what was harmful by

own way.

pace.

created a strong agent of change that learned to

setting their

new ways

to

ow n agenda and working

maintain the good and

out the struggles in their

Their insights about development, change and women’s empowerment cannot be

any more clearly or

better.
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CHAPTER

7

CONCLUSION
do not know anything about development (Bikas). In our
village, we all work
on the farm and tend livestock. There is a school in the village.
There is no
motorable road and no electricity either. o see a motor we
must walk three to
four hours from the village.
I

I

A Nepali

village

woman

Introduction

I

hough

the

woman

above

vision of what development

is

states she

knows

suppose to look
7

'I

his study, Sustainable

w ith

in

community. Yet. few policy

communities experience or

Community’ Development

Bottom-Up, explored how a group of villagers
experiences

about development, she does have a

like in her

makers or planners understand how individuals
development.

little

in the

in

feel

about

Nepal Voices from

mountains of Nepal articulated

their

development. This chapter w ill provide a brief overview of the study,

highlight findings, describe lessons learned, and the significance of these lessons for

profession

-

sustainable

community development- and

Study Overview

Development. Bikas, as discussed

for

is

a

Understanding how people

is critical

7

for success

and for

at the

professional journey.

concept imported from

complex process. Nepal’s experience of
results, especially

community

sustainability.

communities and individuals are diverse, and therefore
diverse. Yet

w ith

regard to

or grassroots level perceive

It is

important to recognize that

their understanding will also be

most models, policies and development workers operate as
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my

7

adopting western models of development have had mixed

development

my

in the prior chapters, is a

developed or Western countries. Development

sustainability.

the

if

there

is

a

common.

universal understanding of development and an
agreement about

its

positive impact

of those targeted. Through qualitative interviews of members
of a remote

lives

on the

rural village

these assumptions were explored.

The purpose of the study was

to explore

how

villagers of Sikles narrated their

experiences with the process of development, to reflect on the positive
and negative impact

development had on the community’s experience and drawing from these
experiences

to

conceptualize possibly a more sustainable approach to development as opposed
to the
traditional existing models.

The

make meaning of development,

Bikas, in

have you seen

what changes relate

Bikas?.

in

your

The revision

whose quote

is

lifetime,

How

original primary question of.

do you understand and

your community ?, was revised
to Bikas,

to

What changes

and what do you make of

resulted from observing over time that villagers, similar to the

above, expressed that they had

little

woman

understanding of what Bikas meant but

were very expressive about what changes they had seen, what impact these changes had on
the

community, what they thought Bikas looked

I

came

to this study

because of my

school teacher and headmaster

in

my

own

village.

who was

and

like,

experience with development work.

Soon

after,

had an opportunity

I

an international non-governmental organization that focused on
in a local

community. With

that position,

I

responsible for

became an

official

rural health

to

I

it.

was

work with

and was working

development worker. Through

the different international aid organizations and positions as a development worker,

opportunity to work in and travel to

as

development practitioner

led

me

many

parts of the country.

to explore different

My

understanding of the principles of development was influenced by
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1

I

had the

professional involvement

models of development.

development organizations and workers. Simultaneously,

a

my work

My

with Western

have been influenced by

my

my

experiences with

culture and traditions

which have

led

me to explore

indigenous

approaches ot development.

My

experience has been that there

and cultural traditions - as

weie introduced and as

if

if

is

a tension

development did not

"cultural traditions"

is

between the two concepts - development

exist until

a static state. Additionally, in the
context of

Nepal, the terms also seem to imply that development
cultural traditions are a barrier to

Western development models

moving forward and,

is

forward moving and desirable and

therefore, need to be overcome.

Without understanding the complexity of a society, which

is

communities and subcultures

intact,

development

is

that are the

webs

communities

process and

if

will not be passive,

Understanding

and

this is

is

is

best for themselves, without understanding

recipients in

aspects of the process.

first step;

the next major step

is

and

listening to the

are the ‘‘supposed recipients” of development and to fully include those

better understand the perceptions of villagers

ten people

that if not included in the

not to their benefit, individuals and communities

only the

who

To

without understanding that

will impact the opportunities for success

voices of those

all

it

and without understanding

they determine the process

will resist or subvert the process

sustainability.

keep

a culture and process with attached values, without understanding
that

communities are capable of determining what
that

that

made up of multiple

from a

rural

community, Sikles Village,

were individually interviewed over a period of two years

as part of the first phase

of the study. They represented different age and gender groups. Additionally, the members of
a mothers group,

Ama

Toli,

necessary, since from the

how women

were interviewed. The inclusion of the mothers group was

first

group of interviews the sample was too small

to

determine

experienced development differently from the male participants. Additionally,
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one of my goals was

women

to explore the

from the individual interviews mentioned the mothers
group and

women's

roles in the village.

activities that

improved

their

women. They described how
establishing the group

The Ama
therefore,

Toll

They talked about how

was described

and sometimes added

1

reduce the work burden of many

members wanted

community thus

my

site for the

documenting the

and.

be interviewed together and.
to

be present

The group interview took place over multiple meetings

reviewed development documents during
extensive description of the field

to

though the members wanted

to the questions,

to the narrative.

including the passing of elders

influence on

community based organization

as a successful

6-20 members were present during that time.

narratives and for

of the

as legitimate agents of change.

interviewed the members. The

I

to

the activities benefited their families and

members

its

Many

the mothers group had been involved
in

communities and helped

chose a spokesperson to respond

and

concept of community based organizations.

I

also

met with development

time in Nepal. Included

in this

staff

and

document

is

an

purpose of providing a cultural context for the

traditions of a

who have been

community

that

is

facing radical changes,

the keepers of the history and traditions of the

community.
For the individual interviews participants spanned three generational groups
categorized as elders, adults and youth.

Though

group, there were five females and males in the

from the narratives with
migration.

The

this

there

total

was not an equal gender

that

were

split in

each

group. The significant themes generated

group were: traditional values, leadership, education and youth

narratives generated from the interview with the

Ama

Toll

was organized

case study in order to demonstrate what a successful and sustainable community based

organization looked

like.
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as a

The group began by using
lor fund-raising for their first

rest areas.

I

heii success

expansion of electricity

local gatherings, such as holidays

community development

and family celebrations,

projects of road repairs and repair of

helped them to expand their focus to include reforestation
projects,
in the village, building a

community

center, establishing a

cooperative bank and day care center, mediating family conflict, increasing
access to

knowledge and resources on reproductive

health,

promoting anti-gambling and anti-alcohol

campaigns, and organizing an annual women’s day celebration
his study provides a

I

window

into a

dynamic process of change,

challenges traditions and world views, a process that asks
often without the

power

according to their

own

to

make

in the village.

a process that often

members of communities

to

own

it.

the decisions to either accept, reject, or revise the process

needs, this process

is

called development, Bikas.

The following

section will describe the highlights of the study

Highlights of the .Findings

I

have organized the major findings of this study

into the following areas:

intergeneration issues, gender issues, culture and development and community-based

organizations and sustainable development. Even though both groups were intergenerational.

the

members of the

first

group were sought out

fit

into the three generational categories.

not surprising that the majority of findings about intergenerational issues

Therefore,

it

came from

their narratives

is

to

though some

w ere

also raised

among

the

members of the mothers

group.

Intergenerational Issues

In listening to the voices of the three generations, each generation expressed a different

perspective with regard to change and the impact development had on their
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lives.

Though

the

importance of tradition was expressed by
the

most concerned about how

sustainability of the

seemed

electricity,

was

the participants in the study, the
elder group

was changing. Elders were worried about

Gurung community within

to express the

participants

tradition

all

that

to

A

general theme

be described as objects,

and roads. They knew these things

the

the rapidly changing larger society.
Elders

most confusion about development.

development seemed

was

to

be good, yet

i.e.

somehow

among

all

the

schools, hospitals

these things were

having a negative impact on their traditions and cultural ways and, therefore, the
sustainability of their

community

example of elders talking about

as they

knew

it.

This was expressed most often in the

a collective responsibility for the

community,

i.e.,

“we.” as

opposed

to hearing

viability

of their community through the socialization and actions of their youth. The

the elder

was

pass

it

youth talk about “I” and behaving very individualistic. The elders saw the

to pass

would

traditions of their ancestors to the next generation

along to the next. Through

community was kept
played

on the

in

rituals, celebrations, oral traditions,

keeping the identity of the community

and language, the

and connection

intact, and, therefore, feared that

seemed

to see

Gurungs

to a distinct peoples. Additionally, this also

diminished the value of the role of elders and confusion about
adults

who would

strong. Elders believed that the youth did not value the role elders

lose their identity as

The

of

role

their role, in the elders* eyes.

themselves as mediators of tradition and modernism/

development. They seemed to be able to understand the significance of tradition and culture
to their collective identity, yet be

more open

to the introduction

of new ways having seen

both positive and negatives outcomes of development. This was most evident among the

who had been

in the military or

and operating

in

abroad.

They talked about understanding

multiple contexts but going back to their traditions
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when

men

cultural contexts

they were back in

They expressed understanding

the village.

the importance of history and tradition
but also

understood the need to be part of the future. Thus they often
played the role of being a bridge

between the elders and the younger generation. They often mediated
between the two
generations.

Sometimes they were the

and understanding

The

to

do so

that the

stress to achieve yet

initiators

of new concepts, but they had the social clout

younger generation often lacked.

maintain their traditional identity as Gurungs

strongest by the youth. Being successful requires that they

which put them

at

odds with

offer a solution in their

advanced

vs.

their elders

is

become "modern"

expressed the

in their

eyes

and traditional ways. Formalized learning did not

words but actually created

a larger

rift

with the dichotomy of being

being backwards or developed and underdeveloped. There

the youth to stay in the village, since there are

is little

few economic opportunities

for

incentive for

upward

mobility in the village. In order to meet the expectations of their families and the villagers,
especially if they have education, they have to leave the village in search of a better living

which means making money. Being successful

good

salary,

and

this earns

is

you respect when you

having a good income or having made

lots

equated with having money,
return to the

i.e.,

earning a

community. Returning without

of money, earns you the opposite. This has lead

to

a major out migration to the towns and to going overseas.

Those youth who have not been able
and frustrated but also
generations.

They

feel as if they are

most

judged as

good incomes
failures

are not only disappointed

by others, especially the older

stated that they thought the older generation believed that they had

easier, schools in the village, radios,

feeling the

to secure

newspapers, tap water,

in conflict with the other

etc.

it

much

The youth group expressed

two generational groups.

Within the narratives of the

Ama

Tali , intergeneration issues

similar context. Within the group, even though group

members demonstrated

standing,

speak

first

were raised within the

membership was based on equal

sensitivity to traditions, such as letting the
older

women

or addressing each other through the kinship system.
Additionally, the

women

talked about

how

the older generation, especially

join the group. Yet, the

their role in

women

men,

of the older generation

persuading families to

let their

women

resisted allowing their

women

who were members were
The mothers group

folk join.

helped mediate intergenerational issues and created alliances

among

folk to

able to use

actually

the younger and older

members. The spokesperson chosen was a young woman, because of her education and

command of the

languages. The group

members were seen

was able

to build

as having varied contributions

the

on the strengths of its members and

which were shared and valued.

Gender Issues

The

narratives of the participants of both the individual interviews as well as in the

mothers group described

women

in the

economic

how

the roles of

women

are changing for

some

but not for

all

community. The areas described include leadership, income generation and

security,

household and farming chores, and education. Members of the individual

interviews as well as the group interviews raised

traditional roles

and

to

contribute equally to

how

difficult

change the views of both men and

community development. Women's

family space, though Gurung

women

generally enjoyed

was

women
roles

more

mountainous ethnic groups. Yet, a group of women w ere able

Some of this may

it

to challenge

about women’s ability to

were delegated

social

to

women’s

to the private,

freedom than non-

form a successful CBO.

be due to a community tradition of collective and mutual support and

support for mothers

is

seen as culturally positive; some

may have been

the right historical

timing coinciding with increased experiences of women taking on
roles outside of tradition;

and some may be due to out migration of men and slowly young
of family laborers so collective support

expanding

their public role in the

In exploring the narratives

an asset which

is

may

among

to the youth, also articulated that they

the

women

that the

mothers group, rather than as individuals

were making

The successful formation and

women were
be leaders

abilities

women

notable that the

women

The women interviewed,

similar

functioned or acted as group, the

change some of the

traditions or traditional

their lives harder.

sustainability of the first

and

is

traditions as barriers. Yet the difference

women

to try to

it

traditional roles.

Ama Toli

in Sikles

challenged

The members demonstrated

that

able to be social change agents, were able to be decision makers, were able to

in the

development

Through

women’s

reduce resistance to

participants,

viewed some

between the narratives of the youth was

the ideas about

reducing the number

community.

ot Sikles have been at the forefront of community activities.

beliefs that they thought

girls,

public sphere, and were able to successfully shape the course of

in their

community

collective support,

for their

own.

their families’

and

their

community’s

power and empowerment they have been able

benefit.

to achieve not

only significant goals, such as establishing a bank and a day care center, but have also been
able to change the status of women in their community.

The organization used

of celebration and gatherings and of collective action

form and fund

to

the traditions

the group.

Through

group consensus and an intergenerational membership, the group successfully mediated the
tension between traditional roles and the

on development

initiatives that

may

new

roles of

women

as

w ell

not bring benefits to the group.

as the pressure to take

Culture and Development

The cultures ot Nepal are diverse, complex, dynamic and rooted

in their

own

history of

experience with community formation and development. This study
underscored that
recognition and inclusion of local cultures must be part of every aspect
of the development

endeavor

in order to increase sustainability.

do what they believe

From

the narratives,

development workers and villagers share

skills

common

or overlapping goals.

development

is

It

development, ownership, and advocacy,

development

and responsibility

is in

it

is

results

formally educated,

being successful

is

understandable

though they

of this can be noted

who

in the

their

brought to the community; ownership

how

the participants linked the

their

own

culture as

in the narratives

meaning of

backwards and

inferior.

of the youth, especially those being

struggle with the pressure to maintain tradition with their view of

modern world.

may be exposed

commentary on

is

seen as a Western concept or something brought from more

development with modern and superior and

Some of the

- empowerment,

Currently, from the views of the

an outside product that

is

web of

the control of outsiders.

When development
developed countries,

etc.

will also increase

an interwoven

schools, roads, electricity, telephone lines, etc.- and processes

participants,

The

clear that villagers will

will increase opportunities that the

the opportunity for those involved to understand that

-

is

be of benefit to their family or community and, therefore,

to

engagement from the beginning of the process

products

it

to these

community and

villagers talk about the

Yet,

you

also hear in the voices of the participants that

messages or

interpret the

need

to

develop as a

nation, skepticism about the miracles of development.

improvements

in the

community and

in their lives

with the

establishments of schools, health centers, and electricity (symbols of development
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in their

narratives), but they also talk about their
loses, disconnection with youth by
elders and
adults, loss

of autonomy and engagement of community
members

and decision making,

community and kept

loss of value to indigenous

the

community

to

community planning
to

have worked for the

of a community

for

some

more

identity,

buy outside products and. therefore, a

and many more. Ibis has raised

sustainability,

was seen

that

intact for centuries, loss

dependency on outside products and cash

community

ways

in

some

loss

of

dissatisfaction,

contusion and resistance. Development that does not work
with a community, that does not
build on the strengths of the community, that does not
engage the

community

dialogue and product, and that does not see that ownership and
control

superimpose the message
is

that the culture

and community

is

inferior,

is

in the process,

their right will

has nothing to offer, and

dependent on and should be grateful tor outside assistance. Development
needs

undei stood as

development

a culture

that

comes with

initiatives, ideas, projects

“development seeks

to

impose

itself

values. These values are

local

be

promoted through

and workers. Conflict and resistance often

on the

to

arise

when

community.

Community-Based Organizations and Sustainable Development
The study affirmed

the following principles in

working for sustainable development.

Participants in the study recognized the role of government in national development, yet

realized the limitations of the government’s ability in helping

that the

government alone cannot solve

community members have

all

its

citizens. Participants

the problems of the country.

to play a role in local

They suggested

development. Participants stated

could only be accomplished by working together. As stated earlier that there

of how people

in the villages

come

is

that

that this

a long history

together and solved whatever problems they
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agreed

may

faced.

The customary

rules define the roles

of people of different generations and these

roles

provide tor a sustainable community identity.

The majority of the population

in

Nepal resides

in rural areas. If

development

is

“for the

people and by the people’* then the voice of the majority in this
case, the rural people must be
heard.

The government,

NGOs and people at the

local level

must

act as principal partners for

poverty eradication, economic development and social justice. Without
the support of these
critical actors, the villager, this

listening to each other

I

cannot be achieved. This can be done through dialogue,

i.e.,

and working together towards shared goals.

here are institutions that exist in Nepali cultures and communities that can
be built on,

such as the

Though

the

Ama
Ama

To/i, as a

Toll

is

means of increasing

not a traditional

opportunities for sustainable development.

community based organization such

as rodi, nokur,

or dhukti, forming groups upon the principles of collective and collaborative support are,
especially for bettering the

Ama

Tali being

community

or group’s conditions. Additionally,

from and part of the community were sensitive

members of the

to traditions

and the power

dynamics of the community, yet used collective action where and when they could
the conditions of individual

members

or the collective group.

This group used local celebrations and

The money went back

to the

community

to

rituals,

thereby supporting them, for fundraising.

improve the

lives

of the members, families and

community members. This community based organization used
local traditions, yet challenged

to better

them using

their social clout,

local resources, supported

demonstrated the

ability

of

being self/group sufficient, mediated the pressure of outside development agendas with their
local agenda,

and mediated the pace of change and the course of change

to

match the group's

vision for change. Engagement, ownership, inclusion of intergenerational and indigenous
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knowledge,

skills building, collective action

and support, activism, efficient use of
local

resources, re-investment into the community,
and coalition building are
principles and processes the

women

some of the

interviewed identified as having reaped from
their

involvement with the mothers group. These processes
as well as being successful
establishing structures tied with the symbols of
development,

program, clean water taps,

Working with a
will be sustainable,

etc.,

traditional

CBO or helping to establish a CBO
to

skills,

Sikles learned from the

each group generated their

some

activities or

own

They have

no guarantee

that

trails,

it

For example, local

priorities,

is

powerful.

Though

they collaborate with each other on

others’ activities. For example, they have focused

but one group will focus on a different

trail

also shared experiences with each other helping each group learn

more successful and have supported each
to the

initiatives.

groups that collective action

funds and

complement each

constructing rest areas along the

other.

women

is

and relationships derived from the

experience could be more long lasting and generate other
in

literacy

disband once the goal of the group has been

completed or for other reasons, but the processes,

youth

day care center,

challenge the views of who has a monopoly on
development.

might decide

i.e., it

i.e.,

in

others' causes,

on

than the

how

to

be

sometimes bringing more harmony

community.

The youth group has

also organized activities specific to their generational interests and

needs, such as games, traditional dance competition, income generating projects and debates

on current

political issues.

They

also collaborated with youth groups from other villages.

The

organization of such youth groups, similar to the mothers group, have helped mediate some

of the tension and pressure village youth experience as a
place in their

community and which have impacted
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result

of the changes

role expectations.

that are taking

Lesson Learned and Future Directions
I

here

is

no

silver bullet

which can cure

all

the ailments that Nepal faces in trying
to

create a better, healthier and sustainable quality
of live through development. Nepal faces

many

challenges, especially since over the years Nepal
has

outside assistance in the form of development

aids.-

The flow of aid

affected by domestic and international problems which

possible cure

is

to

An

it

local level

is

uncertain and could be

has already experienced. The only

work together with Nepal's most valuable

communication between the center and
difficulties.

becoming more dependent on

assets,

people.

its

can help each other

The

to resolve

direct

some of the

informed central government can help the local organizations by
providing

necessary help. The central government should recognize the importance
of community

based organizations and give credit where

happened

in

it

is

due. Unfortunately, up to

now

this

has not

Nepal.

A joint collaboration between the center,

regional and grassroots levels eliminates

unnecessary delay of development programs. Open communication can lead to a better
understanding of what

is

happening

government would know what

is

at the

center by local organizations. Similarly the central

going on

government may have contributed

to

community

at the

Lack of a

stable

such a problem.

Nepal has been plagued by an unstable government. Yet
Dissatisfaction with the promise of a better

benefiting from development and those

number of educated youth

level.

life,

who

all

of this

is

not disconnected.

increasing disparities between those

who

are

are promised unfulfilled dreams, a growing

or youth socialized to measure themselves by the materialism they

are taught to desire, the lack of economic opportunities to fulfill the dreams, increased

degradation of the environment that

is

making

life
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harder and the resentment of those caught

in

helping to create dreams without the resources
to

them

fulfill

all

push

to creating a

pressure to find alternatives. Understanding
and affirming the strengths of communities
on
the local levels

by working with

risk but a risk

little

CBOs

for

more sustainable approaches

to

development

worth taking when considering the same old
approaches

of

is

have not

that

only not worked but have actually caused negative
images and understandings about

community autonomy and
I

value.

have experienced village development and self reliance
before the invasion of outside

development

initiatives into

development

initiatives

our community.

I

have witnessed the impact of such

lrom government workers as well as non-governmental workers.

have seen models that have been developed by Nepalis
soui ces.

is

I

have observed the development ot groups

sustained b\ the lact that

it

in partnership

my

work

in

From

this study

culture,

and

only be successful

if

it

what are

are

built

to

be the community level and

it

its

is

of this research study.

know

on the strengths of the community and

recognizing and valuing the knowledge and abilities of

development needs

1

that

have about what can

I

at the roots

personal and professional experience,

is

development agent

arose from the community, understands the community and

community and country

my

with outside funding

that function as a

invested in the community. These experiences and the questions that

I

that

that

development can
is

done be

members. The focus of

needs to

move upward

with the sharing

of ideas, information and viable resources. Decision making, planning and evaluation need
be reciprocal and mutual. The paradigm of government and foreign agency workers as
providers, experts, and problem solvers has caused a relationship of dependency,

dissatisfaction,

and disempowerment. To change

community, needs

to be involved in the process

this,

everyone, especially the local

of development that
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is

mutually beneficial.

to

How

who understand

can those

this yet

who

are not

from these communities (including

country nationals) support the change in the current
paradigm. Understanding

is

which must include an understanding of one's own motivation
and

development

industry and listening to the

role in the

community they profess

to

work

development monopoly through the power they have

is

the next step

begin with the

of us

who

out motivation and roles.

step

with. Helping to shift the

which

will already

are from these

It

communities must engage

we have bought

into the traditional

in self reflection

about

development paradigm, than

will also collude in bringing these values into the process. Yet.
agencies, similar to

ACAP, which
how

to build

I

am

have

stall

members who come from

the researcher but

I

am

as part of

community may have more

also part of the research setting. This study

my research

skill,

engage and direct the course of change positively
future.

the

insight to

on strengths of the community.

exercise to hone and demonstrate

and

first

first step.

Even those

we

the

When

I

return to

my community

my

country,

group insights

want

to

about

community. Currently,

raise here to help support

it

and

am

I

development

into thinking about sustainability

is

my

how communities can
and

my

be able to engage with

in finding positive, sustainable,

quality of life for everyone in the

members who fund

I

is

understanding

just

was not just an

ways

community’s

my community

a teacher.

The

hopes for marriage and

village needs

is

Gurung

involved with community

initiatives in Nepal.

1

bring to the

and justice.

teachers.

As

a disabled girl, the girl has

girl to

little

often seen as a burden to the family. With a source of income to

help her and her family, she becomes a valued

member of the
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and

to increase the

For example, funds have been used to support the training of a disabled Gurung

become

life

family and also changes the

perception oi the roles oi girls and disabled people. Sustainability
international and national planning level.

macro

level conceptualization

how we

to the

we

not just a concept on the

a concept that can be built into micro as well
as

It is

and planning. As sustainable development

end condition an ecologically balanced world.
and

is

It is

about

how we

is

not just about an

think and act in the world

value the interdependence of these actions on our collective space.
Going back

quote of Nanda Shrestha, the current course of development

relinquish our collective

knowledge and power

present and future. This study affirms that

I

to

engage and

is

only a

fait

d ’accompli

if

direct the course of the

have not will ever do so nor will the villagers of

most communities around the world.
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